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Not -So -Big News
The news is out. Studer's new 963 is big on
features, performance and reliability.
And not -so -big on size.
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Your job is to produce a bigger, Letter, more con--
plex sound. And you have to do it all in a tight

squeeze.
Now Studer has what you need: the 963 Series of

compact production consoles. A 963 is ideal for video post -production,
video editing, broadcast production, EFP vehicles, smaller recording stu-
dios-anyplace where quality and reliability are critical but space is at a
premium.
Based on a standard 30 mm module width, the 963 is available in
configurations from 16 to 40 inputs. A 28 input console, with 28 direct
outputs plus 4 stereo subgroups and 2 stereo masters, is barely more than
5 feet long. A 40 input console, is barely more than 6 feet long.
Standard features on the 963 include balanced insert points, direct out-
puts, a bantam jack patch bay, and external mute interface for video
switchers. A wide variety of module options lets you custom configure
your 963 for practically any specialized application.
When it comes to audio performance, the 963 goes head -to -head with
the bulkiest of the big -name boards. Noise levels are digital compatible
in "real world" conditions with many open faders. Studer engineers gave
special attention to mix bus design and reference grounding to assure
consistently superior specifications regardless of frame size. For extra re-
liability, solid state switching is used in all but critical audio paths.
As with all Studer products, the 963 is manufactured and assembled to
the highest standards of Swiss craftsmanship.
For more information, call your nearest Studer representative. Find out
how the 963 can give you big console capabilities in a not -so -big package.

STUDER REVOX AMERICA, INC.
1425 all Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. (615) 254-5651

STUDEROffices. Los Angeles (818) 780-4234/New York (212) 255-4462/Chicago (312) 526-1660
Dallas (214) 943-2239'San Francisco (415) 930-9866
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The DYNAMAX family
of cartridge machines

New models, good looking, great listening
rr hirty years of experience is work-
'. ing for you. In 1954, Fidelipac

invented the endless loop tape car-
tridge, and we've been in the business
ever since. We've focused our
experience to develop a complete
line of innovative, state-of-the-art
cartridge machines.

CTR100 Series
The ultimate cartridge machine. You
can intermix standard, high output,
mono, stereo, matrix and discrete
format cartridges using our Cartscan'
system. Even warn a jock to read
live tags or automatically turn on
external functions. Create special
effects with Vary Speed. Time carts
with ease, even in fast forward, with
our real time digital clock. Other
features include DC servo motor.
Blackout status display. Splice finder.
On -board diagnostics. SMPTE time
code compatibility. Phase correcting

matrix system. Optional Maxtrax
format And audio you'd never
expect from a cart machine.

CTR10 Series
Our idea of basic utility. 3 cue tones.
Automatic fast forward. Audio search
Audio switcher and mixer. 1 kHz
defeat. Constant current recording.
Low voltage 2 -inch air damped sole-
noid. Ball -bearing self aligning pres-
sure roller. Azimuth independent
head bridge assembly. Superb audio.

CTR30 Series
A 3 -Deck that records. The recording
system is standard, and the complete
unit is priced below most play -only
3 -decks. The CTR30 Series offers 3
cue tones, audio switcher and mixer,
and a constant current recording
system for the cleanest audio you'll
ever put on a cartridge.

ESD10 Eraser/Splice Detector
Cleanest erasure ever! Dual constant
current precision erase heads. No
heat generating, tape stretching
degaussing coils. Continuous duty
operation Reliable, adjustment -free,
patented splice finding.

All you'll ever need
The inventor of the tape cartridge
has invented a complete family of
cartridge machines. Let our experi-
ence work for you. For more
information, contact Fidelipac or your
authorized DYNAMAX distributor.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEIJPAC

Fidelipac Corporation 0 P.O. Box 808 0 Moorestown, NJ 08057 U.SA 0 609-235-3900 0 TELEX 710-897-0254 0 Toll Free 800 -HOT TAPE

DYNAMAX products are designed and manufactured in the US.A.
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Sony Betacam
Betacamvs. Be
vs.Thomson C
Who will win?

You will.
Because Betacam® is now a multi -source format.
That means you'll have an even wider choice of products and

features to meet your specific needs. You can expect innovative
future products such as high-performance Betacam SP And you'll
have the security of knowing that the premier manufacturers of
broadcast VTRs are committed to a 1/2" standard.
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Sony Communications Products Company, Broadcast Products Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck NJ 07666. © 1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony and Beta, om are registered trodernarks of Sony Corporation.

vs.Ampex
sch Betacam
SF Betacam.

Best of all, it means a major battle by each
of us to become your Betacam supplier. So when
the dust settles, who will come out ahead?

You guessed it.
For more information on Sony Betacam and

future developments in the Betacam format, call Son
Broadcast at (201) 833-5231. SONY
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STANTRON

 CABINET CONSOLES
 DESK CONSOLES

 VTR/VCR RACKS
 DUBBING RACKS

mailing address: P.O. Box 9158VC
No. Hollywood, CA 91609 U.S.A.

or call Toll Free: 1-800-821-0019
No. Calif. Toll Free: 1-800-821-0020

So. Calif. please call 1-213-875-0800
TWX: 910-499-2177

CEITElt

for  VIDEO PRODUCTION
 POST -PRODUCTION

 EDITING  ENG  EFF

STANTR lN
VIDEO CENTER

Designed or

YOUR VIDEO EQUIPMENT
has modular "add-on"

features that all avig
maximum flexibil ty

and versatil ty
in designing console

arrangements for
professional, industrial,

communicator
and educational
VIDEO CENTEtS.

Write or call for FREE
VIDEO CENTER CATALOG

#200

STANTRON/ Unit of Zero Corporation
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The affordable,
portable editing system.

At Camera Mart.

"Super System" is a fully port-
able 3/4 -inch A-B Edit System
based on the Convergence Edit
Controller. It is completely self-
contained, can be rolled from
room to room and shipped any-
where in the world.

Open the cases, plug in and
you're ready to power up in a
matter of minutes.

It has one BVU-800 and one
BVU-820 as source machines
feeding one BVU-800. Other
configurations are available em-
ploying combinations from half -
inch through one -inch.

The Editor is supported by two
TBC's, time code, dual floppy
disk drives, high-speed printer,
switcher, and audio mixer.
Monitoring includes dual 8 -inch
color monitors, one 12 -inch color
monitor, wave -form monitor/
vectorscope, data display
monitor, and 2 -channel audio
system. All permanently
mounted and pre -wired.
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Camera Mart Transportable "Super System"

"Super System" was built for
Camera Mart rentals by the Sys-
tems Division of Camera Mart.
You can rent it from us or have
one built to your specifications.

It's new, and, as you'd expect,
it's available right now from
Camera Mart.

The more you know about video, the more you can
rely on Camera Mart.

TheCamera Mart, Inc.

YEARS

1936-1986
N_--\---/- --t ----\

Sales  Service  Rental

456 West 55th Street, New York 10019  (212) 757.6977
Telex: 275619/FAX (212) 582-2498

305 Vine St., Liverpool, NY 13088  (315) 457-3703
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Dolby Original master tapes recorded
with Dolby SR sound exactly like

speCtral line -in . That is a strong statement,
but one easily proven in a

recording studio. The purity of
Dolby SR is not surpassed
by any other method of

recording, even at the extremes of dynamic range, where
earlier analog and digital systems have audible deficiencies.

At high signal levels . . . Dolby SR offers significantly greater headroom than conven-
tional analog recording. At extreme high and low frequencies the increase in headroom
is spectacular, providing uniform recording capability across the entire audio spectrum.
In addition, because analog overload is gradual, there is no danger of accidental hard
clipping of unexpected transient peaks. In fact, Dolby SR master tapes have greater
usable dynamic range than any other method of recording (significantly more than
16 -bit linear PCM, for example). The recording level can be set quickly and easily
for program material with very high- and low-level passages. Because of the large
dynamic range capability of Dolby SR, mixdowns from multi -track tapes remain
exceptionally clean and quiet.

At low signal levels... Even the quietest signals are heard with remarkable clarity.
Continuous dynamic and spectral analyses are used to assign optimal recording levels
to all components of the signal, so that none of the tape hiss or modulation noise
of conventional analog recording can be heard. The noise and non-linearities of low-
level digital recording are simply not present.

And at every level in between... Dolby SR is not only superior at the extremes of
dynamic range- a signal of exceptional purity is obtained at all signal levels.There is
no tape modulation noise to be heard and no noise from the system itself. There are
no staircase conversion inaccuracies, transient side effects, or phase anomalies due
to steep low-pass filters, because Dolby SR does not employ digital conversion.



Listening comparison of line -in to line-out on a simultaneous basis is the ultimate test of any recording
process. Dolby SR consistently passes this test.

Engineers, producers and performers all over the world are
already using Dolby SR to create master recordings that
match the line -in signal every time. They can freely record
and edit Dolby SR tapes with any professional recorder:
They have also discovered the
simple, efficient and rational
setup, alignment and mainte- e new
mince that are possible with
Dolby SR. Most important, masterthey have confirmed the
superiority of the sound
of Dolby SR. recording
Dolby spectral recording.
The sound of line -in. process
Dolby Laboratories Inc, 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813, Telephone 415 558-0200, Telex 34409
346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP Telephone 01 720-1111, Telex 919109  Dolbli SR"Dolby" and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. 586/7162
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Have you heard the news
about the Grass Valley Group

1680 Series Production Switchers?
You never will unless you call

or send the coupon below to your local
Grass Valley Group distributor
or sales representative today.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

STRENGTH YOU CAN RELY ON
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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I'D LIKE TO
KNOW MORE

about the 1680 Series
Production Switchers.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP
a (404) 493-1255; /
-7447; PHONE

Mail to: Grass Valley Group, P.O. Box 1114, Dept. 1680, Grass Valley,
CA 95945 or your local Grass Valley Group distributor.
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Editorial

"Living a paradoxical
existence can be

very difficult:
a regulating agency

in hot pursuit of
deregulation."

An "A" for FCC
In the hallowed pages of editorial columns past, in this and in other
publications, the tradition of strict editorial scrutiny clinging to a
long literary heritage has been upheld. That is to say, the critical
function of our literary endeavors has been just that, critical. We,
like others before us, have adhered to this tradition, always bearing
in mind that the point of criticism was to be constructive. Of course,
no one is perfect. Still, the objective point of view requires, to
paraphrase the noted literary critic Hugh Kenner, that we turn a
colder eye on the matter at hand in order to shed whatever
prejudices may exist.

I will now do one of my favorite things: fly in the face of tradition.
And I will do this in support of the FCC, no less. Specifically, the
praise comes in regard to the mediation process set up by the FCC
regarding the broadcast licenses of RKO General, to be headed by
mass media chief James McKinney.

Living a paradoxical existence can be very difficult: a regulating
agency in hot pursuit of deregulation. This, of course, makes for
mistakes and opens the Commission up to criticism from almost
every angle. But, in this difficult circumstance, the FCC has taken a
step to rectify an absurd situation. The litigation surrounding some
of the RKO licenses goes back 21 years (if you think about it, there
are currently some influential broadcast executives who were barely
out of diapers when the litigation started). Also, in view of the
number of people involved (70 applicants for 13 licenses), an offical
involvement was definitely in order.

We hope the attempt to get all parties together to settle the
problem in an equitable and financially appealing manner will be a
success. We commend the FCC and McKinney for overseeing the
project. With eyes wide open, we give the FCC an "A" on this one.
Until next time.

Tim Wetmore
Editor

10 BM/E NOVEMBER 1986



Mobile Satellite News Systems

The Second
Generation

At the 1986 NAB Show in Dallas, Midwest
ushered in the SECOND GENERATION of
Mobile Satellite News Systems, the S-18...
featuring the new Vertex 1.8M, Dual
Reflector, Off -set Ku Antenna, specifically
designed for this new service.

At the 1986 RTNDA Show in Salt Lake City,
yet another Midwest innovation, the S-23,
was introduced, featuring a 2.6M version of
the Vertex Antenna, with 50 dbi Gain and
35db of Cross Polar Isolation.

For more information on this remarkable
new antenna technology, Midwest's modullar
TWT Power Amplifier Systems, and other
SECOND GENERATION innovations, call us
at 800-543-1584.

Cincinnati, OH Toledo, OH Grand Rapids. MI Nashville. TN Kansas City. KS Roanoke. VA Washington, D C Tampa, FL
606-331-8990 419-382-6860 616-796-5238 615-255-2801 913-469-6810 703-980-2584 301-577-4903 813-885-9308

MIDWEST
Columbus, OH Pittsburgh. PA Louisville. KY Knoxville, TN Atlanta, GA Charlotte, NC Baltimore, MD Orlando. FL

Communications Corp.
614-846-5552 412-364-6780 502-491-2888 615-687-9515 404-875-3753 704-399-6336 301-665-9323 305-898-1885 One Sperti Drive
Dayton, OH Indianapolis, IN Lexington, KY Brictol. TN Norfolk, VA Raleigh, N.C. Miami, FL New Orleans, LA Ed.gewood, KY 4 10 17
513-435-3246 317-872-2327 606-277-4994 615-968-2289 804-853-2600 919-850-9811 305-592-5355 504-542-5040

Cleveland. OH Detroit, MI Charleston, WV St. Louis. MO Richmond, VA Greenville, S.C.Jacksonville, FL Seattle. WA
216-447-9745 313-689-9730 304-768-1252 314-569-2240 804-262-5788 803-226-9259 904-642-8368 206-232-3550 Circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Panasonictrings you *ff.
The broadcast recording system our
competition can't seem to duplicate.
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Now you can shoot, edit
and broadcast with 1" quality-
on 4/2" cassettes.

When it comes to broadcast s terns. it appears
our competition has been erase Because no
other to , -mat can match the spec cular perform-
ance of M-ff from Panasonic.

Witt. M -11's metal particle 'ape ystem, you can
use the same compact 90- cr po ket-size 20 -min-
ute cassette from ENG EFP -ight through editing to
on -air broadcast. With 4.5MHz bandwidth (-3dB).
50dB S N and burst signal insert'on for phase
alignment and jitter correcticn. M-11 is the single
soluticn to all your broadcas: needs.

In fact, each unit in the M -U line offers some
pretty uncommon common features like four audio
tracks (Iwo linear and two Ff4). an integral longitu-
dinal and vertical interval time code time date
generator with presettable user bits and Dolby* -C
noise -eduction. And M -II products utilize a
standard edit control interface, so you can

Upgrade gradually if yoli
AU -650 Studio V:R. This compact.

rack -mountable VCR has all the ad-
vantages and functions of

convertional recorders with

LIP -41414616

alemark of Dol

the benefit of the M -II format. The AU -650 provides
video and audio performance as good as-if not
better than-that of 1" VTRs. In a 1/2" cassette format
that lends itself to station automation. It records and
plays either 90- or 20 -minute cassettes, and pro-
vides smooth action, variable slow motion as well as
freeze frame. And the AU -650 can perform frame -
accurate automatic editing with multi -generation
transparency. There's also an .nternal TBC to assure
on -air quality playback.

AU -500 Field Recorder. The AU -500 offers the por-
tability and functions demanded by ENG EFP users,
while providing picture quality comparable to 1"-
all on either a 90- or 20 -minute cassette. This small,
ruggedly designed unit is eqt.vpped with confidence
field color playback, automatic backspace editing.
TBC DOC connection, search function and warning
indicators that alert the operator should recording
problems arise and the AU -50X) accommodates
NTSC composite or various component input signals.
The AU -400 Camera Recorder. This lightweight.
compact camera recorder provides ENG users with
more than 20 minutes of recording, and a picture
quality that rivals that of 1" VTRs. The AU -400 also
features B W video confidence playback through the
camera's viewfinder, a chroma confidence indicator
and audio confidence output through a speaker.

There's even an automatic backspace edit-
ing function and warning indicators. And

the AU -400's rugged construction provides
excellent resistance to dust and moisture.

M-11 it's the only broadcast system of
its type in the industry. And it's available
now. Two of the best reasons to go with
M-11 from Panasolic.

To get the complete picture, call or
write Panasonic Broadcast Systems
Company. One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus. NJ 07094. (201) 348-7671.

THE NEW STANDARD
FOR BROADCAST.
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Industry News
CBS Tech Center Closing
Spells Uncertainty
for FMX
Among all the questions raised by
the closing of the CBS Technology
Center, concern runs highest for
the future of new technologies, es-
pecially FMX.

The noise reduction system in-
tended to increase FM's stereo cov-
erage area (see "FMX,"
September, BM/E, p.47) was joint-
ly developed by the Tech Center
and the NAB, with a patent held
jointly by CBS's Emil Torick and
by Tom Keller of the NAB's Sci-
ence and Technology department.

FMX was just getting off the
ground when CBS decided to close
the Tech Center and sell the Stam-
ford, CN, facility to help the par-
ent network's ailing financial
situation.

This presumably puts most of
those working at the center, in-
cluding Torick, out of a job, al-
though a CBS spokesman said
some 20 of the 54 scientists and en-
gineers would be asked to stay on
and transfer to other divisions of
CBS, such as the Broadcast Divi-
sion. But he could not say how the
closing would effect the develop-
ment of FMX.

Four companies had voiced
their intentions to manufacture
FMX generators. Two of them,
Aphex and Inovonics, designed
FM generators with FMX as an
option, and they have said they
will go forth with an FMX product.

"We're still committed to the
project," said Inovonics' James
Woods, "we've been conducting air
tests, and we're aiming for limited
product availability by the end of
November." The company had
answered some of the outstanding
questions about the system, such
as the shape of the reentrant com-
pression characteristic, to their
own satisfaction.

Woods added, "We plan to go
ahead no matter what happens to
the FMX project at CBS or the
NAB."

Two other companies, however,
have put their FMX plans on hold
and are waiting to see whether
someone else, presumably the
NAB, will proceed with the
project.

A plush, private screening room equipped with videotape and
videodisc players is but a small part of the state-of-the-art upgrade re-
cently completed at Detroit's General Television Network. The post -

production facility recently acquired an Abekas A62 Digital Disk recorder
and da Vinci unified color correction system, which have been linked
to a Bosch routing switcher.

GTN spent $2.5 million on the expansion and, in the process, dou-
bled its space to 37,000 square feet. There are many luxury "extras" in
the renovated facility, including this theater with seating for nine,
which has a monitor linked to every video signal generated in GTN's
studios and edit suites, and which boasts a quadrophonic sound
system.

Circuit Research Labs, which
helped develop the prototype FMX
generator, had been waiting for
some additional preformance
specs before proceeding with a de-
sign for a generator. Engineering
manager Stan Salek said the com-
pany wants to make sure features
that are included in the design fill
broadcasters needs.

"We've pushed the 'hold' button;
we have a design that meets the
initial goals, but these were
changing rapidly," Salek said,
"we'll wait and see what happens."

Orban Associates was also wait-
ing for more information, both on
the specs and on research and sug-
gestions about the potential for
multipath problems.

"We'll wait and see what effect
the closing has," said Howard
Mullinack, "no decision on FMX
has been made either way."

Torick reported that up until its
closing, the Tech Center had been
collecting data on FMX's potential
for multipath problems, which, in
spite of the delay, will probably be
outlined in a paper next spring.
Torick speculated that the project
could proceed under NAB auspi-

ces, perhaps with the same CBS
staff people and in a location near
the Technology Center facility.

Tom Keller, NAB senior VP,
Science and Technology, agreed
that that's a possibility. He said
the NAB's executive committee
has decided to continue with FMX,
but would have to wait until the
closing was completed to see how
this could be accomplished.
Espousing FMX puts the NAB in
the position of supporting a stan-
dard, even though it is currently
the only standard proposed for FM
noise reduction. Keller conceded
that it would be "an unusual posi-
tion," but he maintained that "our
lawyers aren't worried about it."

One other concern is the finan-
cial and other resources the NAB
would have to commit to the sys-
tem's development and to getting
broadcaster acceptance. Keller
suggested that an outside group,
either one set up by the NAB or
one independently interested in
FMX, might be the solution to
monetary questions and concerns
about propriety. But he feels it's
important to maintain the CBS
Technology Center staff that has
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If you're looking fora new routing switcher...
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IMe arid more industry leaders have been switching to Di-Tech's expanding selection of routing

switchers. We design the most reliable switchers to meet every need, every budget and every application.

Our newest, the Model #5850 series, features:

 40x20 Expandable AFV MATRIX with up to 3 levels of audio per input (within the same frame)

 No special IC's or Hybrids

 Serial RS422, RS 232, Coax or Parallel BCD Control

 Numerical and/n.1 alpha numerical single bus control panes

 Numerical and/or CRT X -Y Controllers '1"1111111

 The 5850 can be used to expand Di-tech's current in-the -field 5840 series switcher

Call, write or telex for more information on the 5850 series, or request our free catalog today.

Whether it be for radio, television, mobile vans or production studios, Di -Tech has the high quality,

reliable, easy -to -operate answer to your present and future needs! MLR
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Illustrated below are just a few of Di-Tech's X -Y Master

Controllers and Single Bus Control Panels.
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been involved with the project.
"We're not going to let those

people get away from us," Keller
said.

However the NAB decides to
proceed, it's a crucial time for the
FMX project. Recent concerns
about the multipath problem, the
question of the availability of
FMX receivers, and some negative
publicity had clouded the picture
for FMX even before the closing
was announced. Torick pointed

out that at Hartford's WPKT,
where FMX has been tested for
over a year, when the station pub-
licized its testing of FMX it re-
ceived negative feedback, but
when it didn't mention FMX there
were no calls. Getting more test
data and answering broadcasters
concerns about the system is
something that cannot be delayed
too long if FMX is to gain accep-
tance among stations.

In addition to the uncertainty

kW

UHF
Television
Transmitter
There are two good
reasons to buy an
Acrodyne TV transmitter.
Putting you on the air.
And keeping you there.

These are Aerodyne's top priorities. That's why we can give
you more than just two good reasons to buy our 10 kW IMF
TV transmitters, ideal for primary or standby service:

 Most efficient, 10 kW design.
 Single 10 kW final amplifier.
 Modular plug-in wideband exciter.
 Extensive built-in diagnostics.
 IF modulation and diplezdng.
 Thn-second turn on.
 Stereo ready.

All this plus application and custom engineering, installation
and startup help are your assurance that all your broadcasting
requirements will be met. Write or call Acrodyne today for
more information on our 10 kW UHF TV transmitters or any
of our TV transmitter products and services.

Global
Dependability

ACRODYNE
Acrodyne Industries, Inc.
516 Township Line Road
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania 19422
215/542-7000 800/523-2596
Telex: 846358
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over the future of FMX, the
closing of the Tech Center is unfor-
tunate from other standpoints.
Keller pointed out that it means
the loss of a lab that is set up to ex-
plore new broadcast technologies.
He said there had been plans to es-
tablish an experimental, low-

power radio transmitting station
at the Technology Center to obtain
test data in a more realistic envi-
ronment, but those plans are now
also on hold until a new facility
can be found.

And, in spite of CBS's assertion
that it is not "walking away from
technology by closing the facility,"
both Torick and Keller maintain
that "it's a sad day for our indus-
try." The CBS Technology Center
had existed for more than half a
century and had played an instru-
mental role in the development of
new technological frontiers. The
Tech Center saw early work on
color TV, helped bring about the
first audio cassette, and first long-
playing record, as well as the first
photos from the surface of the
moon. It was at the Center that re-
cent work had been done on land
mobile UHF, 80-90, and MTS, in-
cluding all of MTS's compander
evaluation.

FCC Petitioned on AM
Stereo
Will the FCC reconsider it's action
on AM stereo? That's the question
posed by a petition submitted to
the Commission by Texar, Inc.,
a Pittsburgh processing manu-
facturer.

The petition for rulemaking in
essence asks the FCC to do what it
failed to do four years ago in what
has come to be known as "the mar-
ketplace decision" on AM stereo.
Texar wants the Commission to
choose between the two remaining
standards: Motorola's C-Quam
and the Kahn system, and hopes
that the petition will spur similar
requests from others. Texar's pres-
ident, Glen Clark, and senior de-
sign engineer, David Van Allen,
believe that the more broadcasters
get behind the request for a ruling,
the more likely it is that the FCC
will make a decision.

But the problem has always
been that the selection of one stan-
dard over the other by the Com-
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Low Cost Perfortnance
MEGA cartridge machines
embody ITC quality at an

affordable price with features to
delight everyone ... including
low-cost stereo performance.

OMEGA cartridge machines
have simple, clean electronics
for clear, accurate audio
reproduction with the features
you need. Microprocessor
technology brings you many
operational flexibilities with easy,
economical maintainability. A
crystal referenced DC servo
motor provides audibly less
wow and flutter, reduced heat
and selectable speed operation.

OMEGA mono reproducers
are field upgradeable to stereo
while OMEGA mono recorders

have a selectable 1 kHz cue =one
defeat and include a built-in
microphone preamp. With direct
microphone input and ITC's
"FB-1" telephone answering
interface, your facility can offer
automatic dial -in information or
perform a wide variety of news-
room and research functions.

CALL US TODAY to discuss
financial options on ITC's
complete line of cartridge
machines.
99B Cartridge Machines,
"The Best"
DELTA Cartridge Machines,
"Today's Most Popular Cartridge
Machines"

OMEGA Cartridge Machines,

"Afforcable Performance You
Can Trust"

When newer technology
emerges, it will come from
International Tapetronics
Corporation/3M, "The Leader
in Reliability and Service."

In the U.S., call toll -free
800-447-0414, or collect from
Alaska or Illinois 309-828-1381.
In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. 416-255-9108.
In most countries outside the
United States and Canada,
information on ITC equipment
can be obtained through local
distributors.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street

P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241
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mission could mean litigation and
appeals by the one not chosen. In
addition, the process of
rulemaking itself would be time
consuming and might keep AM
broadcasters from making a deci-
sion on a system for many years to
come.

It seems unlikely that the Com-
mission would begin the stan-
dards selection process (which
originally took five years) all over
again, not only because of the time

factor, but because of the difficul-
ties in evaluating the systems that
surfaced the first time around.

But there are some other pend-
ing matters that, along with
Texar's petition, might bring
about some action on AM stereo.
For one thing, Leonard Kahn is
still waiting to hear the full com-
mission's decision on his splatter
filing. The Commission's engi-
neering staff said that they could
find no splatter problems after

A Wend in Time

15010. The SMPTE Time Code Generator/Reader

Legends are made to face
the test of time. The T5010
is no exception. Our most
versatile Time Code Reader/
Character Generator, the
T5010 leads the industry with
its user oriented features.

Discover a legend in time.
Contact your local Telcom
dealer, or call us for details.
We'd like to share our time
with you.

The Telcom T5010.

1163 King Road, Burlington, Ontario. L7R 3X5 (416)681-2450
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tests of the C-Quam system in an-
swer to a filing by Kahn that con-
tended that C-Quam AM stereo
stations cause splatter. Kahn has
appealed to the Commissioners
themselves.

The second recent development
on AM stereo is the NTIA's inten-
tion to do a study to see if an AM
stereo standard already exists (see
"NAB Hosts Upbeat Radio Show,"
p.65, this issue).

It's likely that the FCC will
await the NTIA study before tak-
ing any additional action on AM
stereo, if they indeed intend to do
any more than they've already
done.

New Tape for
Olympics
One side benefit of elaborate me-
dia extravaganzas such as the
Olympic games is the develop-
ment of new broadcast
technologies to bring those games
the widest possible audience. The
first area to reap the benefits of
the upcoming '88 games may be
audio and video tape.

3M has been named as the ex-
clusive supplier of video and audio
cassettes, video and audio tape,
and computer disks and data car-
tridges for the 1988 Olympics.

In order to meet this obligation,
3M intends to be ready with a met-
al particle tape product for Pana-
sonic's M -II format. NBC will be
carrying the summer games from
Korea, and the network has com-
mitted itself to full M -II conver-
sion by 1988.

In addition, 3M is about ready to
release an optical laser disc prod-
uct, also in preparation for its com-
mitment to the Olympics. The
company had been showing proto-
types at recent trade shows.

RKO Sale of Stations
Starts
The long, arduous process of sell-
ing off its 13 broadcast properties
has begun for RKO General.

Some 72 applications have been
made for the properties, which in-
clude WOR-TV, which moved
from New York to New Jersey in
an origianl effort by the parent
company to avoid having to give
up its broadcast ownership.

FCC mass media bureau chief
18 BM/E NOVEMBER 1986
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A LITTLE MIXED UP.

TitSCAM's M-106 thinks
's an expensive mixer.

It's a little mixed up. But the con-
fusion is understandable.

You see, the M-106 has big -buck
features like four program busses
plus master controls for Aux and
Effects, resulting in true 6 -buss per-
formance. So you can take any
input to any buss for 4 -track record-
ing without repatching. And with its

M-106 Mixer

convenient Monitor Select, you can
access any buss.

In the studio or on location, the
M-106 gives you the rock-solia con-
struction of individual circuit cards,
mic and line inputs on all channels,
and four phono inputs. It's a great
choice, delivering the flexibility
demanded by today's broadcast,
cable and video professionals.

TASCAM's M-106 is a versatile,

reliable performer with a great feel,
a terrific body and a price tag under
$600. It just acts more expensive
than it is.

Get one quick. Before it comes to
its senses.

TASCAM
TEAC Professional Division

7733 Telegraph Rd  Montebello, CA 90640
Telephone. (213) 726-0303
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James McKinney was appointed
by the Commission as mediator in
the RKO case and held the first in
a series of meetings in which there
were some 39 interested parties.
Another half dozen parties are
also said to be interested in the
stations.

There had been speculation that
Gencorp, the parent company it-
self, would try to maintain owner-
ship of its stations, but that now
seems unlikely since it would tie

up in court a case that has already
dragged on for years.

Among the markets effected by
the sell-off of the RKO stations,
both radio and TV, are New York,
Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Memphis, Fort Lauder-
dale, FL, and Bethesda, MD.

Parties competing for the li-
censes have until the end of Janu-
ary, 1987, to settle, but McKinney
is looking toward settlements by
as early as the end of December.

Compact Routing
Switcher
Series CAA /CAV-20/10

Ideal for remote vans, newsrooms or small studios, this
new line of routers offers the reliability and features
previously found only in Utah's AVS-1B line.

 Self -Contained with Integral Full -Matrix Panel
 Up to 4 Separately -Addressable Levels-Each 10x10

or 20x10
 2 Coax Party Lines plus 2 RS -232/422 Ports

All Components Multi-Sourced-No Custom Hybrids
 Off -the -Shelf Delivery
 5 -Year Warranty-Parts and Labor

"Lk

("L?,,S7 1_17-11-1 S'ClEf7TIFIC, 117C.
DV NATECH Broadcast Group

1685 West 2200 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84119
Phone: (800) 453-8782 Toll Free or (801) 973-6840  TLX 269-916
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Rock for Charity on CD
The promotional concept of radio
stations producing an album for
charity has taken on a new twist.
In the future, it won't be unusual
to find the same stations produc-
ing a CD benefit "album" for the
same reasons.

One pioneer in this effort is
Dover, NJ-based WDHA-FM, a
rock station that has, in the past,
produced four vinyl benefit al-
bums, with proceeds going to
Dover General Hospital.

This year, WDHA produced its
benefit album on compact disc.
N.J. Rock 5 is being billed by the
station as "the world's first 'home-
grown' CD," and it features 65
minutes of music by New Jersey
bands, some of them already
signed to major recording labels
and some of them undiscovered.

Analog tapes were obtained
from the bands, and a digital mas-
ter was made at Frankford-Wayne
studios in New York using a Sony
1610. The master was then sent to
LaserVideo in California, where it
was put through (full
dimensional sound) digital pro-
cessing.

According to WDHA GM Bob
Linder, the processing helped
clean up the noise from the origi-
nal analog tapes and gave the fin-
ished product a "bright" sound. A
thousand copies of the CD were
pressed, and the quantity was in-
tentionally limited by the station
so the music collection could be-
come a collector's item and be-
cause of an agreement with the
major recording labels with which
some of the artists record.

Listeners who want to buy the
album but who don't have a CD
player can order a special audio
cassette.

The station currently plays
about half of its music from CD
and has a reputation among CD
fans for two programs: "Laser
Lunch" and "Digital Dinner."

In addition, Linder said the sta-
tion is eager to begin testing the
FMX system, because of its com-
mitment to high -quality audio, its
use of digital, and because WDHA
is located in an area where there
are multipath considerations,
which need more investigation in
the development of FMX.
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Is your patch cord system ancient history compared with the rest of your equipment?
Moseley's Smart Switcher 256 brings you up to date with the performance

you've come to expect from us and the features your facility needs.

Flexibility
Whether you're looking for in -room or in -plant audio

switching, the Smart Switcher is just your size, with
configurations starting from 8 x 8 to mute your signal
from anywhere, to anywhere.

Control
Choose your command point: front panel (remoteable

up to 1000 feet), CRT, X -Y controller, or your own personal
computer- you can even write your own software for
custom applications.

Reliability
The last thing you want to do after a power -down is

re-enter your set-ups - that's why non-volatile memory
preset is standard on the Smart Switcher, backed up by
a redundant power supply for added dependability.
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Clarity
What good is the most accurate router if the audio

quality is sacrificed? The same transparency found in
Moseley STLs is built into the Smart Switcher, so your
program arrives at its destination as clean as it began,
with virtually no signal degradation.

To bring your switching system up to speed, contact
Moseley Marketing or your authorized Moseley distributor.

111 Castilian Drive Goleta, CA 93117
(805) 968-9621

Telex 658-448

A Flow General Company Moseley
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One Tape for a True Picture.
If digging for oil is tie story, digging for news will take you there. And the tape you take is the

3M 3/4" MBRTM Videocassette-created to exceed even our widely acclaimed MBU Videocassette.
Designed with our exclusive Anti-StatTM System-to reduce its static charge and help prevent the
dust buildup that causes dropouts. To give you a true picture.

C 1986 3M Co
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TO THOSE WHO
GIVE A CLEAR

PICTURE
OF TIE NEWS,

RV

One Tape Stands True.
We see our job as beirg the same as yours-to give a clear picture of the news. And that's

been our job since we invented videotape 30 years ago.
That's why we stand by you-with the largest support force in the fie d.
And we stand behind you-with some of the most advanced research in

the industry. All to keep our standing-as number one in the world of the pro. Scotch
NUMBER ONE IN THE WORMed EFDPii0
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happens one
Get it with the
Gyrozoom R60/300
Image Stabilizer Lens

The Gyrozoom 60/300 Image
Stabilizer Lens fits most 2/3" ENG
cameras and eliminates virtually
all image vibration. You get the
shot right the first time because,
many times, it's the only chance
you have.

 60mm to 300mm zoom to sub-
jects up to 1,000 feet away

 Compact and lightweight-
weighs only 7 lbs. 4 oz.

 Easy to operate.
 Made in the U.S.A., the lens is

fully warranted for 6 months
with optional service contract
after warranty period

Call Schwem today for a free
demonstration.

3305 Vincent Road, Pleasant
Hill, CA 94523, Call (800) 228-
1333-242 or (415) 935-1226

FATECHNOLOGY
SCHWEM
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in
the

Seekin
finer
edit Sui e
By Eva J. Blinder

Despite the expanding
utilization of serial

interfaces and digital
intelligence, ultimate

control remains beyond
the reach of

postproduction.

Imagine, if you will, the cen-
tral nervous system of some
vast and complex organism.

Nothing happens without its
knowledge; all the limbs and or-
gans respond instantly and fully
to its commands. Constantly mon-
itoring all activity, from the larg-
est to the most minute, it ensures a
complete synergy among its parts.

An editing suite at Post Perfect in New York. According to Dean Winkler, VP com-
puter graphics and optical services, more integration between graphics and
editing devices can be achieved by demands from the post -production
community.

Now imagine that same synergy
transplanted to a modern postpro-
duction suite. The editing system
computer, functioning as the cen-
tral nervous system of the facility,
exercises ultimate authority over
all its components: videotape re-
corders of all formats, audio decks,
video and audio switchers, digital
effects devices, graphics and ani-

mation systems, and any other de-
sired peripheral.

All are controlled directly
through serial interfaces. The hu-
man operator never needs to leave
the well -designed, flexible editing
console, which affords full access
to all functions on all machines.

This is the editing system of the
future-or is it? While attractive
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to many creative editors, the de-
gree of control implied by the "cen-
tral nervous system" analogy has
drawbacks to match its advan-
tages. And it remains far from im-
plementation, despite progress by
SMPTE and manufacturers. As
one executive at a major editing
manufacturer put it, "It's begin-
ning to pull together, but it's not
as easy or as elegant as any of us
would like to see."

The fly in the serial interface
ointment, by and large, is the ar-
ray of incompatible and proprie-
tary command protocols. Even
with full standardization of the
ESbus-the RS -422 serial inter-
face SMPTE has worked so hard to
formulate-the differing protocols
make direct communication awk-
ward at best.

Agreement on protocols would
solve only one part of the problem,
however. An editor powerful
enough to control fully a sophisti-
cated production switcher and dig-
ital special effects unit would need
an edit decision list large and flex-
ible enough to include full infor-
mation about the moves and
effects being programmed. Cur-
rent EDLs are far too limited in
the number and kind of decisions
they can handle to make such far-
reaching control practical.

Getting serial
Steve Smith, product line mar-

keting manager, editing and sys-
tems integration, for Ampex
Corp., is a member of the
committee working on the ESbus.
He recalls that around 1980 serial
control began to replace the paral-
lel interfaces common until that
time. These interfaces are at once
simpler and more powerful be-
cause, instead of a single wire for
each command parameter, a com-
puter "word" is transmitted that
contains the interface
information.

"We have left the realm of wire -
to -wire interfaces," Smith asserts.
In addition, SMPTE's work has
standardized serial control via
RS -422, at a communication rate
of 38.4 kilobaud.

"I know of no major manufactur-
er that uses communications
hardware that is different from
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An example of editing systems
dictating effects and switcher proto-
cols, CMX's 336XL editing system pro-
vides control of a peripheral Abekas
A62 disk recorder via a serial port.

that," Smith adds. "Everyone is on
RS -422, 38.4 kilobaud. But the
problem is, when the word is sent
down the wire, is the language
spoken by the two [intercon-
necting] devices the same? This is
the glitch. It's as if we have the
United Nations now, but the
translators haven't been hired
yet."

One end user who'd like to see
more integration is Dean Winkler,
who recently left Teletronics with
partner Pat Howley to build Post
Perfect, a new post and effects
house in New York City. Winkler,
who is vice president, computer
graphics and optical services, for
Post Perfect, says, "I don't really
see that much communication
happening yet [among peripheral
devices and editing systems]. Most
ADOs or other digital effects boxes
are still being triggered with GPIs
[general purpose interfaces]." The
SMPTE protocol is helping, he
feels, but complete integration is
not just around the corner.

"What's needed is economic mo-
tivation," he asserts. "The post -
production community has to say
we want better integration. But it
may not happen for a while, sim-
ply because GPIs work."

Although no one questions the
ability of the general purpose in-
terface to perform its straightfor-
ward task of triggering a contact
closure, postproduction profes-

sionals like Winkler look ahead to
more comprehensive control. Con-
flicting protocols are one factor
interfering with the realization of
this goal.

De facto standards?
Some de facto protocol stan-

dards appear to be emerging, how-
ever. For example, manufacturers
of serial interface VTRs generally
are following either the Sony or
the Ampex protocols. In switchers,
versions of the Grass Valley
protocol are fairly standard. Nev-
ertheless, each manufacturer
must adapt these protocols to ad-
dress the needs of its own ma-
chines, and variations from the
"standards" can be expected to
continue.

"The good news is that the num-
ber of [protocol] languages is get-
ting smaller, but languages are
not the right languages," Steve
Smith complains. The laborious
SMPTE standardization process,
in part, is aimed at fine-tuning
these conflicting languages to
meet the needs of the broader in-
dustry. Because each manufactur-
er's language is so specific, a
protocol that becomes a de facto
standard may not give other man-
ufacturers the leeway to make the
most out of their machines.

Smith comments, "In the case of
VTRs, if you implement a feature
or capability that hasn't been part
of the standardized spec, you have
to have the ability to write proto-
col that allows that feature to be
controlled." A good example of this
is the Zeus TBC for the VPR-3
VTR.

"We had never thought of
controlling TBC functions
through a VTR before," Smith
states. "Now, the Zeus can have
chroma level control, freezes, and
other capabilities through the
user -defined part of protocol."

With properly designed proto-
cols, it is probably quite feasible to
have an editing system console
controlling a switcher or an effects
device. But some manufacturers
argue that such complete control
is not always an advantage.

"What we're looking at is really
trying to figure out what is the
most convenient operator inter -
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How often are you faced with one of these problems.
 Mis-matched colors on tapes from different sources

 Colorimetry errors generated by unbalanced cameras
or changing light conditions

 Computer generated video or digital effects where the
images just don't sparkle

Until now, you had three choices:
 Reshoot (imposs ble in many situations)

 Correct, using very expensive color correction systems

 Compromise, using a low cost color corrector that only
handles primary colors (RGB)

froFortel's CC -1 Color Corrector let's you take control of your
colors.

opYou get complete independent control of hue, saturation, and
luma for each of the six color -bar vectors, black and white
balance controls, black and white gamma adjustment, and

,more...
At a price that will get your attention.

Call or write FORTEL today for more information or a
demonstration of the CC -1 Color Corrector.

1101

Quality . . Made in the U.S.A. CC1.1
Only from Forte'. Color Corrector

Forte! Incorporated  2985 Gateway Drive  Norcross, Geor la 30071  1-600-241-5046  In Georgia (404) 447-4422 FORTE
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face," explains Rome Chelsi, prod-
uct marketing manager, editing
systems, for Grass Valley Group.

"There are a couple of philo-
sophical arguments," Chelsi con-
tinues. "At what point does the
edit controller depart from control
of that peripheral device? You can
almost run an entire edit session
without touching the switcher,
but when you go to some complex
devices such as the Kaleidoscope,
there has to be a point of depar-
ture. You can send out a relay clo-
sure, but we feel it really should go
beyond that.

"Our philosophy is to say, How
is the edit system best utilized in
the editing environment?" he
adds. While the user would no
doubt want to have the some con-
trol over an effects box such as the
Kaleidoscope, that may not be the
most efficient way to do effects.
Should the device be "transpar-
ent" to the operator, like a VTR, or
handled as an effects register?

"We probably 'will allow opera-
tors to do it both ways so we don't
restrict them in any way," Chelsi
notes, adding that GVG plans to
make the Kaleidoscope protocol
available to other editing
manufacturers.

Ideal interfaces
Manufacturers of switchers and

digital effects work hard to make
their user interfaces as logical and
efficient as possible, however.
While the editing system console
may function smoothly for certain
basic tasks, it may not be appro-
priate for setting up complex
events.

Even when the entire system
has been supplied by a single man-
ufacturer, user interface issues
may limit the amount or kind of
control possible. Smith notes that
ADO effects cannot be created on
the ACE control panel despite the
high degree of serial communica-
tions between the two devices.

"The ADO control panel is set
up for effects," he states. "You
build effects on effects devices.
Once the effect is stored in the
ADO, then it's the controller's job
to synchronize it and call it up and
place it in the edit list." The opera-
tor can trim an effect at the con-

troller keyboard or modify its
duration but cannot make chang-
es in motion. In addition, the ACE
allows switcher effects to be pre-
viewed in the same manner as dig-
ital effects.

Convergence's ECS-205 editing sys-
tem. According to company spokes-
man Greg Schreiner, Convergence's
products will begin using theSMPTE
EDL standard as list output, but full
adoption would require "rework of
our whole product."

"We can access the switcher's
memory from the editor, but we
don't want to turn an editor into a
switcher," Smith comments.
"Once an effect is built and the
edit is done, however, we feel that
it's very important to be able to
preview the edit without rolling
the machines." Essentially, ACE
previews a switcher effect
simulating a wipe of the specified
duration between the in point of
one source machine and the out
point of the other.

Nevertheless, Ampex offers oth-
er editing system manufacturers
the opportunity to design any kind
of interfaces they like for its AVC
switchers and other devices.
Smith notes, "Manufacturers put
different capabilities on the serial
port. The AVC is much more ori-
ented toward control of the whole
control panel. Our protocol allows
access to almost every button or
control through the serial port."

According to Greg Schreiner,
product specialist for Convergence
Corp., the increasing demand for
full access to special effects from
the edit controller reflects the
increasing ubiquity of digital
effects.

"One thing that makes this a bit
of a problem is that a lot of the spe-
cial effects systems are just now
beginning to show their identity

in the edit suite," Schreiner says.
Previously, many users have
preferred setting up effects manu-
ally because they felt it gave them
more creative range. "Now it's get-
ting to be an everyday occur-
rence," he continues. "Users are
expecting control from the edit
controller. The best way would be
some kind of standard control net-
working where you could tie to-
gether serial control devices so
they could communicate at any
time."

He continues, "You can set up
switcher wipes, dissolves, keys,
and have limited control over du-
ration, reverses, soft edge borders,
and many other capabilities. But
it's the 15 or 20 percent that isn't
controllable that always irritates
the user-things like using the ti-
tle keyer and downstream keyer
in the same edit, or serially fully
controlling an ADO."

While editing system manufac-
turers typically write serial inter-
faces around machine protocols
supplied them by makers of
switchers and digital effects, the
reverse can also be true. CMX, for
example, has supplied its own se-
rial protocol to several manufac-
turers that have incorporated it in
their machines. One of these, ac-
cording to Christin Hardman,
staff market researcher for CMX,
is Abekas, whose A62 digital disk
recorder is controllable directly by
the CMX editor via the serial port.

"Because the A62 incorporates
CMX software, the CMX user can
plug it in and have direct control,
just as if it were a VTR," Hardman
says. CMX will give its protocols
to any other manufacturer willing
to sign a nondisclosure agreement
and attend a seminar at CMX
headquarters. Several companies,
in addition to Abekas, have taken
advantage of this, including Cox,
Hitachi, and EchoLab, to name a
few.

Where actual interface boxes
are required, CMX is concentrat-
ing on serial, Hardman adds. "We
are pretty much only doing serial-
ly controlled devices in-house,"
she explains. "Serial control is a
lot less work for us and also gives
us much better control because
that's how the machines are de -
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There's only one way to earn the kind
of reputation the Sony Betacart® system en-
joys in broadcast operations: performance.

And there§ only one videocassette
that can match it: the Sony BCT Series
Betacam® cassette. Because both are
built to the same demanding standards.

One reason Sony Betacam videocas-
settes achieve such high sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratios is because of Sony's
VivaxTM magnetic particles. They're cobalt-
enrichedferric oxides that are finer and
more evenly dispersed than in other
videocassettes.

Another example is Sony's back coat-
ing and cassette shell components. they're
treated with antistatic agents for improved
conductivity, while maintaining a very low
friction coefficient, dramatically reducing
dropouts.

Sony BCT Series Betacam cassettes
also maintain their high performance time
after time after time. Because our Vtax

particles aren't just finer, they're also tough-
er. And our binder system holds them bet-
ter than ever before.

Thanks to Sony§ demanding quality
control, every Sony Betacam cassette is a
perfect match for the Sony Betacart. From
our standard lengths to the Sony BCT-30K,
which only we could produce.

Proven on -air performance and dura-
bility you can really count cn, over and
over again.

The Betacart and the BCT Series
Betacam cassette. Made for each other.
Made by Sony.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY.

*1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony Viifix. Betacart. Betacam and The One and Only are trademarks of Sony.
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signed to be controlled." She adds,
"The amount of control has in-
creased because the manufactur-
ers of those devices have allowed
more things to be reachable
through serial protocol."

For example, CMX editors can
control the broadcast variable
motion facility of the Sony
BVH-2000 in 256 discrete steps
between zero and 30 frames per
second, with the information go-
ing into the EDL for later auto as-
sembly. In addition, field 1 or field
2 can be addressed through serial
communications. Neither of these
capabilities was possible with the
BVH-1100.

"The more [information] the
manufacturers put into their pro-
tocol that we can reach out and
take-and that is going to get even
better if the SMPTE standard is
widely accepted-the better for
us," Hardman concludes.

CMX has streamlined its serial
interface hardware over the past
year or two with the introduction
of the Multi I'. "We used to have a
whole box full of cards to control
one device," Hardman recalls.
"Now we have a box with up to
four cards that controls four de-
vices [one card per device]." The
size of the interfaces was expected
to shrink even more at SMPTE,
where CMX planned to debut a
"SuperKit" product for the 12 that
controls three devices per card, or
up to 12 devices in one three -inch -
high box.

According to Hardman, the I' ap-
proach often provides faster control
than direct serial interfaces, at
least when the device being con-
trolled doesn't have its own
microprocessor.

"We've noticed that [direct con-
trol] can actually slow down the
whole system," she comments,
"because the CPU is doing edit list
manipulation and other editing
tasks, plus all the machine control
for up to 16 devices at once.... A
faster processor might be able to
keep up with this, but it still puts
more burden on the central sys-
tem." A distributed processing
system, such as the I2, with a
Z-80-based, customized interface
for each device, also has advan-
tages in its ability to mix and

match equipment from different
manufacturers.

It's in the list
The most sophisticated and far-

ranging control won't reach its
potential unless it can make its
way into the edit decision list.
The current industry standard-
-essentially, the CMX for-
mat-is limited in its capacity for
describing complex effects and

EECO's EMME system provides two op-
tions for recording slow motion speeds.

stores its information on outmod-
ed eight -inch floppy disks. In-
creased control will dictate both
an expanded edit list and some
form of high -density storage. It
also will have to face up to recent
changes in the industry, such as
the demand for four -channel
audio.

"Putting all this information
into the edit decision list turns out
to be the only way to achieve the
customers' real desire, which is to
have one disk for the entire edit
suite to return to," asserts Tom
Phillips, product manager for
Sony Corp.'s editing systems.
"Now, the user has to load a disk
into the special effects unit, the
E-MEM unit, the editing system,
and maybe one or two other de-
vices." An integrated EDL would
make the most of serial control by
allowing interfaced devices to pass
down to the editor everything the
editing system is capable of
controlling.

Just such an integrated EDL
has been proposed recently by the
working group on editing proce-
dures of SMPTE's Video Record-
ing and Reproduction Technology
Committee. The September 1986
issue of the SMPTE Journal car-
ried a report and call for comments
on RP 146, which specifies a lan-

guage for interchanging edit list
data between editing systems. Ac-
cording to Robert Lund, president
of Robert Lund Associates and
chairman of the working group,
the recommended practice follows
the CMX format fairly closely,
"partly because the users on the
committee wanted something
they were used to, and also be-
cause the programmers who work
for the manufacturers wanted to
minimize changes to their edit list
software."

The new format goes beyond
CMX in a number of aspects, how-
ever. For example, it handles up to
99 channels of audio; the user can
specify a range of channels to be
addressed, specify a mix and give a
dB value for any given track.

"There's no equalization [in the
list], but for every area we at-
tacked the basics," Lund says. Ba-
sic wipes and keys can be
specified, as can variable motion,
as long as speed and acceleration
are constant.

"The list is meant to cover all
the different situations of
editing," Lund explains. He adds,
"We are beginning to try to make a
language for a second list format
that will more closely parallel the
work of the Digital Control
Committee," the SMPTE group
working on serial interface proto-
cols. He differentiates the two lists
by saying that the second lan-
guage will be oriented more to-
ward describing the processes
involved in an edit, whereas the
first describes the product.

This second list, which is still in
an early stage of development,
will be more suited to handling the
very complex instructions in-
volved in special effects work,
Lund says.

"We want to be able to deal with
things like [the Quantel] Harry and
all the latest equipment that's de-
termining the look of video these
days," Lund adds. EDL 2 will not
make EDL 1 obsolete, however;
Lund expects it will always be usa-
ble for basic content cutting of fea-
tures, spots, and other material. In
fact, the two lists will be
complementary.

"We will probably modify EDL 1
at some point in the future so you
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and this... and this!
J8 x 6 BIE: 6mm Wide, 96mm Telephoto, 11" M.O.D.!

Cnce again, superior Canon optical technology
gives 7ou greater flexibility and capability than ever
before. The incredible Cancn J8 x 6 BIE lens prov des
the wile -angle coverage you ne3d in tight situations
and its built-in 2X extender gives you 96mm-when
you need to get closer.

Canon
Optics D.,ison
Canon U5A, Inc., Heac Office. One --anon 1az3, Lake Success, NY 11042 (516) 488-67( 0
Dallas &tics: 3200 Repent Blvd Irving, TX 75653 (214) 330-9600
Chicago Ofice 100 Park Blvd., Itas. IL 60143 312) 25( -6200
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1986 Canor USA Inc

Better still, even with the 2X extender, you can
get as close as you want, since your M.O.D. is an
amazing eleven inches, even at 96mm! The Canon
J8 x 6BIE, it gives you more.

Specifications:
FDcaI length: 6-48ram, (12-96 w/extender)
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Minimum Object Distance: 11"
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can insert an event that calls in a
file of data that is in the second
format," Lund predicts. Such an
"include" statement could be used
for repetitive events.

While the final form of EDL 1 is
yet to be determined, its impact
will probably be felt very soon.
"It's in a form now where manu-
facturers can take it and start
modifying their software," Lund
points out. As would be expected,

Lund himself plans to include it in
his own editing systems (he de-
signs custom systems and hopes to
introduce a standard product line
in the near future).

How soon other manufacturers
will jump on the bandwagon is
unclear.

Awaiting decisions
"We are studying the SMPTE

[EDL1 proposal, but we haven't

RON SCHILLER ASSOCIATES
BROADCAST SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
140 COUNTY ROAD TENAFLY, NJ 07670
201-568-1552 201-567-9279

Engineering
for today and tomorrow.

Operations Effectiveness

,Vest Technologies

Radio
Television

Post Production
Multi -Media

Business Analysis
Market Analysis
Project Planning
Facilities Design

Cost Control
Transmission Quality
Technical Efficiency

Transmission Systems
Control Systems
Data Management

Projects impact the bottom line.
Shouldn't you ensure

they have a profitable impact?
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made any decision as to what will
or won't happen in that area," says
GVG's Chelsi. "In adopting any-
thing new you've got to consider
your installed market base. If you
make a radical departure, you
have to accommodate the users
that are out there." Among the
recommendations GVG expects to
incorporate in the near future is
multichannel audio, spurred by
the advent of enhanced half -inch
recorders and digital video. Other
enhancements will also be
considered.

"If it was easy to make a cutoff
point and say, 'Former users,
you've got to accept this,' it would
be very easy," Chelsi explains.
"Technologically almost anything
can be done, but from a business
standpoint there are other things
that have to be considered."

Greg Schreiner of Convergence
says, "There's a definite need and
demand for an expanded edit deci-
sion list. Unfortunately, this rec-
ommended practice has taken
such a great long time; basically
we've been hearing about it for the
past couple of years. We have allo-
cated a provision for using a
SMPTE standard EDL as far as
outputting a list, but to actually go
ahead and adopt this standard as
our standard, that really wouldn't
be applicable at this time because
we'd have to rework our whole
product."

Schreiner feels that the SMPTE
proposal is necessary, however, es-
pecially for dealing with switcher
effects memory banks, SMPTE-
standard proposed wipe codes, and
"everything that has to deal with a
sophisticated three- or four -layer
effect."

He notes that the Convergence
EDL currently accommodates
three audio channels and that the
company is considering a fourth.
"Obviously technology is catching
up on us all," he quips.

One area that few editing sys-
tems manufacturers have put into
the EDL is slow motion. According
to Eloy Chairez, product specialist
at EECO, the EMME editing sys-
tem has two options for recording
slow motion speeds for such VTRs
as the VPR-3 and the BVH-2000.

The operator either can key in
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RP -1, The Ultimate
3D Digital Video Effects

System From Microtime
Imagine...fluid smooth motion, superb transparency,

and simplicity of operation. Unlimited resources at
your fingertips, letting your imagination run wild.

Create...with variable axis rotation, perspective,
continuous expansion and compression, border,

crop, and other exciting effects.

Admire...the creative capabilities of
RP -1.

Powerful, easy to use, and cost-
effective. You couldn't ask for

more in a 3D digital video effects
system:

LI True 3D movement with fluid smoothness

Linear keyer for the ultimate realism in foreground
or background compositing

LI Two -channel option with plug-in digital compositor cards
to float two variable transparency foregrounds over a
background

 Microfloppy disk stores 256 sequences for loading into
20 run registers

 Built-in signature analysis diagnostics to evaluate circuit
performance

 Optional high resolution data display

So call a Microtime representative today and see how RP -1
can put it all together for you.
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Bouchard (609) 896-3716 Central, David Everett (312)
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Microtime, Inc., 1280 Blue Hills Ave., Bloomfield, CT 06002
Tel: (203) 242-4242  TWX 710-425-1165
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the actual frame numbers and
rate of speed or can set the se-
quence up visually and have the
EMME computer calculate the
speed. This information goes into
the edit decision list to trigger
slow motion operation.

"We've been operating on the de
facto CMX standard, which does
not let you program a lot into the
edit list," Chairez comments, "al-
though we do some things in the

edit list that are not CMX compat-
ible, such as slow mo." At press
time, the company had not had
time to review the new SMPTE
list in detail.

According to Hardman, CMX
"will certainly conform" to the
SMPTE standard EDL once it is
approved. Work is underway on
expanding the number of audio
channels that can be dealt with in
the edit decision list to more than

III IN a is st

The CDI-700A Time Code Reader, with Quad
Video Character Inserter, is easy to operate
and brings affordability to video production
and post production editing, and it's backed
by Cipher Digital's reputation for depend-
ability and 3 year warranty.

An important advantage of this micro-
processor -based Time Code Reader is its
ability to generate burned -in work prints for
production from multiple synchronous video
sources, thereby minimizing error by pre-
cisely identifying every video frame.

For more details contact Cipher Digital today.
Call (800) 331-9066.

cioher cgtat
PO BOX 170/FREDERICK MD 21701
( 301) 695-0200 TELEX 272065

Tandy today, COsisioNt 4411 tohouow.

four. At this time, the contents of
E-MEM and Master E-MEM on
Grass Valley switchers can be put
into the CMX EDL.

"Our charter as a manufacturer
of on-line videotape editing sys-
tems," Hardman asserts, "is that
we should be able to listen to and
talk to postproduction devices and
put that information in some sort
of storage so people can spend
their time being creative and not
having to recreate things they've
already done.

"The editing system should be a
repository of information, but it
shouldn't necessarily be the hu-
man interface for everything. I'm
not sure an ASCII keyboard is the
correct way to control all devices.
Un the other hand, you can listen
to what the switcher is doing and
store it so it can be recalled. We're
heading toward being able to con-
trol and listen to all these devices,
but not necessarily direct control
through our keyboard."

Sony is another manufacturer
looking at multichannel audio-a
necessity if it is to control the au-
dio on its own digital VTR.
Phillips, however, notes that
adding two more audio channels to
the EDL could create difficulties.

"There would be an incompati-
bility problem immediately be-
cause the EDLs floating around
now only use Audio 1 and Audio
2," he asserts. "No one would be
compatible. Technically it can be
done, but administratively it's a
real problem."

Storage problems
One of the biggest obstacles fac-

ing an expanded EDL is memory
capacity. In an age of personal
computers with multi -megabyte
memories, most edit decision lists
accommodate only 500 to 1000
events. Specifying complex
switcher effects can eat up those
lines very quickly.

So far, no new standard has
emerged to take the place of the
CMX eight -inch disk with its limit-
ed storage. Proposals abound, how-
ever, and awareness is high that
the storage issue must be
addressed.

"A major problem with the EDL
is that you have to have something

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card
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Your camera can move between studios, locations, and
applications with ease.

Users from networks, stations, production facilities
and institutions prove this daily. Here's how:

Triax cable is a Philips innovation and we continue to
lead the world in its use. It is many -Ames cheaper to buy,
pre -cable and service. In the studio simple triax patch
panels allow cameras to be quickly and reliably relocated

while maintaining the camera's q iality performance.
LDK 6 triax cameras have complete intercom,

teleprompter and full bandwidth RGB for chromakeying -
essential in news presentations. In =he field, you can
locate your camera head up to 2 km away from the
camem processing unit - without less of picture quality,
and lig atweight triax is very easy to handle.

LDK 6 and LDK 26 are a new generation of cameras -
with total computer control over 1000 different settings to
ensure excellent pictures with ease -of -use. Because they

Philips LDK 6,
LDK 26

How can you increase your number
ofcameras without buying more?

By making them do double duty.
The advanced design of the
LDK 6 (1'') and LDK 26 (2/3")
automatic cameras with Philips
unique triax system and total
computer control make this
possible . . . with no compromise
in performance

have distributed intelligence you can connect any head to
any CPU for instant power -up and operation . . . with no
need for technicians to do a line-up test. Then there's full
auto set-up, operational memories to recall special
lighting conditions, set-up memories for storing creative
effects and lens files to recall the characteristics of
different lenses. So seconds after the camera is patched in
and powered up, you get perfect pictures - with a speed
and reliability that can't be matched by cameras with only
partial computer control.

Some of the other advantages of total computer
control are:
 On line 24 hour surveillance of the total camera system
warns of any potential prcblems before faults occur.
 Adjustment for the tube ageing is automatic. Pictures
from a two year old camera look as good as day one . .

proven daily in the field.
 A pick-up tube can be replaced 15 minutes before air
time with no tweaking . . and a matched tube is not
required.
 Total computer control technology is available from
Philips in all tube formats . . the 2/3" (18mm) LDK 26 and
the choice of 1" (25mm) or 1 1/4" (30mm) LDK 6.

These and many other features are why the LDK 6 and
LDK 26 family are the fastest selling news and production
cameras in their class, wizh over 400 sold worldwide.

Prove the total computer difference for yourself. A
demonstration will prove why they are years ahead in
design, performance and cost effectiveness. Call or write
for demonstration or request the descriptive LDK 6 or
LDK 23 technical brochure.

Broadcast
Television
Systems GmbH

Sales and Service Headquarters
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel: 201-529-1550. Telex: 3.7-62558
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besides the eight -inch disk," as-
serts Smith. "The medium we
have standardized is becoming a
dinosaur." Cheaper and more pow-
erful 5.25 -inch or 3.5 -inch floppy
disk drives, or a four- or five -

Megabyte battery -backed RAM,
could be excellent replacements,
he suggests.

"All these things are good ideas,
but people have to agree," he in-
sists. "The medium isn't really im-
portant, it's getting a standard."

Phillips notes that computer
memory sizes are increasing as
prices drop, a good omen for
postproduction.

"Editing systems historically
have had very little memory capa-
bility compared to PCs," he says.
The PC itself could provide a par-
tial solution for this problem,
serving as an outboard storage
computer for EDL information.

Comprehensive Video Supply
has already taken this approach
with its Edit Lister softviare pack-
age for PCs, and Sony offers an off-

line Edit List Organizer program
that runs on MS-DOS and CP/M
systems. The latter can be plugged
directly into BVE-5000, 900, or
800 editors so that information
can be downloaded from the editor
and manipulated off-line.

This approach "works well in
some areas but not in others, such
as an on-line situation when im-
mediate changes are desired,"
Phillips adds.

Convergence also offers a PC-

based approach to EDL manage-
ment. "Floppies are becoming
obsolete just like the paper tape
punch did," Schreiner observes. The
increasing number of personal com-
puters in postproduction environ-
ments presents an excellent
opportunity for editing to get in
step.

"I think the industry as a whole
is going toward some kind of for-
mat compatibility, including the
disk format and how the data is
stored on disk," he adds. The Con-
vergence PC storage system uses

floppy disks at present, but the
company is looking into hard
drives, spurred by user requests.

Serial control, multichannel au-
dio, a standardized, powerful
EDL-all these things have one
foot in the editing suite door. When
they will make it all the way in is
still anyone's guess. The reservoir
of technology already in the field,
with its plethora of edit list and in-
terconnection schemes, will pre-
vent any new standard from
sweeping the industry.

But the demands of users will
ensure that if standardization
can't sweep in, it will creep in-
not as fast as desired, perhaps, but
as fast as practical. Demanding,
sophisticated postproduction re-
quires a system that works togeth-
er in the most powerful fashion
possible. As Tom Phillips puts it,
"I think all of us have got to start
thinking systems and forget about
the editor and the little box. It's
like the engine of a car-without
it, nothing runs." BM/E

New
Totally enclosed
housing.

New
Single and Dual
Controllers with
proportional rate
joysticks. (Table
top or rack mount.)

Single camera controller
Model VS -CB -T

The TSM
advantage.

VS -200M ...an economical Pan/Tilt System that for the
first time integrates a variable speed Pan/Tilt head with
motorized ENG lenses...and from a single source...TSM.
Check these lens and Pan/Tilt System features:
 TSM's exclusive motorized lens control systems for ENG

bayonet mount lenses include Zoom/Focus, Focus Only
and Focal Length Speed Control Feedback.
The Focal Length control system, for zoom lenses, provides
feedback to optimize the Pan/Tilt speed based on lens
setting ... max. speed at wide angle; min. speed at tele-
angle ...another TSM operating feature for a professional
On -Air presentation.

 Variable speed range from 1.2° up to 8°/Sec.
 Precision gears and adjustable drag clutch in drive system

provide a smooth, accurate On -Air operation in the pan
and tilt modes.

 TSM's rugged, pedestal/ceiling mount is driven by high
torque DC motors and has fully adjustable microswitch
end stop protection.

Call or write for complete details on VS -200M and TSM's
complete product line of Pan/Tilt heads and accessories.

Dealer inquiries are welcomed.

TOTAL SPECTRUM
MANUFACTURING INC.
20 Virginia Avenue
West Nyack, NY 10994
(914) 358-8820

THE NEW, INNOVATIVE EQUIPMENT SOURCE.
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ITACHI INVENTS
THE FIRST 1" VTR

THAT WATCHES ITSELF
SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO.

The revolutionary Hitachi
HR -230 1" VTR has the
mos: advanced real-time,
selftliagnostic capabilities
ever perfected.

Ir either the record or
playoack mode, a computer
inside the HR -230 monitors
49 different performance param-
eters second by second. And the
stores this information within
the memory for recall at a later
time-not just with numbers
and symbols, but in words.

This means no more errors
slip by when your operator is n
there. And there's no more n
for lilt -or -miss spot checki

The Hitachi HR -230 has
unique quick -threading tape
path. incorporating retract-
ing entrance and exit guides
main erase head, as well as
a scanner air system that
protects tapes.

It recues a 30 -second seg-
ment in 3.5 seconds. It has a

fast/slow motion range
that provides real-time
reverse and field/frame
still motion. Plus pro-
grammable time com-

pression up to 20%, with
0.1% accuracy.
A unique, concealed fcld-

out control panel groups edit-
irg functions and separates edit
controls from the main control
panel.

In short, it's the ultimate 1"
for networks, affiliates or tele-
production companies. Don't
consider your next 1" pur-
chase without looking in -o

it. Contact Hitachi Denshi
America, Ltd., Broadcast

and Professional Division,
175 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797. (516)
921-7200 or (800) 645-7510.
Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Car.ada),
65 Melford Drive, Scarbor-
ough, Ontario M1B 2GE.
(416) 299-5900.
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PANASONIC
HAS A PROFESSIONAL

VIDEO DECK FOR
EVERY PROFESSION.

From medicine to music. From New York to
London. Whether it's indust-ial training, hi-fi
stereo duplicating or irrernational business
communications, theres a Panasonic' 6000
Series VHS deck designed to meet ycur
specific professional needs.

For long-term stab lity, all 6000 Series
professional decks have a sturdy aluminum
die-cast chassis. And a heavy-duty head
structure to deliver virtually noiseless video
images for special effects.

The 6000 Series also ir cludes all the
inputs and ouputs professionals demand.
Like E. -pin video connectors for direct single
connection to a monitor. BNC connectors

for easy interface with other video com-
ponents. And time code connectors for
advanced editing applications. Plus versatile
remote control capabilities for a host of
applications.

Still, with all the 6000 Series has going
for it, Panasonic knows a professional deck is
only as good as the professional support
behind it. That's why you'll find regional offices
each with a staff of engineers to assist you
with matching components for your specific
system. And technical service for installation
and instruction. So whatever profession you're
in, take a look at the video decks designed for
your profession. The Panasonic 6000 Series.

=or more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office. Northeast (201) 348-7620 Midwest (312) 981-4826.
Southeast: (404) 925-6835. Southwest: (214) 257-0763. West: (714) 895-7200. Northwest (206) 251-5209.

Panasonic
Industrial Company
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The Complete Digital
Production System.

With the common standard
It's arrived.
Step into Quantel's digital studio and
experience the world's first complete Digital
Production System.
Record and Replay in Real -Time. Random Access
Edit and Digital Chroma Key with pictures. Use
Wipes, Dissolves, Linear Luminance Keys and
Digital Effects. Create Graphics, Animate,
Retouch, Rotoscope, Time Compress and
Stretch. Drop the finished piece onto a Sony
digital VTR. All handled in component digital
format to the official international CCIR.601
(SMPTE 4:2:2) sampling standard, guaranteeing

into
Slep 44fterrfry the digital Midi()

no multigeneration or transcoding losses
between subsystems ... ever.
All this from just Paintbox, Harry and Encore -
with an ease and speed that will delight you, a
quality that will stun you and at a cost that is
significantly lower than an equi%alent analog
suite. Of course, if you already own one or
more of the subsystems that comprise the
Quantel Digital Production System, the costs
become even lower.

The Digital Production System is the culmination
of 10 years' digital video research at Quantel
and is being delivered now.

P.O. Box 50810, 3290 West Baysbore Road, Palo Alto, California 94303, USA. Phone: (415)856-6226
QUANTEL
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Locus Communications' 3/4 -inch JVC/Converg -
ence suite provides filmmakers with cuts -only
editing. According to executive director Gerry
Pallor, "They actually like straight cuts."

Simple Editing Systems
Inspire Creative

Solutions

0 wners of inexpensive, basic
editing controllers may
sigh with envy at the

feature -packed systems that
abound at every industry conven-
tion. For high -end editing, noth-
ing can replace a powerful system
with all the bells and whistles. But
users of the big systems' more
humble siblings don't have to set-
tle for second-best in the quality of
their programs. Whatever the
equipment, the creativity and in-
genuity of the human operator are
the most important components of
the post -production system.

A quick look around the world of
video amply illustrates this asser-
tion. Music videos, documenta-
ries, experimental productions,
and even animation are produced
every day using the simplest
editing systems-which are, after
all, the mainstay of the industry.

Editing animation
A demanding application like

video animation requires an ex -

Even if your editing
system lacks some of the

bells and whistles,
your program doesn't

have to.

By Eva J. Blinder

pensive editor, right? Not accord-
ing to Pat Corbitt, president of
Synthetic Imagery, a Princeton,
NJ, post and animation house. For
the past three years, Corbitt has
used the EECO IVES editing sys-
tem as a controller for his Dubner
animation system. Corbett has
just taken advantage of EECO's
recent acquisition of Convergence
Corp. to trade up to a Convergence
204 A/B roll editor. But he contin-
ues to praise the IVES for its sim-
plicity and accuracy.

"We have used the IVES for a

good three years with a great deal
of success in animation," Corbitt
relates. "We use IVES for the hard
stuff; very demanding kinds of
things," he adds "You must have
an exact match frame in anima-
tion-you can't tolerate machines
that do not perform consistently."

Its accuracy is only one benefit
Corbitt sees in IVES as an anima-
tion controller. "We operate three
or four different keyboards as well
as a variety of digitizing tablets
and other devices," he says. "One
more keyboard would probably
make us go nonlinear. You can't
go looking at a whole bunch of
keys, you need a very analog kind
of output from your hand." The
straightforward IVES user inter-
face eliminates much confusion in
the animation room, according to
Corbitt.

Until its recent replacement,
the IVES controlled an animation
suite consisting of the Dubner
CBG-2 animation system and
Sony V0-5850 U-matic recorders.
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Synthetic Imagery's president, Pat Corbitt, uses the facility's EECO IVES editing
system for a computer -generated animation project.

According to Corbitt, first -

generation 3/4 -inch animations
produced on this system have been
bumped up to one -inch and aired
with excellent quality.

"We've done everything from
3D animations, controlled by
IVES in terms of editing, to car-
toons," Corbitt asserts. His compa-
ny, he claims, was among the first
to use the CBG-2 for animation.

"We could do it because the
IVES was hooked up to make all
those little edits," he states "Peo-
ple thought you could never do
cartoon animation with the
Dubner, which we always knew
was nonsense because it has a very
good painting system. The IVES
really made that possible. The ma-
chine, just in the cartoon area,
earned its value in a week,
literally."

Between the Dubner, with its
custom wipes, posterization, and
dissolves, and the IVES, which
fades to black, Corbitt was able to
get by without even a switcher.

Another area where Corbitt
found the IVES outstanding was
audio. Synthetic Imagery runs a
digital audio system consisting of
two synthesizers-a Yamaha
DX -7 and a Roland Super
JX-controlled by an Amiga com-
puter with music software. With

the IVES, the computer animation
and digital sound could be linked
together for a unified production.

"With the computer software for
digital sound, we can modify the
audio, add voices, and change ele-
ments in the music; with the
Dubner, we can change elements
visually, and, with the IVES, we
can coordinate the two together in
a real synchronized edit," Corbitt
relates. "It's terrific and very cost-
effective." It also saves his clients
from "the trap of music libraries."

"People say, 'I'm so tired of mu-
sic libraries, I wish I could afford
custom music,' but most of them
use it for 90 percent of their jobs
even though they don't like it,"
Corbitt explains. "We have a lot of
sound stored digitally on disk, so
we can combine a lot of elements to
make digital custom music at a
price they'd normally pay for a li-
brary needle drop."

The new 204 A/B roll editor will
allow Synthetic Imagery to add a
new dimension to its
animations-integration of live -

action footage. Corbitt also looks
forward to the 204's multiple ma-
chine control capabilities. Anoth-
er probable addition will be
off-line edit list management,
most likely with the Comprehen-
sive Edit Lister IBM PC software .

Corbitt plans to interface the PC
directly with the 204 through the
RS -232 port. That way, information
can be fed in for autoassembly or an
executed EDL can be pulled down
to the PC for off-line modification.

"We've been very strong on com-
puters," Corbitt adds. "Now that
people who know about computers
are beginning to shake hands with
people who know about video,
sleeping giants are awakening."

The winning Edge
There's nothing so unusual

about using a cuts -only editor for
documentary work-except per-
haps, winning two Emmys at it.
Mark Baldwin, a California -based
freelance editor, did just that with
the help of an off-line CMX Edge
controller while he was an editor
and producer at PBS affiliate
KOCE in Huntington Beach, CA.

Baldwin used The Edge to off-
line three separate PBS series of
20 shows each; for two of those
series he was also in charge of
training all editors. The first
show, Faces of Culture, a look at
cultural anthropology, won a Los
Angeles-area Emmy, as did the
third series, called Marketing. The
middle series was titled The Pho-
tographic Vision.

"Basically, we off -lined with
The Edge and did list manage-
ment as we went," Baldwin re-
calls. "We had to go through five
or six cuts and do list management
to prepare for assembly." The off-
line process prepared each show
for "B mode " on-line assembling.

"Doing that, we were able to as-
semble a half-hour show usually
in less than a day," says Baldwin.
"One really good editor did it in
three and a half hours." And this
for shows with three or four chan-
nels of audio and averaging about
350 edits per show .

This speedy editing was accom-
plished in a cuts -only system with
a Sony VO-5800 source deck and
VO-5850 record machine, plus a
separate audio amplifier. Audio
channel two was used for time
code during the off-line sessions.
Because the productions were
multichannel, however, Baldwin
and his staff got around the sys-
tem's limitations by cutting the
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NSIDERING NEW HIGH QUALITY 2/3" STUDIO/FIELD CAMERAS?

A ID THE
GENEVRATIO GAP

While camera manufacturers were developing new high-
performance 2/3 studio cameras, Fujinon was busy de-
signing new lenses to go with them. Not conversions,
modifications or quick fixes, but totally new lenses. And
they re available here and now.

Starting with the premise that the CCD is the wave of
the future, Fujinon's new generation lenses are the first
- aid only - lenses built to be compatible with the
higher registration specifications. The new Al 5x8ESM
and Al 8x8ESM studio lenses aid A44x9.5ESM (F1.4)
field lens exhibit the industry's lowest longitudinal chro-
mat c aberration. Which means unprecedented color and
focus -tracking accuracy with all the new generation
cameras.

For studio use, the new Al 5x8ESM zooms from
8mm out to 114mm, while the F1.5 maximum aperture
remains absolutely flat! At 120nm, it's Fl 7. That means

no changes in your present studio lighting. And you can
fill the screen with an 11' / 8' subject from only 10'
away.

Weight and size are reduced, reliability and service-
ability are increased. Major components are modular and
interchangeable. Controls and adjustments are accessi-
ble with the shroud in position. These include back focus
adjustment and lock, servo/manual switch for the built-in
2X extender, and pattern projector color levels and chart
positioning. Focal length aid aperture are reported
through LEDs on the side of the lenses. And options in-
clude the full array of Fujinon accessories including re-
mote demands and shot boxes.

To learn more about Fujinon's new generation of 2/3"
studio/field lenses, you'll get more information or a dem-
onstration by calling the Fujinon location nearest you.

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

UJINON INC. 10 High Point Drive, Wayne, N.J. 07470 (201) 633-5600 Telex 6818115
SOUTI- 2101 Midway, Suite 350, Ca-rollton Texas 75006 (214) 385-8902

MIDWEST 3 N 125 Springvale, West Chicago III. 60185 (312) 231-7888
WEST 118 Savarona Way, Carson, Calif.90746 (213) 532-2861 Telex 194978
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Boston Film/Video Foundation members using the foundation's Mini -Comm on-
line editing suite.

additional audio tracks on a black
encoded tape and making a second
EDL disk for it.

According to Baldwin, many ed-
itors are still unfamiliar with the
uses of list management.

"Most editors don't know from
list management in off-line situa-
tions," he claims. "I've even been
surprised by how many on-line ed-
itors are not at all familiar with
list management. They're used to
having somebody sitting over
their shoulder telling them what
to do. Because they end up with a
finished product on one -inch in
one pass, there's no need to keep a
list."

The style of work required for
the three series, therefore, re-
quired extensive training of edi-
tors. "Most of them were film
editors, so they had to learn how to
cut on tape rather than film as
well as learning list management
functions," Baldwin adds. The re-
sults, he says, were excellent.

"It worked out very well," he
comments. "Some of them I feel
outstripped me after a while."

One drawback of using The
Edge, Baldwin notes, was that the
system's menu screens occupy the
full screen, so you can't see the
whole list or scroll through it. This
was more than balanced out,
though, by the total compatibility
of the finished EDL with the sta-
tion's full CMX editing system, a
boon for conforming.

"The Edge is exactly CMX com-
patible, so you can preprogram ev-
erything, including GPI triggers
and dissolves," he says. "It was
very flexible and extremely accu-

rate, especially in audio cutting."

Video explosion
The video users who pass

through the doors of the nonprofit
Boston Film and Video Founda-
tion run the gamut from amateurs
to experienced independent pro-
ducers. According to Raj Sharma,
director of production services, the
foundation keeps its JVC half-

inch edit suite busy eight to 10
hours a day with its members'
projects.

"We teach a number of work-
shops, at least 50 each semester,"
Sharma says. "There has been an
explosion in interest in video in
the past few years, and we get
people from all walks of life,
from beginners to experienced in-
dependent producers." The foun-
dation's astonishingly low
rates-a mere $8 to $12 an
hour-make it an attractive alter-
native for independents seeking
cuts -only on- or off-line editing.
Some current independent pro-
jects include a documentary on a
Berber marriage festival in Mo-
rocco and a memoir of women pi-
lots in World War II.

Sharma has edited a number of
personal projects for people who
want titles and music added to
their party footage or home mov-
ies. The system is also regularly
used for small industrial produc-
t i ons, such as training and
motivational tapes. He himself is
at work on a personal piece about
the conflicts between the ancient
and modern in everyday life in
India.

The cuts -only system, which

consists of a JVC RM-88U edit
controller, 5300 playback deck,
and 8600 record deck, plus a For -A
character generator, six -channel
TASCAM audio mixer with EQ,
and a cassette deck, is capable of
industrial VHS -to -3/4 -inch inter-

format editing. A second JVC
cuts -only system has 3/4 -inch decks
and time code.

The foundation's pride, howev-
er, is its United Media Mini -
Comm suite. One of its users is
video artist Dan Hartnett, who is
presently at work on a video in-
stallation for airports and other
public places.

Hartnett, who has been working
with video since 1978, calls the
Mini -Comm "a great addition" to
Boston Film and Video.

"It's inexpensive, yet it provides
the same kind of flexibility that
you can find in a higher -end
house," he says. Its edit decision
list and SMPTE time code not only
result in more accurate edits, but
also give Hartnett the option of
making a window dub with visible
time code for rough cuts.

"I have my own off-line system,"
he explains, "so I make the rough
cut and build the EDL on that,
then put the piece together at Bos-
ton Film and Video. That way, I
know the numbers are going to be
synchronous."

For Hartnett, working with the
Mini -Comm has been his first ex-
perience in using an edit decision
list. "For me, it's a new step in cre-
ative editing," he states. "If I de-
cide to take a scene out, I can go
back and just delete that number
and have the machine do an auto -

assemble edit. It takes a lot of the
tediousness out of the process and
leaves it open for creative ideas."
He looks forward to the addition of
a second source deck in the Mini -
Comm suite for A/B roll work.

"For years many independents
have only used straight cuts,"
Hartnett notes. "Now, with equip-
ment like the Mini -Comm becom-
ing accessible to people, it's
suddenly opened up a whole new
chapter in the visual vocabulary.
All the work I'm designing for my
own pieces now incorporates A/B-
roll techniques."

Another important capability
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JVC's CR-850U Editing VCR. It's
the one video dealers choose
when selecting VCRs for 3/4"editing.

On-line systems. A -B roll sys-
tems. Off-line systems. Remote
vans. Rental departments. News-
room editing. Computer graphics.
Animation systems .Just a few of
the applications where customers
need the best, and dealers choose
the CR-850U to make sure they
get it.

Why the CR-850U? Excellent
picture quality: the result of an
increased S/N ratio, Y-688 dubbing.
special noise reduction circuitry.
Fast, accurate editing: the benefit
reaped from the direct drive tape
transport system and the separate
SMPTE time code address track.

The new front load, rack -mount
design with parallel and serial
remote control capability allow
easy interface with existing and
new edit systems. Built-in self

4
diagnostic circuits with front panel
test points speed magitenance
and adjustments.

Dealers choice, yes! But the
odds are always in your favor,
whatever your application, with
the JVC CR-850U.

See your JVC Professional
Video Dealer today or, for literature
call toll -free:

1-800-JVC-5825
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video
Communications Division
41 Slater Drive
Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

JVC CANADA,
Scarborough, Ontario
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for Hartnett, especially for his
own projects, is keying.

"With my experimental work,
I'm really interested in the possi-
bility of putting things where they
don't belong-putting doorways in
the desert, creating surrealistic
environments. I can do that with
the key capability of the Mini -

Comm." His installation project,
for example, includes video of peo-
ple who have made positive contri-
butions to society keyed in over
NASA space footage.

"Working with independents,
the projects are exciting because
all of them are heartfelt," asserts
Hartnett. "The main motivation is
to communicate something they
feel strongly about." Flexible, in-
expensive editing systems like the
Mini -Comm, he says, are giving
independents the chance to speak
out creatively.

High -end cutting
Cuts -only doesn't necessarily

mean low -end. According to Gerry
Pallor, executive director of Locus
Communications, a nonprofit me-
dia arts center located in New
York City, his JVC/Convergence
3/4 -inch off-line suite is "not an
edit -yourself system."

"We deal with a wide variety of
noncommercial productions," he
explains. "We try to offer full ser-
vice; everything from script writ-
ing to the finished fine cut." For
A/B effects, Locus goes out of
house, but everything else is ac-
complished on its own system.

The edit controller itself is a 92,
built by Convergence Corp. but
packaged by JVC. "JVC has cre-
ated a really excellent manual for
the controller," Pallor notes. "For
that reason alone it was worth
buying from JVC." The suite also
houses a JVC 5550 player and
CR-8250 recorder, a Chyron VP -1
character generator, plus a Pana-
sonic switcher genlocked to allow
input from a color graphics cam-
era for internal and external lumi-
nance keys. Locus also has a
Mindset computer graphics sys-
tem, although few clients make
use of it. Special effects are not a
high priority for Pallor's clientele.

"About the only effect I do with
clients is freeze frames," he says.

"I can do dissolves and wipes, but
not tape -to -tape. Those are the
limitations of the system. But I
have found that filmmakers are
not as intimidated by that.
They're not put off by the fact that
you can't do dissolves, because
filmmakers are not used to being
able to just drop in a dissolve. They
actually like straight cuts."

One current project is a promo-
tional tape for a Manhattan
church conducting a fundraising
drive for its historic building. In
addition to other promotional and
educational pieces, Locus pro-
duces video resumes for artists
and recently completed a major
promotional and archival project
for the Festival Latino of the New
York Shakespeare Festival.

"We target productions in the
$5000 to $15,000 range for our
postproduction services," Pallor
notes. He finds that low- to
middle -budget projects like these
are low on pressure and high on
creativity.

"When I bought the system, I
got a job for a jewelry company
doing a tape of their entire line of
wedding and engagement rings,"
Pallor recalls. "In the editing
room, they just spent hours and
hours sorting through slides. Fine,
I'm getting paid top dollar, but I'd
rather be editing than sitting
around being bored."

The editing system itself "is
probably, for my level of produc-
tion, the best thing," He says. "It's
a fast, accurate time code system,
designed with the editor in mind.
At this point to me it's transpar-
ent; after working with it for two
and a half years it's just automat-
ic. We've done fashion shows, in-
dustrials, we're just very busy
with a wide variety of stuff. The
system's held up terrifically. It's
appropriate for everything from
music videos to talking heads."

In fact, the only real limitation
on any editing system is the vision
of its users. Technical boundaries
may prevent the use of certain
techniques, but they have never
imposed a ceiling on the ideas that
make up a production-as any one
who remembers the early days of
film or video can attest. Now, as
then, the key is creativity. BM/E

If you need assistance in
designing or installing your
interformat editing suite, the
ACE Micro and other Ampex
products are available from the
following authorized Ampex
video systems dealers:

AF Associates, Inc.
100 Stonehurst Court
Northvale, NJ 07647
201-767-1000

Alpha Video & Electronics
28 E. Mall Plaza
Carnegie, PA 15106
412-923-2070

Landy Associates, Inc.
330 Bear Hiil Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
617-890-6325

Lerro Electrical
3125 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia, PA 19123
215-223-8200

Midwest Communications Corp.
1 Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017
606-331-8990

MZB & Associates
4203 Beltway Dr.
Dallas, TX 75244
214-233-5535

Roscor Corp.
1061 Feehanville Rd.
Mt. Prospect, IL 60057
312-539-7700

Tbdd Communications, Inc.
6545 Cecilia Circle
Minneapolis, MN 55435
612-941-0556

linnet Engineering, Inc.
325 Division St.
Boonton, NJ 07005
201-263-0023
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Half -inch, three -quarter -inch
or one inch - with the
Ampex ACE Micron'you can

edit with whatever you have. And
ACEµ editors will interconnect up
to four of these VTRs serially, via
RS -422. Serial control eliminates
expensive interface boxes and that
tangle of interconnection cables.

The hardware is simple, too, so
the ACES editor is easy to learn.
And because its performance is

(qp()LitIon 1086

virtually equal to the "super
editors", it won't become obsolete as
your business grows. For example,
it's the only editor under $30K that
can serially control the rate and
duration of an ADO" system.

If you need a powerful editor that
gives you all -format flexibility, a
quick study for novice operators,
easy interface, and complex switch-
er control, line up your different
VTRs and call your nearest Ampex

Sales Engineer for a demo. From
Ampex, with product support and
service, worldwide.

Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 365-8627

New Jersey (201) 825-9600
(In New York (212) 947-8633)
San Francisco (415) 367-2296

Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
Canada (416) 821-8840

AMPEX
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PAY LESS ATTENTION TO
YOUR VIDEO CART MAC

Now Available in
BetaCam Format

HINE

Great idea! Now you can do just that with the TCS2000.
The Cart Machine automatically manages, records and plays-to -air

all forms of spots and programs, giving you much more uninterrupted
time away from programming concerns.

The Cart Machine holds up to 280 carts on-line. Tracks 65,000 carts
in the database. With its 1,000 event look ahead feature, you receive a
printed list of needed carts and your saturation spot carts never have to
leave the machine.

The Cart Machine's comprehensive software system interacts with
your traffic system to download your logs and automatically preplans the
spot play lists days in advance.

Now other station operations get your undivided attention-with
The Cart Machine.

Odetics
We put smarts in The Cart Machine.

Odetics, Inc. 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, CA 92802-2907.

Call toll free 1-800-243-2001. In California call 800-238-4422 or 714-774-5000.
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Please take a moment to fill out the form below so we can plan even better coverage
of postproduction in the future.

1. Indicate your status on the following types of postproduction equipment. Please use the
boxes to indicate how many of each type of equipment you have now or intend to buy:

have now/
on order

intend to buy

within
3 mos.

within
6 mos.

within
12 mos.

Multisource video editors
A/B roll video editor/controllers
Two -machine editor/controllers
Time code synchronizers
SMPTE time code generators/readers
VITC reader/generators
16/35 mm telecine projectors
Solid-state telecines
35 mm slide projectors
Dedicated composite switcher
Dedicated component switcher
Digital Effects
Time Base Correctors
Editing Control Software
Machine Interface
Audio Recorders
Audio/Video Synchronizers

2a. In the coming year, what will be your top postproduction purchase priority?

2b. What would you like to see in future editing systems?
L 1 Better Software i Improved Matching Interface

Better Operator Interface IH System Interchange Ability

3. About postproduction at your station:
Does your station have 1 or more editing systems
dedicated to the news department? H Yes I 1 no C I If yes, how many'?

Does your station have an editing system dedicated to
non -news use? CI yes I_ no

Is this system interfaced to a:
 switcher  video effects system

4. About the stories on audio and video postproduction in this issue:
Did you find them informative?
Did you read all of them?
Did you pass the issue on to anyone else?

I I yes I -1 no
H yes L1 no

yes El no How many? (#)

7. About yourself: Do you work at a:
Li TV station  Radio station  Production company
 TV network 0 Radio network  Postproduction facility I I Other (specify)

Are you a:
 Chief engineer I-1 Engineer I 1 General manager
 Production manager  Operations manager r] Other (specify)

Do you:  use the equipment?  make buying suggestions? LI specify equipment?
 make buying decisions?

NAME AND TITLE

STATION OR COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP PHONE (

MAIL BEFORE DECEMBER 15, 1986
Fold here and staple closed. Thank you for your cooperation.
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Studio director Tony Louis Snetro coordinates bookings and
does production in Studio 94, WLVE's eight -track studio.

BN Judith Gross

More radio stations
are building state-of-
the-art eight -track

studios to add prestige
and profits.

There was a time when radio
production and high -end
audio production were two

separate entitites. Radio did mod-
est production for clients who
bought time on the station, while
ad agencies and the entire music
industry turned to audio produc-
tion houses for their needs. In vid-
eo production, audio was all but
ignored.

Now, as this month's AES show
illustrates, the lines have blurred.
Digital storage media, notably
music synthesizers, are plentiful;
the cost of quality audio equip-

& Production

Setting Up
the In -House
Multitrack
Studio

ment has come down; boards are
more versatile; and it is now more
possible than ever for a radio sta-
tion to achieve the quality of high -
end audio production.

In addition, ad budgets are
tighter, and advertisers and al-
bum producers can no longer
spend excessive amounts of time
and dollars on a single production.
Finally, the video industry,
spurred on by the advent of stereo
sound and the popularity of the
music video, has recently discov-
ered audio. It's no wonder then,
that radio stations, the original
audio production people, have
gone back to their roots by seeking
out more outside production and
building the facilities that can ac-
commodate this increased need.

The trend today is multi-
track-not the 32-, 24-, or even
16 -track production common in
the music industry, nor the two- or

four -track many stations have
been working with for so long.
More stations are opting for eight -
track production, mostly because
it affords the greatest flexibility
and creativity for the most cost-
efficient price.

Generally, the cost of multi-
track consoles is more attractive
these days, and console designers
are building equipment with an
eye toward the radio market. This
has spawned hybrid boards, which
combine on -air and production
features, and smaller versions of
the large boards that a full -service
recording studio might purchase
to record a hit album.

Another innovation that has
helped stations bring production
in-house is the MIDI interface and
the vast range of synthesized mu-
sic it controls. Big, elaborate, ex-
pensive musical productions using
live musicians are not always nec-
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essary any more, and it's now pos-
sible for a radio station to offer all
the bells and whistles, and the
most up-to-date audio features, of
any outside production house.

Because they are buying quality
equipment, stations have also
been able to attract skilled produc-
ers and editors, people who might
otherwise have built and opened
their own studios. And, because
more production equipment is be-
ing designed with radio station
personnel in mind, stations are
also finding it easier to train their
own staff in the use of multitrack.

And finally, a radio station can
offer all of its production services
and expertise at a much lower cost
than the typical production house
because the overhead and initial
expenses of setting up the studio
are part of the station's overall
budget. Or, according to James
Rosenthal, production director at
Houston's KKBQ-AM/FM, "We
can do it for less and still provide
the quality, because this isn't our
bread and butter, it's our gravy."

A range of options
The number of stations building

a studio specifically for multitrack
production and going after busi-
ness separate from the station's
own is on the rise. But no two
stations take quite the same
approach.

Multitrack rooms vary widely
in size, volume of outside produc-
tion, equipment choices, and in
how aggressively they are mar-
keted as a service separate from
the radio station itself. There have
to be some very impressive capa-
bilities of the in-house multitrack
studio, because, otherwise, clients
that have been used to getting pro-
duction free of charge when they
buy a spot on the station might
balk at the idea of paying extra
dollars for production and talent
fees in the eight -track room.

But actually, many stations are
finding that the reverse of this is
true. Outside clients come to the
station for its multitrack capabili-
ties and very often end up buying
time on the station because they
are impressed with what they see
and hear.

Typically, in order to succeed, a

radio station needs to make a
strong commitment, with dollars,
time, and personnel, towards giv-
ing the multitrack room a sepa-
rate identity. This is being done
with varying degrees of success in
different markets. In some sta-
tions, an entire marketing cam-
paign is being built around the
multitrack studio, and outside
production takes priority. But oth-
er stations with the same inten-
tions have found that their
in-house work often expands to fill
up the new studio, and promoting
the multitrack room as a service in
itself is fairly low on the list.

The typical multitrack equip-
ment setup generally includes a
stereo console that can accommo-
date eight or more tracks, with the
basic processing needed for pro-
duction built in: an eight -track
ATR, and one or more two -track
ATRs. Audio sources, in addition
to live mics, include cart ma-
chines, cassette decks, turntables,
and more and more these days, CD
players. Processing will include
compression, reverb, equalization,
and some sort of effects; most sta-
tions seem to favor the Eventide
969 Harmonizer for the wide
range of digital effects it produces.

Some stations will add a
synthesizer and/or drum machine
and possibly a computer system
with MIDI interface if they are
heavily involved with music
synthesis.

Others are set up for live miking
of musicians. In addition, many
radio stations are starting to pro-
duce audio for video post -
production; any station venturing
forth into the increasing emphasis
on this market will also be at least
looking at SMPTE time code
equipment.

With a few exceptions, digital
multitrack recording, with the
larger DASH or PD (Pro -digital)
recorders made by Sony, Mitsu-
bishi, and Otari, seem to hold little
interest for stations involved in
multitrack production; as do digi-
tal storage media (except for MIDI
equipment). Most radio stations
are watching the future of digital
and are waiting until the costs
come down before venturing forth
into this area.

In addition to the recording, en-
gineering, editing, and mixdown
services a station provides to
agencies, local clients, and aspir-
ing bands, most stations with
multitrack rooms rent the space to
clients who want to bring in their
own talent and producers. Usually
one of the station's recording engi-
neers sits in on those sessions. And
if outside production makes use of
in-house talent, extra talent fees
are charged as well.

Studio 94
When Miami's WLVE, or "Love

94," built a new facility last year, a
multitrack room and separate
sound booth were incoporated into
the overall design. CE Roy Press-
man says that, from the start, the
idea was to set up the eight -track
room as an independent produc-
tion studio to attract outside busi-
ness. The station hired a recording
engineer/producer, Tony Louis
Snetro, solely to coordinate out-
side production with no other sta-
tion duties, and Studio 94 was
born.

Snetro has his own production
company, Anthony Louis Produc-
tions, and became Studio 94's first
customer. Now he promotes the fa-
cility and his own services in one
package deal, with a brochure and
demo cassette that is sent to pro-
spective clients.

"We had to establish a separate
identity for the studio," Snetro ex-
plains, and that is the one key in-
gredient that seems to spell
success or failure for a station's
multitrack endeavors. Those who
put the most resources and effort
into keeping the studio separate
from the rest of the day-to-day sta-
tion business seem to reap the
most profit from the multitrack
studio.

In spite of the fact that most of
what goes on in Studio 94 is sepa-
rate from Love 94, Pressman
equipped the multitrack room so
"it could still be operated by our
announcers, if need be, and not be
overly complicated." The console
is one designed specifically for a
radio station's multitrack work, a
Pacific Recorders ABX, and
there's an Otari MX 70 eight -

track and two Otari MTR 10 two -
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tracks to mix down to. And, in
addition to the Harmonizer, he
added a Yamaha DX 1 synthesizer
and a Linn drum machine for mu-
sic production.

The separate sound booth is able
to accommodate live music and is
a big plus for attracting major
musical production work. It can
conceivably operate with any of
the station's four studios, but it
was designed to work specifically
with the multitrack room.

Studio 94 is doing about 80 per-
cent outside production and the
rest in-house, according to Press-
man. Snetro says that most of the
work consists of radio commer-
cials for agencies or directly for ad-
vertisers. So committed is WLVE
to maintianing the studio as a sep-
arate entity, that the audio for a
rival station's TV spot was even
produced there.

The studio has also been used
for music recording by performers,
and, recently, there has been an
increased demand for video post -
production and sweetening; most-
ly audio for TV commercials.
Studio 94 recently added a
SMPTE time code reader and gen-
erator and is looking toward
buying a synchronizer in order to
"go after" more video clients, ac-
cording to Snetro.

At Studio 94, in-house bookings
generally yield to outside produc-
tion work, Snetro says, but what
he tries to do is schedule the sta-
tion's own work during odd hours,
to avoid a conflict.

Because the Miami market is, in
Pressman's words, "heavily satu-
rated" with production facilties,
both he and Snetro are pleased
with the success of Studio 94.

"For a brand-new studio we are
doing figures that are unheard of,"
Snetro notes, "we're booking as
much time as studios that have
been around for years."

One probable reason for their
success is the fact that Studio 94
can charge much lower rates for
the same production, as little as
half of what a production house
might charge, according to Snetro.

The multitrack room is not yet
fully profitable, having just
opened this past April, but Press-
man says it is meeting its current

Multitrack Stations

Minnesota Public Radio's Studio M is large enough to hold a full musical ensem-
ble; control booth is at the rear.

goals and is expected to be a mon-
ey maker for the station. He says
an added plus is the prestige
WLVE reaps from maintaining a
full -service audio facility, espe-
cially with potential advertisers.

"We can take care of all the cli-
ent's audio needs, now, so he does-
n't have to go to an agency," notes
Pressman. "This gives us the op-
portunity to get closer to our cli-
ents, as well."

Both Pressman and Snetro
point to station management's
support and commitment to Stu-
dio 94 and advise that it is the
make -or -break element in setting
up an in-house studio.

"Stations can make money, but
they really have to commit them-
selves to it," says Pressman, "with
one person who is responsible for
booking the studio. In some sta-
tions, the room is just sitting
there, idle. And, a station really
has to market its studio."

"M" stands for music
An entirely different type of suc-

cess, and a different range of pro-
duction work, is found at
Minnesota Public Radio's two new
studios. Studio M is a 45- by 35- by
25 -foot music studio that can
accommodate a live orchestra.
Studio P is a smaller room for pro-
duction. Studio manager and re-
cording engineer Tom Mudge

jokes that there should be a Studio
R, to capitalize on the radio
network's acronym, but there
isn't-at least not yet.

MPR, which, among other pro-
grams, produces the successful A
Prairie Home Companion pro-
gram live from St. Paul's World
Theater each week, enjoys a large
amount of community and corpo-
rate support and was able to build
the rooms to expand its production
capabilities.

According to Mudge, Studio M
was designed with high -end
acoustic capabilities, mostly to
meet the needs of music profes-
sionals wishing to record for al-
bums, or these days, perhaps even
compact discs. It can easily hold a
thirty -piece orchestra.

"We've recorded everything
from the St. Paul Chamber Or-
chestra to a Jon Hendricks and
Company radio special that was
recorded with a live studio audi-
ence," says Mudge. "It's the kind of
room you don't have to wrestle
with to get a clean, natural
sound."

Mudge and his staff emphasize
the people element in the record-
ing business, seeing the need to fo-
cus on artists, producers, writers,
and engineers, but they also un-
derstand the interaction between
equipment and art, so the technol-
ogy of the multitrack studios takes
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center stage. It may also be the
reason MPR is able to attract de-
manding music professionals.

The two studios are equipped in
a way a typical radio station pro-
duction room would never be. Stu-
dio M has a Neve V series 36 -
channel console, and Studio P has
an MCI JH-636 automated con-
sole. The studios also offer
24 -track recording on an Otari
MTR-90-II or 32 -track digital re-
cording on a 3M digital mastering
recorder. Additionally, there are
four Otari MTR-10 two -tracks, an
Otari MTR-12 with SMPTE track,
and an MCI JH 110B four -track
recorder.

Much of the equipment
"floats"-that is, it can be moved
into either Studio M or Studio P,
according to Mudge, to provide the
maximum versatility for both
rooms. Processing includes sever-
al types of digital reverb and
Dolby noise reduction systems, an
added attraction to those con-
cerned with a finished product fit
for an audiophile's ears. MPR has
also incorporated a Cipher Digital
Softouch sync system to record
digital audio for video or film.

As might be expected from the
equipment choices, MPR attracts
a large amount of musical produc-
tion, either for radio programs or
for other types of recordings. "It's a
very acoustically oriented room,
so much of what we do involves
acoustic instruments," Mudge
says.

Studio M has its own instru-
ments, including a nine -foot grand
piano, an electric piano, a twin-
reverb guitar amp, a bass amp,
drums and cymbals, and a
synthesizer. Mudge says the split
between music and commercial
production is about fifty-fifty, but
he notes that "the market has
changed, and many commercial
producers have their own facili-
ties, and we can't compete with
them in that area."

According to Mudge, most of
Studio M's customers are clients
"who need a room as large and as
elaborate as ours"-which is
something many commercial pro-
duction houses can't offer.

MPR has rented Studio M out to
other producers and has also pro -

A Neve console is the newest addition to MPR's multitrack recording setup.

duced programs for NPR, such as
the Star Wars series the network
aired awhile back. The remainder
of Studio M's production work
consists of programs, mostly musi-
cal, for MPR itself. However,
Mudge says that outside work
generally takes priority.

"If an outside paying client
wants the room, they generally
get it, unless an MPR show has
been booked so far in advance, or
it's a regularly slotted national
show," says Mudge. He adds that
conflicts in bookings have not pre-
sented too much of a problem so
far.

In addition to Mudge, who acts
both as a recording engineer and
the studio coordinator, MPR has a
staff of four other engineers, one of
whom is also a producer, plus
freelancers when needed. Mudge
says that most work involves one
or more recording engineers but
that clients generally bring in
their own producers. He observes
a trend towards more independent
productions, which could spell an
increase in business for in-house
multitrack studios, especially
those offering lower rates than
other production facilities.

Studio M is set up to handle digi-
tal recording and mastering and,
according to Mudge, has also pro-
duced for CD recording. But he
doesn't anticipate a large volume

or work in this area. "In order to do
more of it, we would need our own
Sony 1610 or 1630. In the past we
rented one," Mudge says. "Digital
is the future, and we're able to do
it, but right now the market is
more analog -oriented."

From four to eight
tracks

The multitrack production done
at Houston's KKBQ-AM/FM sta-
tion has a national listening audi-
ence. For one thing, the station
produces John Landers Hit Music
U.SA. But the station has also be-
come known for its wide range of
song parodies and comedy bits
used by other radio stations; most
notably on "morning zoo" shows.

KKBQ had been working most-
ly with a four -track room, then de-
cided to upgrade to eight tracks.
The station is keeping its four -
track studio, adding an eight -
track studio, and also has a room
for dubbing.

The four -track room has a
modified Ward -Beck 14 -channel
board, and CE Dave Hammer has
added an Otari MX 50-50 B four -
track recorder. The eight -track
room has a Wheatstone SP -5
board and an MX 70 Otari eight -
track recorder. KKBQ also has
several synthesizers, including
two Casios and a drum machine,
and an Eventide Haromonizer 969
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for effects. Music plays an impor-
tant role in the production of song
parodies, so the station is also
adding a computer system with a
MIDI interface.

"MIDI is the future of one-man
multitrack production," notes pro-
duction director James Rosenthal.
"With the costs coming down, even
smaller stations can equal major
market production."

Rosenthal says that the station
is mainly interested in doing vari-
ous kinds of music production, in-
cluding the parodies, the national
music show, and performers who
want to record an album.

"We want to do music mas-
tering, and that was our intention
in buying the Wheatstone board;
we didn't want a radio console,"
Rosenthal says.

The dubbing room is also set up
to be used as a live recording stu-
dio for musicians. This fall, there
are two albums slated for produc-
tion. One is volume two of an al-
bum to raise money for charity
that features comedy and paro-
dies. KKBQ is involved in that al-
bum and is responsible for its
release. The second is also an al-
bum of comedy and song parodies,
but it's being done solely by the
Rosenthal and the production staff
and will not profit the station.

KKBQ has also produced audio
for a local TV dance show and is
keeping an eye on the video post -
production market. "Video is an
area we'd really like to move into,"
says Rosenthal.

The rest of the outside produc-
tion done at KKBQ consists of
commercials, both for agencies
and local clients, although it's
clear that the Hit Music show and
the song parodies take center
stage.

KKBQ tries to keep its outside
production as separate from its in-
house work as possible. The sta-
tion's on -air talent do not operate
any of the production equipment
and serve as voiceover talent only.
If their voices are used for outside
work, they get paid a talent fee. In
fact, Rosenthal says, when in-
house production is done in one of
the multitrack rooms, money from
the station's budget is used to
"pay" the costs of the production,

Production director James Rosenthal produces comedy bits and song parodies
for nationwide airplay at KKBQ's Studio 93.

so the multitrack studios can be-
come a separate profit center for
the station.

Now that the multitrack rooms
have proved their merit to the
KKBQ, Rosenthal is looking to-
ward adding a production library
with digital music and effects on
CD. He says that other additions
to the room won't be in the form of
major hardware but just "addi-
tional toys and effects."

The only other important ingre-
dient, he believes, is a skilled
production staff, although he con-
cedes that the type of equipment
being made for multitrack produc-
tion today might allow engineers
with little or no experience to
learn multitrack skills in a short
period of time. Whatever the case,
he believes it's important for a sta-
tion to have production people on
staff.

"A lot of radio stations don't
have a production director, and it
causes their work to be inconsist-
ent on air," says Rosenthal. "The
bottom line, in doing multitrack,
is to ask the question, 'Is it good, is
it creative?' It is or it isn't, no mat-
ter how many tracks you use."

Looking to expand
When WOW-AM/FM in Omaha

built its studios, it was going to
have an announcer's lounge. Then
station management rethought

the plan and came up with the
idea that a multitrack room could
bring in some extra revenue. The
result is Great Empire Produc-
tions, named after the station's
parent company.

CE Paul Sjodin says the idea
was to keep the eight -track studio
separate and have it be "self-

motivating," or existing in its own
right.

WOW outfitted the studio with
a combination of new and old
equipment, including a Neotek
console, an Otari eight -track re-
corder, a two -track Ampex ATR
800, and a mono Ampex 350 for
voice programs only. Processing
includes a reverb unit and the
Eventide Harmonizer. The station
also has a separate sound booth
used mostly for voiceovers.

Sjodin says a key factor these
days contributing to the ability to
set up a viable multitrack facility
within a station is the availability
of equipment and the fact that
costs have come down. For that
reason, WOW was able to set up
the multitrack room for produc-
tion only.

"The board is a production, not
on -air, board. It's too complex to be
an air board, and we have no in-
tentions of putting this room on
the air," Sjodin says.

The studio is used for outside
production "about half the time,"
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according to Sjodin, who feels it
has yet to "realize its full poten-
tial." One of the problems he cites
is that there is not one person
whose sole responsibility is the
outside multitrack business. "We
should have a full-time person
dedicated just to the use of the stu-
dio," Sjodin says.

Production director John David
Dixon agrees that the room is not
being used to its fullest potential.
He does most of the production
work, but has also been serving as
program director for the station,
which cuts into the time he can
spend in production. Still, he says
the room is busy every day, mostly
for commercial work for agencies.

There are in-house clients as
well, but Dixon says that some-
times, having gotten used to get-
ting their commercials produced
as a service when they buy adver-
tising time, they are reluctant to
assume the extra fees involved in
use of the multitrack room. In ad-
dition to commercials, the studio

has also been used to produce a
musical album and has sparked
the interest of local performers.
Instruments can be recorded live
from the separate sound booth.

WOW also rents its studio out to
producers, but an engineer is pres-
ent at all sessions.

Dixon says that basically, the
station markets its studio on the
basis of its ability to charge less,
produce with speed, and offer ex-
pertise. "We're a lot cheaper and a
lot faster than other production
houses," says Dixon. "They tend to
take their time and get paid by the
hour, but we don't think like that.
Plus our experience in radio is
paramount."

The station has produced litera-
ture to promote its multitrack
capabilities, but Dixon says that
"business is picking up just by
word of mouth."

Both Dixon and Sjodin would
like to see a few improvements in
the multitrack studio to help it be-
come a full -service, sucessfully in-

dependent production facility.
They both agree that the room is
too small and should be expanded,
especially to accommodate a client
monitoring area; it would mean
doubling the size of the studio.

The second improvement which
both favor is the hiring of a pro-
duction coordinator whose sole re-
sponsibility would be the booking,
promoting, as well as the produc-
ing for the studio. But unfortu-
nately, they don't foresee such a
step happening anytime soon.

In-house overload
San Francisco's K101 has a sim-

ilar problem with getting its
multitrack room to realize the po-
tential for outside business. The
multitrack set-up was part of a
renovation of the station's produc-
tion rooms last year when two new
studios, a two -track and an eight-

track, were added with the idea of
attracting outside business. But
right from the start, K101's in-
house production seemed to ex-
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multi -repeatable Events Control, Automatic
Dialogue Replacement, and centralised
command of up to five synchronised audio
and video machines. All of this is thoroughly
integrated with the SSL Studio Computer-
the world's number one choice for mixing
automation.

Best of all, the SSL Stereo Video System is
not a hasty revamp of an old mono design. Nor is it an experi-
mental project in search of a guinea pig. It is a practical,
reliable international standard for advanced television audio
production - proven in well over half a million hours of
network and independent studio and mobile operation -
in Great Britain, Japan, Germany, Scandanavia, Australia,
Canada and all across the United States.

Take advantage of our experience. Call or write today for a
free 40 page colour brochure describing the operation and
applications of the SL 6000 E Series Stereo Video System.
If your station or facility is contemplating an upgrade to full
MTS prcduction capabilities, we'll be happy to arrange a
complete demonstration. And be sure to ask about our
training programmes.

Solid State Logic
Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU . (08675) 4353

200 West 57th Street  New York, New York 10019. (212) 315-1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard  Los Angeles, California 90028. (213) 463-4444

pand to fill up the added
capabilites.

Now, so much in-house work is
done in the multitrack room that
not much time and attention can
be devoted to outside work.

CE Randy Pugsley equipped the
room with an Auditronics 382
24 -channel console and an Otari
MX 70 eight track recorder, plus
two MCI two -tracks. K101 relies
heavily on vinyl as a music source,
which gets carted for production
work or airplay, so one of its three
turtables is a Technics SP -15 with
a high-performance Shure car-
tridge, and it has been optimized
for recording from records to carts.

Production director Chris
Montgomery, who also does an on -
air shift, says the station does a
limited amount of outside produc-
tion, and devotes its facility more
to in-house production of jingles,
promos, and commercials, which
take priority over the outside
work. He says part of the problem
is in the setup of the room itself.

"We aren't set up completely to at-
tract outside work," he notes, "we
don't have a separate control
booth or sound booth."

The way the multitrack room is
set up precludes music production
and undertaking much post -
production for video, according to
Montgomery. But K101 does have
some outside clients, which he
tries to schedule during off hours.

These consist mostly of local cli-
ents and smaller agencies, many
of whom bring in their own talent.
Montgomery acts as a recording
engineer, or, at times, he becomes
the producer and perhaps the tal-
ent too. His approach to a particu-
lar production is flexible and
varies with the needs of the client.

There is little active recruiting
of outside work, but clients still
come to K101 because they save
money over fees charged by pro-
duction houses. "They can come
to us and get a comparable ser-
vice for less," Montgomery says.

Both he and Pugsley would like

to see the multitrack room get
more outside clients, and
Montogmery says the amount of
creative freedom he is allowed is
something he'd like to take more
advantage of by adding more out-
side work. But he feels there
would need to be some changes in
the room and the hiring of addi-
tional production personnel before
that could happen.

And, even if that doesn't happen
anytime soon, at least the fact that
the multitrack studio exists seems
to be an advantage to K101 and to
other stations with such facilities.
In addition to boosting the sta-
tion's prestige in the eyes of adver-
tisers, it is expanding the station's
perceptions of their own capabili-
ties, and increasing their overall
production values.

"There has been an increase in
the awareness of multitrack
among radio stations," Montgom-
ery notes, "I think people are just
starting to look at its potential."

BM/E
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Provides 5 Times the Averag

A REAL VALUE
No broadcast cartridge in the world comb'
long life and performance like the new
ScotchCart® II cartridge. Tape and cartridge
design complement each other like never
before in the ScotchCart® II broadcast
cartridge. Its revolutionary design eliminat
pressure pads, utilizes a non -rotating hub,
now ... a new tape! With 5 times the averag
life of its nearest premium grade cartridge
competitor and superior audio performance,
the ScotchCart® II broadcast cartridge is yo
best value ever.

PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGES
To be successful in today's competitive
environment, professional broadcasters need
the best. The ScotchCart® II broadcast
cartridge clearly outperforms its premium
grade competitors.
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SCOTCHCART*31
BROADCAST CARTRIDGE

CONVENTIONAL -PREMIUM CARTRIDGE

3kHz 414-1z 51(1-1z 641z 7kHz

FREQUENCY

The Revolutionary ScotchCart® II broadcast cartridge
design eliminates the excessive audio sideband noise
which results from the rubbing effects of pressure pads,;
and the mechanical irregularities of rotating hubs f
in conventional cartridge designs.
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COMPETITOR B SCOTCHCART, II
PREMIUM BROADCAST
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Some competitive cartridges sound muddy on the
air because of excessive phase jitter. ScotchCart® II
broadcast cartridges sound crisp and clean.
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e new tape was conceived as an integral part of a
complete cartridge system. When used with high
quality equipment, such as an ITC "99B" cartridge
machine, the ScotchCart® H broadcast cartridge is
capable of frequency response equalling professional
reel-to-reel performance.
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COMPETITOR A

PREMIUM GRADE CARTRIDGES

Results are based upon tests using 3.5 minute
length premium grade cartridges and ITC cartridge
machines. A cartridge was considered at the end

of useful life when it reached a 5 dB frequency response
loss at 10 kHz, .5% DIN weighted flutter, or mechanic
failure. These criteria represent easily recognizable
problems that should result in the cartridge being
removed from service.

COMPETITOR B

To crder ScotchCart® Ii broadcast cartridges
or request a technical manual to optimize
ScotchCart® II performance, contact your local
3M sales office, your professional audio dealer,
or call International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
at 800-447-0414 or collect 309-828-1381 from
AlaAa or Illinois. In Canada, call Maruno
Electronics, Ltd. at 416-255-9108.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425 South Main Street

P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241

3M hears you ...

3M
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CAN
AFFORD

eur new Micromax Recorder is for those
V who want the high performance sound of a I

Tomcat,TM but don't need its elaborate, exotic
features - or its price.

In fact, the same performance, the most
popular features and renowned reliability can be
in your studios for about half the cost of the best.

So, what's the catch?

NO COMPROMISES. JUST STATE -OF -THE -CART.

he Micromax is loaded with clever engineer-/=T
ing. We integrated some of the Tomcat's

best features with the latest technology into
a single, compact and sleek unit.

For example, Micromax is equipped with
MaxtraxTM heads, our exclusive wide -track record-
ing format which puts more punch on today's

better tapes. An innovative tape drive system with
a 40 millisecond start -time helps make the
Micromax Series the fastest and coolest -running
machines made (only 14 watts!).

THE
NEW

MICROMAX-
RECORDER.

THE STATE-OF-THE-CART:

PERFORMANCE LIKE A TOMCAT

Tomcat has big meters, lighted
buttons, M -S matrix operation, an

instantaneous -start motor, 7.5/15 ips
tape speeds, 30 ips recue and a host of
logic -controlled options.

Micromax has smaller VU meters, LED tally
lights and Tomcat's more popular logic features.

As far as the most important feature, perform-
ance, both machines are practically identical.

DOLLARS AND SENSE

Think of it this way: why pay fora Mercedes
when a BMW will do quite nicely.

Whether equipped with NAB heads or with
Maxtrax, the new Micromax Recorder is only
$2,980.* There's only two options: an attractive

desktop case with a hinged service lid, $85* and
a rack -mount housing, $105.*

Compare Micromax's performance and quality
with any other machine. You'll quickly see why
the new Micromax Recorder & Reproducer Series
are the "digital -ready" machines ready to cart -up
the best tape, vinyl and CD source material
you can throw at 'em.

Contact us now for full technical information.

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

'Suggested Professional List Price, 9/86

Side -by -side Micromax Reproducers in only
31/2 "height: with our new Recorder, a complete

"State -of -the -Cart- system. Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporatio
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, CA 92008

(619) 438.3911 Telex: 181777

Hands Down, the #1 Choice.
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NAB Hosts Upbeat
Radio Show

Hope for the future of AM dominated a convention
that saw a greater emphasis on engineering and

new technology.

By Judith Gross

Arecord attendence, an up-
beat feeling, and opti-
mism for the future of

radio set the tone for a successful
Radio '86 show in New Orleans.
The first show since the NRBA-
NAB merger was more organized
than in past years and drew more
engineers among the 5500 broad-
casters, exhibitors, and others to
the three-day event. It was obvi-
ous that the additional organiza-
tional and other resources of the
NAB were at least partly responsi-
ble for the good showing.

Companies exhibiting at the
...._

show, even equipment manufac-

turers and nonprogram-related
booths, which have in the past
been poor draws at a manage-
ment/sales/program-oriented
show, were happy with the traffic
in the exhibit hall; there were 118
booths in all. And most of the ses-
sions, including the 13 panel
discussions devoted to new and
current technology, drew large
crowds as well.

More than 80 engineers showed
up for the first day -long seminar
on RF radiation compliance. It
was held the day before the show
opened and featued discussion by
FCC and EPA officials. Engineers

Equipment
exhibitors

were
pleased

with booth
traffic during

Radio '86 in
New Orleans

learned how to comply with new
FCC regulations on exposure con-
trols and how to deal with zoning
laws.

Hope for AM
Probably the single most signif-

icant occurance at the convention
was the adoption of a draft interim
voluntary standard for AM
preemphasis. After many months
of work by a subgroup consisting
of broadcasters and receiver man-
ufacturers, the National Radio
Systems Committee adopted a
modified 75 -µsec. transmission
preemphasis curve with compli-
mentary receiver deemphasis.

It's a single -zero curve with
break frequency at 2122 Hz, and,
at high frequencies, there is a sim-
ple pole with break frequency of
8700 Hz. The voluntary standard
also calls for stations to limit their
bandwidth to 10 kHz, instead of
the 15 kHz currently allowable
under FCC occupied bandwidth
rules. Finally, in recognition of
the fact that the industry will
change as the standard is imple-
mented and as more radios with
the complimentary deemphasis
enter the marketplace, there is a
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A NEW MASTERPIECE IN
STANDARDS CONVERTERS
IS OFF THE DRAWING BOARD
AND READY FOR ACTION.

It's the revolutionary AVS ADAC-the new criteria
against which all standard converters will
now be measured.

It's a completely integrated design concept-
a combination of advanced circuit design and the
very latest component technology.

It's the only converter in existence with dynamic
motion interpolation-constantly analyzing and
adjusting every picture point to optimize quality
of motion and provide transparent conversion.

The result is a true masterpiece of engineering
innovation.

APA A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.

 Produces full broadcast quality
 Operates for all broadcast standards

-including RGB, YUV (YIQ) and 4:2:2 digital-
and all video formats

 The most sophisisticated motion adaptive
interpolation system ever devised

 Adaptive digital comb filter decoder
 Remarkably only 101/2" high
 Exclusive sales and service in the U.S.A. by AFA

ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000; IN THE WEST: (213) 466-5066
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five-year review provision built
into the standard.

The NRSC approved the
preemphasis standard without
dissent, then presented it to broad-
casters in a session on AM im-
provement. There was also a
demonstration of how the
preemphasis sounds on various re-
ceivers at the NAB's booth. Three
manufacturers of processing-
Orban, CRL, and Texar-have
agreed to begin designing addi-
tions to their processing equip-
ment that would implement the
new standard. Bob Orban, who is a
member of the NRSC subgroup,
said he expected to have a module
to his processing equipment sever-
al weeks after the convention and
the necessary filter ready at the
beginning of next year.

The radio manufacturers, for
their part, have agreed to begin
designing wideband AM receivers
to the standard. Just how soon
such radios would be available
isn't certain, but the manufactur-
ers have committed themselves to
making and marketing them.

Bart Locanthi of Pioneer, anoth-
er subgroup member, pointed out
that there also needs to be some
education of consumers to encour-
age them to purchase wideband
AM receivers. Proponenets of the
new standard also stress that sta-
tions don't have to wait for the new
radios to appear in order to begin
using the new standard, since
there are already wideband AM
radios that will benefit stations if
they implement it now.

But the main ingredient in get-
ting widespread acceptance of the
preemphasis standard is the will-
ingness of broadcasters to go
along, especially with the 10 -kHz
limitation, which may be difficult
for many to swallow. NAB staff
engineer Michael Rau said that
the NAB will take an active role in
educating stations about the bene-
fits of the preemphasis standard.
And a report on overmodulation
that surfaced in the course of the
subgroup's work on preemphasis
may help convince them that the
10 -kHz limit is necessary (see
"Preemphasis Curve Submitted,"
BM/E, October 1986, p. 14).

Stations can get a copy of the

Radio '86 Report

Ed Williams (left) of the NAB Science and Technology department demonstrates
the NRSC's draft standard for voluntary preemphasis to convention attendees.

preemphasis standard from the
NAB. Comments on the draft
standard are being accepted until
December 15, and it is expected to
become a final standard on Janu-
ary 5. The voluntary nature of the
standard is the critical element.
For years broadcasters and receiv-
er manufacturers have been
blaming each other for the poor
sound of AM. Now, for the first
time, they have gotten together,
pooled their efforts, and given
each other the tools to bring about
some improvement. Now it will be
up to each to live up to that com-
mitment, for the future of AM.

NTIA takes on AM stereo
AM stereo is destined to be the

controversy that won't die, but
now the Commerce Department's
National Telecommunications
and Information Administration
is getting into the fray.

Al Sikes, assistant secretary of
commerce, and administrator of
the NTIA, told broadcasters at the
show's AM improvement panel
that his agency will undertake a
study of AM stereo to see if a de
facto standard already exists in
the marketplace. This will be an
effort to resolve the standards war
that still exists and has kept con-
versions to AM stereo at around 10
percent of the total marketplace.
Four years ago the FCC decided to
let the marketplace determine a
standard, and now, Motorola's

C-Quam and Leonard Kahn's
system remain to battle it out.

C-Quam stations, including
those originally on the Harris sys-
tem who switched their pilot to
C -Quam, number over 300 in this
country, while the Kahn system
claims numbers in the eighties. In
addition, several dozen manufac-
turers make C-Quam-only receiv-
ers, while there are only a handful
of multisystem receivers. Kahn
recently announced that Sanyo in-
tends to market multisystem
chips, but it will take some time
before that translates into more
multisystem receivers.

The NTIA intends to discover
how many stations and how many
receivers there are supporting
each system, both in this country
and worldwide. Sikes said the
study would be completed by the
end of this year, but exactly what
kind of effect the results will have
on the AM stereo marketplace is
hard to determine.

Sikes said he would be reluctant
to ask the FCC to pick one stan-
dard over the other. But perhaps
clarification of the picture as it
now exists, from an agency with
the clout of the NTIA, would help
broadcasters make up their minds
or spur support for a movement to
get the FCC to reconsider its origi-
nal decision, as Texar Inc. is try-
ing to do with a petition (See "FCC
Petitioned on AM Stereo," p. 16 ,

this issue).
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Positive picture
AM stereo problems notwith-

standing, the overall health of the
radio industry was a positive
theme in a talk by FCC mass me-
dia chief James McKinney at the
AM improvement session. He told
broadcasters that it was up to the
them, and not the goverment, to
save AM.

His talk touched on several as-
pects of AM improvement, includ-

ing RF lighting, problems faced by
daytimers, and the duopoly rules.
He said RF interference from
lighting devices was a serious
problem and one which the FCC
has the power to remedy, but won-
dered just how far their actions
should go in regulating devices
that may interfere with the AM
signal.

An investigation of new
technologies at the show yielded

I

Specially designed for television, the
ESAM from Graham -Patten Systems
lets you edit audio the same way you
do video...operating from the edit
keyboard. Only the ESAM has a proven
track record in edit system integration:
for Ampex ACE, CMX, Calaway,
Convergence, Grass Valley Group, and
other editing systems that operate a
production switcher. Tailored to the
needs of every facility, ESAMs are offered in 8-, 12-, and 16 -input models.
Additionally, an electronically controlled programmable equalizer is available for
the 12- and 16 -input models. Here are just a few other innovative ESAM features:

Q
Ni

GI i200GICIINIGINE00000000111
XIGI0C201:11:1 GUI NMI

Model 608 (New for '86)

 Operates like a video switcher with preset, program & preview busses

 Manual & full edit system control of source selection, transitions, & previews

 Separate electronics & control panels for maximum flexibility & compact size

 Delivers high quality demanded by recording & post production professionals

Yet there's more! For a complete brochure, call us toll free:

GRAHAM-PATTEN SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box 1960, Grass Valley, CA 95945

Inside Calif.: (800) 422.6662  Outside Calif.: (800) 547-2489  TWX 910-333-6065

growing interest in digital. But
the main focus is on CDs, and none
of the digital memory store -and -

play systems that hope to replace
cart machines were visible at the
show.

There were more production
libraries available on CD, and
some interest centered around the
multiple disc changer, or CD
jukebox, shown by Allied Broad-
cast Systems in a private suite.
There was also software for CD
player control. Ron Schiller Asso-
ciates showed the CD Filer sys-
tem, also in a private suite. It
makes possible the control of CD
players, including prefades, cross
fades, and cueing, from a PC.

A new entry in this field goes be-
yond the control of CD players.
Media Touch Systems had a booth
with its Touchstone system on
display. It uses a computer screen,
or "light screen," which is con-
trolled by touch to interface to
various kinds of radio station
equipment. The touch of a finger
can call up actualities or commer-
cials from cart or reel, or music
from a CD player. It can also inter-
face to networks, satellite feeds,
station computers, transmitter
control, telephones, and logging
systems.

A switcher is needed to control
most audio sources, but theoreti-
cally, the Touchstone system is de-
signed to eventually eliminate the
on -air console. Volume and fades
are controlled through the touch of
the screen as well: running a fin-
ger from one side to the other will
change the level of the event being
played. It's an entirely new way of
operating for a radio station, but
the system is already installed for
testing at one station, and Media
Touch was generating quite a bit
of interest on the '86 show exhibit

floor.
One other new technology that

was demonstrated in a private
suite is something that may ap-
peal to stations with a large record
library. Finial Technology has
come up with a laser reader for vi-
nyl records. It's called the Laser
Turntable and has a laser beam
that can read the grooves of re-
cords. Because it's laser, it seems
to combine the best of both CDs
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and records. Warped records
aren't a problem, since the beam is
always the same distance from the
record, and there is no skipping,
no wear, no sound from the stylus
pick-up, plus a laser can actually
pick up more of the music informa-
tion than a needle.

Since production of CDs is so
slow, and because there are some
records that will never be recorded
on CD, the Laser Turntable should
generate interest among stations.
Finial will have a consumer model
ready first, with a professional
product, one which will include
cueing capabilities, available by
the fourth quarter of next year.

Two workshops that generated
interest in new technology were
those on FMX and Design for To-
morrow's Studio. The one on FMX
introduced the recently developed
system for reducing noise and
increasing the stereo coverage
area of FM stations (see "CBS
Tech Center Closing Spells Uncer-
tainty for FMX," p. 14 , this is-

sue). The panel on studio design
showed that radio stations are
tending to pay more attention to
high -end acoustic principles in de-
signing new facilities.

Existing trends
Two other areas of interest that

were still strong forces at the radio
show were satellite formats and
station computers.

The recent trend toward pro-
gramming via satellite continues,
most likely because it allows sta-
tions to automate without sound-
ing completely automated. Totally
automated formats have all but
died, as was obvious when a panel
member at the session on New
Studio Technology asked how
many broadcasters have auto-
mated stations. Not one hand was
raised. Most of the new satellite
formats are designed as live -
assist, allowing a station's own
talent to introduce music and give
weather and time.

Computers are more important

to stations than ever and in abun-
dance at the show was more soft-
ware to make a station's business
operations run smoothly-every-
thing from billing, to logging, to
programming.

Equipment exhibits that caught
the interest of attendees were
those featuring consoles, mostly in
the mid -size range, and cart and
tape equipment. Three
companies-ITC, Harrison, and
Tennaplex-held equipment
workshops aimed mostly at engi-
neers, and the NAB followed with
a reception for engineering
attendees and exhibitors.

The increase in interest from
engineers is a good sign for this
show, which had hoped to draw
more equipment exhibitors. Many
potential exhibitors had felt that
the convention had become too fo-
cused on sales and programming.
If the '86 show is the beginning of a
trend, the NAB may be able to lure
more engineers and exhibitors to
next year's show in Anaheim. BM/E

The indispensible
curvebender.

"A one -of -a -kind problem solver"-that's what
critics and users have said about Orban's 672A
(Mono)/ 674A (Stereo) Graphic Parametric Equalizers.

The equalizer's continuously variable center fre-
quency, bandwidth, and boost/cut and tunable high -
and lowpass filters make the 672A/674A a superior
replacement for conventional graphic equalizers,
notch filters, and high- and lowpass filter sets. And
this versatility is delivered with pure musicality that's
easy on the ears-and at a price that, by comparison
to the units it replaces, is easy on the budget.

The 672A/674A will quickly become the center-
piece of your production room. Contact your local
dealer for a demo of Orban's indispensible curvebender.

orbanOrban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480
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"If you're crazy
transfer tape

you'd better be
to use the

"My company has built its
reputation by doing something

few people in this business even
thought possible. We shoot and

edit on tape and then transfer to film. Film
is unforgiving when it comes to picking up
imperfections in tape. So the tape itself has
to be perfect.

© 1986 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. Inc., Magnetic Products Div., 555 Taxter Rd., Elmsford, NY 10523. Betacam is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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enough to
to tom,
sane enough
right tape:

-David Griffin, CEO, Rock Solid Productions
talks about Fuji Betacam® videocassettes.

"That's why, for the past three years, we've
used nothing but Fuji Betacam videocassettes.
In fact, we've used Fuji exclusively since we've
been in business. Because in all that time,we've
never had to apologize for the quality of a film
to an unforgiving client."

%FUJIPROFESSIONAL

VIDEOTAPE
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IKEGAMI'S NEW HK -323P IS THE IDEAL PORTABLE

COMPANION FOR YOUR HK -323

FIELD/STUDIO CAMERA.

The HK -323 Field/Studio Camera

Ikegami's HK -323 1' and 2/3" field studio cameras are big news...so is the
smaller HK -323P companion camera. This lightweight hand-held model
provides the user with limitless potential, flexibility and performance that
meets and exceeds ndustry standards for excellence.

Featuring a built-in micro -processor for various software based control
functions and fully automatic setup, the HK -323P operates from the same
base station as the HK -323 and offers high performance prism optics, auto -
knee circuitry to handle high contrast, scene files with extensive memory,
for the sharpest picture quality regardless of scene color content or special
color lighting. This, plus selectable gamma values; 0.45, 0.4,0.35, two
memorized servo filter wheels each with four positiicns, a back-up memory
system and various adaptors for total system flexibi ity.

Go the limit with the HK -323 and HK -323P companion camera system.
For a complete demonstration of the Ikegami HK -323 and HK -323P, contact

us or visit your local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegnori Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc. 37 Brook. Avenue, Maywood, NJ 07607

East Coast: (201. 3C8-9171: %%est Coast: (213) 534-0050: Sou- Wait: (813) 884-2046 Soutlmcs(: (211) 233-2844:
lido est: (312) 834-9774: II roa i: :808) 946-5955
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early every facet of digital recording will be explored at the
nual gathering of audio engineers in Los Angeles this month.

i not the only
will be high -

at the Audio Engi-
iety Convention, to take

ovember 12 to 16 at the Los
ngeles Convention Center. But

technical papers and workshops
will hold ample evidence that the
infant technology has become the
force to be reckoned with in almost
every category of audio engine-
ering.

There will be discussions on the
digital studio, recording for CDs,
RDAT, and digital synthesis of test
signals in both the workshops and
presentations of papers.

By Judith Gross
In addition to all subjects per-

taining to digital, there will be sev-
eral other areas of interest to
engineers. Audio for video is always
a hot topic, as is stereo TV. There
will be technical papers on the new
Dolby Spectral Recording process,
and there's sure to be a great deal of
interest in the latest innovations in
MIDI control.

In addition to hands-on work-
shops and technical papers, conven-
tion attendees will be invited to
tour video, sound reinforcement,
film post -production, and music re-
cording facilities in the Los Angeles
area. And there will be some 190

equipment exhibitors participating.
The AES show has evolved over

the past years to reflect changes in
the audio industry itself. The lines
between categories such as music
recording, broadcasting, and post -
production have blurred, and there
is an overlap of both equipment and
technique in all three. Also, an in-
creased emphasis on audio quality
in the video industry has been evi-
dent since the start of stereo TV.
Finally, the emergence of digital
has driven the entire audio indus-
try in search of greater precision
and toward a striving for perfec-
tion. BM/E

HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS
Wednesday, November 12

9:00 a.m. to 12 noon
The All Digital Studio
2:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Wireless Microphones
Compact Disc Preparation

7:00 tO 10:00 p.m.
Economics of Operating a Recording Studio

Ramifications of CD ROM and CDI

Thursday, November 13
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon

The Business of Audio: FX +TX= RX?
Loudspeaker Cluster Design

2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Production Intercom in the Entertainment Industry

Measurement and Instrumentation
7:00 tO 10:00 p.m.

Microphones: Out of the Studio and into the Real World
Loudspeaker Measurements

Friday, November 14
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon

Stereo TV Mixing
Tape Machine Maintanence

2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Audio for Video

Computers in Audio
7:00 to 10:00 p.m.
Timecode: A Tutorial

Transformers in Audio

Saturday, November 15
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon

Preservation and Restoration of Audio
MIDI and Beyond: Total Studio Control

2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Film Sound: Dialog, Music, and Effects

Live Concert Sound
6:00 p.m.

AES Awards Banquet

Sunday, November 16
9:00 a.m. to 12 noon

Education Workshop: Is There a Best Way to Teach Audio?
The Art and Science of Equalization

Basic System Design of Recording Studios
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TECHNICAL
FACILITIES

TOURS
Wednesday, November 12

Video Facilities Tours
Compact Video
CBS TV Center

Post Group

Thursday, November 13
Sound Reinforcement Tours

Orange County Performing Arts Center
Crystal Cathedral

Friday, November 14
Film Post -Production Tours

Disney Productions
Universal Studios

Mix Magic

Saturday, November 15
Media Center Tours

KIIS-FM

KTTV-Fox TV
Music Recording Tours

Capitol Records
Lion Share

Motown Records
Sound Castle

TECHNICAL
PAPERS

Wednesday, November 12
Perception

Architectural Acoustics and Listening
Conditions

Thursday, November 13
Audio Recording and Signal Processing

Friday, November 14
Audio Reproduction, Transducers, and Sound

Reinforcement

Saturday, November 15
Audio Measurements and Instrumentation

EQUI
EXHIB

AC

Pacific inc.
Adams -Smith
Advanced Music Systems
AEG Corp.
Agfa-Gevaert Inc.
AKG Acoustics
Alesis Corp.
Allen & Heath Brenell USA Ltd.
Alpha Audio
Altec Lansing Corp.
Amek Consoles
American Multimedia Inc./

Concept Design
American Recorder
Technologies Inc.

Ampex Corp.
Anchor Audio Inc.
ANT Telecommunications Inc.
Anvil Cases Inc.
Apex Machine Co.
A.P.G. Ingeniere
Aphex Systems Ltd.
Apogee Electronics Corp.
Applied Research &
Technology Inc.

A.T.B. SPA Inc.
Audioanalyse
Audio Cast
Audio/Digital Inc.
Audio Kinetics Inc.
Audio Media Research
Audio Precision Inc.
Audio-Technica U.S. Inc,
Audio Video Consultants

Kenneth A. Bacon Assoc.
Barcus-Berry Electronics
BASF Corp. Information
Systems

B & B Systems Inc.
B.C. Inc.
Beyer Dynamic Inc.
BGW Systems Inc.
Biamp Systems Inc.
Boulder Amplifier/Silver Lake

Research
Bruel & Kjaer Instruments Inc.
Bryston Ltd.

CAE Inc.
Cal Switch
Canare Cable Inc.
Dwight Cavendish Co.
Cerwin-Vega Inc.
Cetec Gauss
Cetec 'vie
Cetec Vega
Cipher Digital
CMX Corp.
Community Light & Sound Inc.
Connectronics Corp.
J.L. Cooper Electronics
Countryman Assoc. Inc.
Crest Audio
Crown Intl. Inc.
CST Sales

dbx Inc.
DCS Audio Products Inc.
Design Direct Sound

Ire

Digit
Digit&
DOD Elk.
Dolby La.
Dorrough
D & R Elect

Educational Elk.
Electronic Syste,
Electro Sound Inc
Electro-Voice Inc.
E -Mu Systems
Eventide Inc.
Everything Audio

Fairlight Instruments
Fender Musical Instrument
Fife -Pearce Electric Co.
FM Acoustics Ltd.
Focusrite
Fostex Corp. of America
Full Sail -Center for the
Recording Arts

Arts Gold Line
Gotham Audio Corp.

David Hafler Co.
Harrison Systems Inc.
HM Electronics Inc.
Ibanez
Heino Ilsemann GmbH

Industry West Electronics
Innovative Electronic Design
Inovonics Inc.
Institute of A/V Engineering
International Music Co./Akai

Digital
IPS

IQS Inc.

JBL Professional
JVC Co. of America

Kenwood U.S.A. Corp.
King Instrument Corp.
Klark-Teknik
Korg U.S.A. Inc.
Kurzweil Music Systems Inc.
Kyric Corp.

Lexicon Inc.
L.T.M. Sound Dept.

Magnefax Inc.
Marshall Electronics Inc.
Martin Audio London Ltd./
Martin America

Meyer Sound
Milab
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group
Monster Cable
Mosses & Mitchell Ltd.
Magra Magnetic Recorders

Inc.

Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp.
Neotek Corp.
Rupert Neve Inc.
New England Digital
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Orban Assoc. inc.
Otari Corp.
Oxmoor Corp.

Pacific Radio Electronics
Panasonic Industrial
Co.-RAMSA

Peavey Electronics Corp.
Penn Fabrication Ltd.
Penny & Giles Inc.
Pro Co Sound Inc.
Professional Audio Services &
Supply

Professional Audio Systems
Publison America Inc.
Pyral (Rhone-Poulec

Multi -Techniques)

RE Instruments Corp.
Renkus-Heinz Inc.
Rent Music Intl
Research Technology Intl
Roland Corp. US
RPG Diffusor Systems Inc.
RTS Systems Inc.

Saki Magnetics
Samson Products Corp.
Sanken Microphone Co.

Ltd./Pan
Communications Ltd.

Schoeps/Posthorn
Recordings

Selco/Sifam
Sennheiser Electronics Corp.
Shure Brothers Inc.
Skotel Corp.
Solid State Logic
Sontec Electronics
Sony Corp. of America
Sound Ideas
Soundmaster Intl Inc.
Sound Technology Inc.
Soundtracs PLC
Sound and Vision
Star Case Manufacturing Co.

Inc.
Steinway & Sons
Studer Revox America Inc.
Studio Master
Studio Sound
Studio Technologies Inc.
Sunkyong Intl Inc.
Swintek Enterprises Inc.

Tannoy North America Inc.
Tape Automation Ltd.
Tascarn/Teac Corp. of
America

Technics
Telex Communications Inc.
360 Systems
Timeline Inc.
Trident USA Inc.
TTL USA Inc.
Turbosound Inc.
21th Dimension Inc.

Valley People Inc.
V.C.L. Audio SA
Versadynetnt'l Inc.

Westlake Audio Inc.
Whirlwind Music Dist. Inc.
Wireworks Corp.

Yamaha Intl Corp.
Zonal Ltd.

Accuracy... Dependability... Performance ...
BELAR HAS PROVIDED THESE QUALITY PREREQUISITES

IN OVER 11,000 BROADCAST MONITORS.

The
FMM-2/FMS-2

series monitors provide
an even greater degree of

precision measurement and stability than
ever before...Specifications, which include better

than 90 dB S/N, less than .01% maximum THD and IM
distortion, and 70 dB stereo separation, make Belar FM monitors

the most accurate available today.

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET. DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333  (215) 687-5550

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

NOW, ONE MICROPHONE CAPTURES !TALL

All components available separately.

The Sennheiser Teiemike
Electret Microphone System.

Its unique modular design
provides all the flexibility and
precision of a collection of sep-
arates-from omni to super
cardioid, spot to shotgun, tele-
scopic boom to tie -clip Iavalier.

All, at a fraction of the price
of comparable separates.

And all, with the most ad-
vanced electret technology
available: our unique back-
electret.

See your Sennheiser dealer
for details. And capture it all.

SENNHEISER"
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)
48 West 38th Street  New York, NY 10018  (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002 Wedermark, West Germany

©1982, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.)

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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THE ONLY WIRELESS MICROPHONE EQUIPPED TO T

The airwaves are bursting with interference. TV
broadcasts, police emergency calls, taxi dispatches,
even other wireless microphones.

All of which can make a performer look bad,
and an engineer look worse. But fortunately, Sony has
created an effective alternative to the anxiety ofcon-
ventional wireless microphones. The VHF Synthesized
Wireless System.

TUNE YOUR WAY OUT OF A JAM.
Other wireless microphones are pre -tuned to just

one channel. Each electronically synthesized Sony
VHF wireless microphone, on the other hand, gives

you 48 channels -48 opportunities to get on the air
without interference. With a mere push of a button.

In fact, with as few as 4 Sony wireless microphones
and a tuner, you can reach 168 microphone channels.
And the Sony Wireless System makes it possible to use
up to 13 microphones in the same place at the same
time. Also, Sony's tuner gives you an easy -to -read LCD
display. Which is an indispensable asset when you
happen to be in a big hurry.

In addition, Sony's wireless microphones won't
leave you wincing at poor dynamic range. Thanks to a
companding technique which yields a dynamic range

Cry 1985 Sony Corp. of America Sony isa registered trademark of Sony Corp. Sony Communications Products Co. Sony Drive. Park Ridge. N.J. 07656. Use ofSony wireless devices is regulated by the FCCas described



in excess of 94dB. Well within the realm of wired
microphone performance.

The Sony system is also designed to
withstand the rigors of live recording. Be-
sides being lightweight, it's also extremely
sturdy. Including everything from the mi-
crophones, to the body pack transmitter, to
the tuners, to the shock -resistant portable
cases and rack -mounting brackets.

An arsenal of equipment designed to
be invaluable to you in the battle of the
bands. And to be an exceptional value
in Part 74 subpart H attic FCC regulations and requires an appropriate license.

as well-about $3,000 for a full -diversity system.
A small price to pay to keep a respected engineer's

reputation from being at the mercy of a taxi dispatcher.
For more information about the Sony Wireless

System, call the Sony Professional Audio office nearest
you. In the East, call (201) 368-5185; in the

South, (615) 883-8140; in the Central
Region, (312) 773-6002; and

in the West, (213) 639-5370.

SONY
Professional Audio

Circle 148 on deader Service Card



For small to
medium production
runs...

The NEW
CD Series

TELEX®

Problem:
Find a one -stop source for tape duplicating equip-
ment that accomplishes the small tasks and the
big ones-profitably.

Solution:
Telex-unquestionably the company with the
widest, most versatile line of tape duplicating
products in the industry.

Telex has a duplicator that fits your
needs-today, tomorrow and next week.
Whether it's a new suit for yourself or electronics for your business,
it makes sense to shop where you have the widest selection. And,
if your purchase is as crucial to the profit line as a high speed tape
duplicator, you shouldn't settle for a model that almost fits your
needs.

Telex has models that copy as few as one cassette at a time or
as many as twenty-three. Telex models are available in mono or
stereo and also offer a wide variety of copying configurations such
as cassette to cassette, reel to cassette, cassette to reel or reel to
reel. For small to medium run cassette duplication, choose one of
the new Telex CD Series, but if you need open reel capability plus
larger cassette production, one of the Model 6120 configurations
is probably best for you. At Telex, you can find the right duplicator
at the right price, and you'll find it faster. For more information
and detailed specifications, write to Telex Communications, Inc.,
9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420, Telephone:
612-887-5531.

Call Toll Free in U.S. 800-828-6107

41
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The Model
6120-for
medium to
large produc.
Son runs.

Ask a participating dealer about special payment terms available only with the Telex 6120!
Circle 149 on Reader Service Card
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With

Like manna from heaven,
good things are descend-
ing from the sky for radio

broadcasters everywhere. Pro-
gram material distributed via sat-
ellite is nourishing the quality of
thousands of radio stations, pro-
viding greater fidelity and choice
of services at less cost than ever
before possible. It's yet one more
innovation contributing to radio's
continuing vitality.

The components of satellite ra-
dio include affordable earth sta-
tions for the reception of these
signals, satellites positioned
22,300 miles above the earth in
geosynchronous orbit, and care-
fully managed and controlled
uplinks. Efficient uplink trans -

United Video's new satellite communications system
(SCS) for audio transmission is uplinked from the

Chicago Teleport, in Monee, IL.

Program audio for radio stations is
beamed via satellite by a variety
of methods, each of which has

its own advantages and procedures
for keeping the sound sound.

By Brian McKernan

mission ensures quality and relia-
bility of satellite -distributed radio
programming. There are several
methods of transmission used in
uplinking for radio.

"The evolution of satellite radio
over the last decade has given us a
number of different formats to-
day," says Dennis Feely, senior
vice president of operations and
engineering at the IDB Communi-
cations Group, Ltd., in Culver
City, CA. "It's hard to say which of
them came first. Different meth-
ods were developed as technology
changed." IDB, the largest inde-
pendent distributor of audio pro-
gramming by satellite in the
United States, uses all three sat-
ellite radio techniques.

Methods of transmission
The digital audio transmission

service (DATS) is used by the ra-
dio networks of ABC, CBS, NBC,
Mutual, and United Stations.

Developed by RCA, DATS codes
analog sound signals with binary
digital codes in a process known as
pulse -code modulation (PCM). Time -
division -multiplexing (TDM) is
then used to combine 20 to 40 digi-
tized audio channels in a time-
shared, complex data stream. This
single carrier is transmitted to
saturate a transponder on Satcom
I -R. Downlinked, the DATS signal
is decoded back into analog sound,
rendering virtually noise -free,
high-fidelity audio.

Single channel per carrier, or

-1=1.=111
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A portion of the communications console at RCA's Vernon Valley, NJ, earth sta-
tion, where personnel monitor the uplink and downlink of DATS and SCPC radio
transmissions.

SCPC, is another major satellite
radio standard. In this method,
each audio channel is its own radio
frequency carrier. The number of
channels one SCPC transponder
can handle depends on the carrier
power of each. SCPC transmission
formats include wideband
(200kHz per carrier) and narrow -

band (50kHz per carrier). Ideally,
this enables a 36 MHz -wide
transponder to receive and trans-
mit as many as 40 to 100 wide- or
narrow -band carriers simultane-
ously from different earth sta-
tions. National Public Radio
(NPR) is an SCPC network.

The use of audio subcarriers on
a video carrier is another method
of beaming program material to
radio broadcasters via satellite.
The video carrier occupies roughly
half of its total 8 MHz bandwidth;
its accompanying audio sub-

carrier takes up additional room,
usually at 6.2 and 6.8 MHz. In the
spaces remaining, several addi-
tional audio subcarriers can be in-
serted to "hitch a ride" up to the
satellite for distribution. Cable
News Network Radio and
Sheridan Broadcasting Network
are two of the services using this
method of transmission.

Relative merits
Each of these transmission

methods has its advantages and
disadvantages. "The digital sys-
tem has multichannel capacity,
but, because it depends on time
synchronization, only one uplink
can feed the bird at any given
time," says Don White, NPR satel-
lite operations technician.

"Digital is reliable and repeat-
able," comments Joe Maguire,
vice president of engineering at
the United Stations Radio Net-
work. "You know that if you put
quality into it, you'll get quality
out of it. Your frequency response
won't change; you can get 90 dB
out of it."

"Subcarrier receiving hardware
is very inexpensive, thanks to the
proliferation of home satellite -TV
systems," IDB's Feely observes. In
addition, a video uplink can use
subcarrier technology as an eco-
nomical way of also doing radio.
"But that's a drawback, too," he
says. "We prefer SCPC. It allows
you to originate your signals from
any location directly to the
affiliates."

"SCPC gives you the flexibility
of being able to change uplink
sites on a given frequency at a mo-

ment's notice," says Greg Monti,
NPR uplink system engineer.
"NPR owns transponder 2D on
Westar IV. SCPC allows us to sell
transponder space to customers
who are originating in different
cities because each has his own
frequency and can transmit di-
rectly to the satellite."

Squeezing the sound
The quest for digital -quality

sound with analog formats has led
to the development of audio-

processing technology for the pur-
pose of noise reduction. These
systems work by compressing the
audio signal, which puts more en-
ergy density into the same amount
of power to be transmitted to the
satellite. In addition to concen-
trating the audio, these systems
suppress the noise introduced by
the process of transmission. On
the receive end, the process is com-
pleted, and the audio is expanded
back to its full, original dynamic
range.

"SCPC space -segment costs
would be prohibitive without
noise reduction," states Monti.
"The transmission distance from
earth to the satellite causes a loss
of almost 200 dB. Companding
keeps average modulation of each
carrier high to reduce apparent
noise. It allows far less RF trans-
mission power per channel and in-
creases greatly the number of
channels that can occupy a
transponder. In addition it allows
you to use smaller-and less
expensive-dish antennas."

Subcarrier systems also benefit
from companding, which in-
creases the number of low-level
narrowband subcarriers that can
be inserted into the video carrier.
"Ratios of companding vary," says
Feely. "There's three main stan-
dards in use. Several companies
make a 2:1 system, dbx Inc. man-
ufactures a 3:1 system, and
Wegener Communications has its
Panda I and II formats."

Preemphasis is another noise-

reduction technique that is often
used in uplinking audio for radio.
Long employed in commercial ra-
dio broadcasting, preemphasis
involves amplifying high frequen-
cies-which are more subject to
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National Public Radio monitors 12 public radio channels from its main origination technical center, in Washington, D.C.

noise than low frequencies-
before transmission, and doing the
reverse on the receive end.

Hardware
Regardless of the transmission

system used-DATS, SCPC, or
subcarrier-all uplinks for radio
have four major components: the
modulator, up -converter, high -
power amplifier (HPA), and an-
tenna. The DATS system, with its
own modulation scheme, includes
an analog -to -digital converter,
time division multiplexer, and
other components necessary to the
digital process. The DATS up -
converter is the same type that is
used for SCPC. The DATS trans-
mitter and antenna must be large
enough to carry the amount of
power that a video signal would
put up; so those components are
comparable to the ones that are
used for subcarriers.

Subcarrier systems employ a
modulator for each audio sub -
carrier. Audio is again modulated,
as part of the video signal, in the
exciter. SCPC's use of smaller
bandwidth and lower power calls
for smaller-and less expen-
sive-hardware. And there are
other differences among the com-
ponents of these three methods of
transmission. As with any elec-
tronic system, periodic mainte-
nance keeps satellite radio
uplinks-regardless of for-

mat-functioning at peak per-
formance.

Although the technology of
uplinking for radio is varied, the
purpose is the same in each sys-
tem: to deliver quality audio relia-
bly. "You can use the same
techniques, analog -wise, to test
audio quality no matter what
transmission mode you're using to
uplink it," states Dave Gardner,
manager of the network moni-
toring center at RCA American
Communications, in Vernon
Valley, NJ. "The difference comes
in testing the means of trans-
mission."

Audio and RF
"The quality of the audio signal

is only as good as the carrier on
which it rides," says Al Freedman,
operations supervisor at The
Teleport, in Staten Island, NY. "In
the case of radio, it's essential that
you monitor the RF separately
from the audio signal so that you
can in fact be assured that the RF
carrier will carry a clean audio
signal."

Separation of audio and RF
monitoring functions is a tenden-
cy of most larger teleports, where
increased personnel means the
ability to specialize. "When you're
talking RF, you're talking trans-
mission, and that requires a li-
cense," Gardner says, suggesting
another reason why audio and RF

are often handled by separate per-
sonnel. RCA American Communi-
cations is the world's largest
commerical earth station, and it
uplinks-in DATS-the radio net-
works of ABC, NBC, CBS, and
United Stations.

"These radio signals are digi-
tized in a Tl format in their re-
spective studios in New York and
sent via redundant fiberoptic
paths to lower Manhattan. Then
the signal is transmitted from
there to the Vernon Valley earth
station on redundant microwave
paths," explains Gardner. "The
earth station is also totally redun-
dant; for each unit on the air
there's one on standby."

The ultimate test of any uplink,
and the only way that you can as-
certain that your signal is coming
down to the rest of the world cor-
rectly, is, of course, the downlink.
"We break the digital audio signal
back into analog as any network
affiliate would," Gardner says.
"We use Hewlett-Packard and
Tektronix analog audio spectrum
analyzers to check the audio for
such things as idle channel noise,
amplitude versus frequency re-
sponse, phase measurements,
harmonic distortion, intermod dis-
tortion, and cross talk.

"Degradation of the analog
specs may indicate a problem with
the digital specs. If so, we test the
digital bit -error rate (BER) with a
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BER test set made by Hewlett-
Packard. We use them to set up a
pseudorandom digital test signal
that is clocked from the transmit
site to the receive site. We'll take
test equipment into the studio and
generate a digital T1 test signal.
We then check this psuedorandom
digitized signal here at Vernon
Valley to see if it conforms to our
BER standard of 10-9," Gardner
explains. The digital signal can
also be tested on the downlink.

RF analysis
For testing the RF carrier, the

spectrum analyzer is the most im-
portant tool. "It doesn't matter
whether you're dealing with digi-
tal or analog, SCPC or video," says
Freedman, "the spectrum analy-
zer is the main tool for testing the
RF carrier. Used on the downlink,
it shows you if your carrier is clean
and if your antenna is properly
peaked. If the signal isn't clean
coming off the satellite, the spec-

trum analyzer can do a compar
ison on the signal leaving the -
transmitter."

"The spectrum analyzer facili-
tates uplinking from transporta-
bles, which is more critical
because you're at a different site
each time," says Feely. "You have
to coordinate your frequency with
the local frequency coordinating
organization. When the transport-
able is ready to transmit, they
come up with a low -power carrier,
and our master control will see it
on an analyzer-just as they
would with video-and use that
information to peak the transport-
able's antenna and do the cross po-
larization procedure."

A spectrum analyzer is especial-
ly indispensable when an uplink-
ing entity also owns a satellite (as
in the case of RCA American Com-
munications) or a transponder.
NPR's Don White explains the
procedures of that SCPC network:

"We also manage-in addition

to owning-our transponder. We
act as watchdogs, monitoring to
see whether our commercial cli-
ents or the 20 NPR network
uplinks are accessing it. We are
able to measure the entire
downlinked spectrum of our
transponder with an RF spectrum
analyzer. There are limits in pow-
ering allocated to each carrier,
and the sum of those powers must
not exceed the capability of the
satellite itself, the electronics in
the bird. We take RF measure-
ments on the transponder three
times a day."

Transponder management also
includes keeping carriers from
interfering with one another. A
spectrum analyzer can measure
the spacing between individual
carriers, the amount of power that
each carrier is operating at, and
the amount of audio deviation ap-
plied to each carrier.

"The spectrum analyzer will
even measure the frequency sta-

Jc

BROADCAST PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

REQUIREMENTS
 Musicality
 Serviceability
 Low Distortion
 Balanced XLR Outputs
 27dBm RMS 600 ohms balanced
 Cartridge load adjustment
 High Overload Threshold
 Linear Frequency Response

0)

 Reliability
 Low Noise

1 Space Rack Mountable
 Accurate RIAA (±.05dB)
 2ldBm RMS 600 ohms unbalanced
 Non -reactive Phono Stage
 Fully Discrete Gain Blocks
 Drive Loads as low as 300 ohms

SOLUTION

a

BRYSTON BP -1
(BP -5 also available with 3 switchable high level inputs)

In the United States:

LTh346713E2E1 VERMONT
RFD #4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

In Canada:

Lt1-7(01-37i) MARKETING LTD.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexciale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
(416) 746-0300

New Class A
Winner

Continental's Type 81413 4.3 kW FM
Transmitter uses the Type 802A Exciter to
deliver a crisp, clean signal.

With an output of 4,300 watts, it has plenty
of power reserve for Class A operation on a 2 -

bay antenna system. It's solid-state except for
one 4CX3500A Tetrode in the final amplifier.
A built-in harmonic filter is just one of many
outstanding operating benefits. Fora
brochure, call (2141381-7161. Continental
Electronics, a Division of Varian Assoc., Inc.
PO Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227.

Transmitters Ito 50 kW AM and to 60 kW FM, FM antennas,
studio & RF equipment. ©1986 Continental Electronics/62 I

varian
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You said,

I ' A
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

THAT 41P RS -250B
SHORT HAUL SPECS,WITH

BETTER LINEARITY,

SUPERIOR PICTURE

AND LARGER LINK

BUDGET::

There are some things that just dor 't
belong on live TV. Static in the picture from
EMI or RFI contamination. Fuzzy electronic
glitches. Or maybe you're having trouble tela-
porting the signal to other locations and you
can't tell why.

If you want to eliminate problems like
these, we have a suggestion. Get rid of that
outdated coaxial or microwave equipmert.
And then get PlessCor's fiber optic analog
video transmission system.

Its got everything you need for on -location
broadcasts, with performance and features

that come across loud and clear. Features
like a user friendly front panel tr at give
you total control over cable equalizaion and
system gain adjustments. Front pane' clamps
for easy formatted or unformatted selection.
Add to that 75 ohm and 124 ohm simul-
taneous outputs and it's easy to see why
this is the video transmission system that
really puts out.

Additional performance is available when
you specify our optional upgrade cards in-
cluding 4 simultaneous outputs, 2 high fidel-
ity audio channels, and redundant AC or DC

MADE IN THE USA

01101,

13

power s ipply, just to name a few. Available
w th both multimode and single mode light
enitting diode and/or laser sources, repeater -
less link distances up to 60 kilometers may
be supported in current cable plants.

PlessCor's AVT-13-10. Because in a
business where your image is everything
to us, we make the choice crystal clear.
And you'll see the difference as soon as
you hear the words, "You're On!"

For more information on this and our
other analog video system products contact
us at 813/700-0841.

PLESSCOR
PlessCor Cptronics. Inc., 20200 Sunburst Street, Cha:sworth. CA 91311-6289

Tel: 818/700-1233 Telex: 650 239 8651 Fax 818/700-9C47
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bility of up -converters," White ex-
plains. "Sometimes when a
modulator decides it's going to go
flaky, it won't maintain the proper
ratio between IF and C -band fre-
quencies. Therefore, you'll see
that particular carrier jittering or
moving across the spectrum to
some degree. If the problem is bad
enough, that carrier will sweep
over into another carrier's territo-
ry or perhaps sweep back and forth
repeatedly, obliterating a couple
of carriers. In very severe cases
the whole transponder could be
affected.

"In conjunction with the spec-
trum analyzer we have an X -Y
plotter. If we see something out of
spec or if we see interference from
an unauthorized uplink, we can
store the information on the
display screen of the analyzer and
plot it so that we have a hard copy
representation of what the spec-
trum looked like at the time of
that anomaly."

Audio analysis
NPR's audio monitoring proce-

dures illustrate one network's
committment to strict standards.
"We are probably one of the more
audio -quality conscious organiza-
tions doing satellite uplinking for
radio," admits White. "And some
of our customers insist on high
standards. We monitor our audio
consistently in several ways.

"For simple level measure-
ments, we will use both VU and
peak program meters (PPM)."
First used in Europe, PPMs are
similar to a VU meter, but with an
altered scale and a white needle
and a black face to distinguish
them from VU meters.

"PPMs give you a more accurate
representation of your use of the
headroom-the dynamic capabil-
ity-of your system. In other
words, whether you are approach-
ing the clip level of your transmis-
sion system. They don't measure
the average signal level, as VUs
do, but rather the signal peaks in
the signal waveform. A PPM tells
you how much peak content that
program material has, and how
close that peak content is to
jeopardizing the headroom of your
system, which can result in peak

distortion or clipping. That's the
harsh, severe sound that occurs
when you run out of the capacity of
a particular piece of electronic
equipment to reproduce the signal
you're putting into it," White
explains.

"Our main origination technical
center (MOTC) also has a custom-
built panel that features compos-
ite ladder PPMs. Unlike the me-
chanical PPMs, these are com-
prised of LEDs arranged in a
vertical format. There are 12 col-
umns of these ladder PPMs, each
of which displays the modulation
level of one of the 12 public radio
channels, which are a portion of
transponder 2D.

"The LEDs in these ladder
PPMs are in green, orange, and
red segments to indicate if the
NPR channels are performing
above or below our program oper-
ating level. Because we manage so
many signals, the ladder PPMs
are a good way to provide an in-
stantaneous check on audio levels.
They are accurate and compelling
to watch and give the operator a
lot of information in a small view
angle."

Another important area of
measurement is signal to noise.
Common to all electronic trans-
mission systems is what is known
as the noise floor, which is
optimally many degrees of dB be-
low the operating level. Above this
is the clipping limit, the point at
which equipment will saturate.
Headroom consists of the distance
(in dB) between program operat-
ing level and the clipping level.
The distance in dB between the
noise floor and the clipping level is
the dynamic range of the system.

"For signal to noise and other
audio analysis, our main test
equipment in the MOTC is the
Tektronix TM 500 series unit,"
White explains. "It's a mainframe
with plug-in components: a har-
monic and IM distortion analy-
zer, an audio oscillator, a frequen-
cy counter, and a dual -trace
oscilloscope.

"We perform signal-to-noise
measurements with a sensitive
audio volt meter, which is part of
our distortion analyzer. The dis-
tortion analyzer has audio meas-



urement capabilities down to - 70
dBm. We can measure both return
level for downlink level and
downlink distortion with one unit.

"The oscillator enables us to
supply a downlink with a refer-
ence signal that has virtually no
distortion in it so that we can see
what kind of distortion products
are caused by the uplink and
downlink process. The counter
measures the frequency of repeti-
tive waveforms. The scope gives us
a visual inspection of the wave-
form, lets us make phase measure-
ments between stereo channels,
and compare the trace of an origi-
nal signal with the distortion
products of that signal."

Exam time
NPR's very low distortion oscil-

lator is also used to test the net-
work. White describes the
procedure:

"Once a week, for half an hour,
we will uplink a reference tone of 1
kHz at program operating level for
our 300 affiliates to set levels.
Then we send them some silence
(which tells them where their
noise floor is) and then 400 Hz for
distortion measurement, and then
we'll send them spot frequencies of
50 Hz to 15 kHz.

"This enables them to chart the
frequency response of each of their
individual demodulators, identify
its S/N ratio, and calibrate its out-
put level. To do this, affiliates use
distortion analyzers with built-in
audio voltmeters.

"At various times every month,
each of our 20 regional uplinks in
turn have the opportunity to go up
on two of the public radio channels
on Westar IV, transponder 2D, for
an hour. This enables them to
check the performance of their
uplink and downlink simul-
taneously.

"Even if you have plenty of ex-
pensive and fancy test gear at your
disposal," says White in summing
up NPR's audio testing, "the best
test instruments of all are the ones
mounted on either side of your
head. There's a good chance that
an operator's ears will catch a
problem before someone fiddling
with test equipment will. For this
reason, we have two pairs of small,

The ENG-4 Receiver is supplied with a
small monitor earphone and a 1/4 wave
antenna that mounts vertically or at a
right angle.

It's a small wonder!
Big FOUR CHANNEL receiver and TWO CHANNEL transmitter
packed into the smallest packages ever.
The system is designed for ENG broadcast and remote video production
and operates in the VHF band between 165-216MHz. There are 14 stan-
dard computer selected frequencies available from Telex. The receiver's
simple rotary dial allows quick channel changes in the field. Spring -loaded
battery compartment pops up so battery "sled" can be taken out and
replaced instantly with a spare-reducing battery change downtime to just
seconds. For more information on this "small wonder" write or call today.

ENG-4
Antenna can

be mounted at
a right angle

t tcx

ENG-4

W7-400
is supplied with
belt -pack carrying
case not shown
here

WT -400

TELEX,
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420  (612) 887-5550
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one step furthur by United Video
in a new service known as the sat-
ellite communications system
(SCS). Al Stem explains:

"Having worked with sub-

carriers for several years, I saw
that there was a way to mitigate
its various problems. These in-
clude terrestrial interference, the
necessity for large (expensive) re-
ception antennas, and having to
uplink from where the main video
carrier is uplinked. We really did-
n't invent anything new, but what
we did was optimize some existing
technologies.

"SCS uses Wegener Communi-
cations' FM' technology for
uplinking subcarriers without
any video. On a video transponder,
the video takes up about 90 per-
cent of the energy, with the re-
mainder left for the subcarriers.
But with SCS we put 100 percent
of the energy into the subcarriers,
and without video, there's room
for more of them. It's an FM fre-
quency division multiplex system

(FM-FDM) system. Each channel
is sent by way of an analog carrier,
but each one of those carriers can
be modulated any way the user
wants to, FM or digital.

"SCS is a turnkey service pro-
viding clients with transponder
space segment, an eight -foot an-
tenna, and associated hardware to
uplink-in Ku-band-from any-
where. United Video's Chicago
Teleport downlinks the signal,
uplinking it again in SCS. The
systems's proprietary optimiza-
tion of bandwidth eliminates ter-
restrial interference."

Satellite Music Network is one
of several radio services to recent-
ly switch over to SCS. "It makes a
ton of sense," says Dave Roycraft,
director of technical operations at
Multicom Telecommunications, in
Alexandria, VA. "You can use less
expensive components in your
downlink, and they'll still yield
good performance. With SCPC
any phase noise in the receiver's
local oscillator will degrade the re-

covered signal. Not so with SCS."
Regardless of the transmission

method, satellite radio continues
to grow as a cost-efficient means of
point-to-multipoint distribution.
Fifty-five services of program au-
dio for broadcast radio are now de-
livered by satellite, with more
every year. The increased demand
for dish antennas has enabled
manufacturers to lower prices by
refining production methods.
Some networks have even fur-
nished affiliates with receiving
equipment.

"The use of Ku -band for radio
will grow because of the higher
power afforded by such satellites
as the 45 watt Satcom K-2," ob-
serves Marcia DeSonne, director
of technology assessment for the
NAB. "And radio stations have an
added business opportunity in
that they can also receive data and
retransmit it on their FM or AM
subcarriers for local distribution.
There's a very robust and exciting
future for satellite radio." BM/E
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The new VSG-200 Sync Generator

offers you an unmatched combination of standard features:
 6 isolated Blackburst Outputs

 SMPTE Color Bars
 1 KHz Audio Tone Output

 RS -170A specifications

 Color Field I.D. Pulse Output
 Front panel adjustments for H Phase and SC Phase

 Adjustable Vertical Blanking Width (lines 16-21)
 Gen Lock Input with SC and Sync Indicators

Videotek 1985

A DECADE OF PROGRESS
243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464
(215) 327-2292, TWX 710-653-0125

A DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE

VIDEOTEKIN(
Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 8502
(602) 997-7523, TWX 910-951-0621
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Now, one touch does more
than ever before.
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Select a source, store in E-Mem Effects Memory System - then touch
a key days later and call the whole thing back. The Grass Valley Group Model
300 switcher now communicates directly with our Horizon router for all the
convenience of a true routing/production system.
It's speed and power at a touch.
Only from Grass Valley Group.

Grass Valley Group
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.® - P.O. Box 1114 - Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA - Telephone (916) 273-8421-TRT:160432
OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia (301) 622-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931;
Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447; Los Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680.
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Classic beauty is unmistak-
able. You know it when you
see it.

Like the beauty you get
with Ampex 196. Clean, clear
pictures that capture every
sparkling moment of your
production.

No other video tape
delivers such consistent low -
dropout performance. Or such
dynamic picture quality.

By focusing on critical drop-
outs, especially in the area
not compensated for by your
VTR, we developed a video
tape you can rely on for all
your applications.

The secret behind our
success is Ampex Process
Management. APM is a unique
manufacturing concept
enabling us to control the
cor s'stency of the entire pro-
duction process. From raw
materials to finished products.

Sc. you always get the
cleanest, sharpest pictures time

carton after carton.That's why
top professionals around the
world specify Ampex 196.

If you'd like to know more
about how APM contributes
to beautiful pictures, call or
write Ampex today for a
free brochure.

Ampex CoiTo-ation, Magnetic Tape Divisicr, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063, 415/367-3809.
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PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY.
Now get more perform-
ance for the money
in two new additions
to Tek's 1700 Series family:
the 1720 Vectorscope and
1730 Waveform Monitor.
For years television facilities
have looked to the Tek 528A
and 1420 for reliable, consis-
tent signal monitoring. Our
two new monitors do the job
faster, better-and at a
substantial reduction in cost.
Even easier to use. Now
four front panel setups can
be stored-from the front
panel-and recalled at the
touch of a button. You get
complete line select capabil-
ities including field selection,

IDE BY SIDE!
mounting and available
in NTSC and PAL
versions

The new 1720 Vectorscope
can also be combined with a
1710B Waveform Monitor-
for even greater.aide-by-side
economy'
Get the full story from
your Tektronix represent-
ative. Ask for a c emo and
see what makes the 1720
and 1730 the leaiing
price performance values on
the market today'

Behind the Scenes
in Quality Television.

15 -line display and CRT read-
out of field and line number.
You can display Channel A
and Channel B inputs simul-
taneously. The information
you need is there at a glance.
Each monitor includes its
own advanced feature set.
There's an X Y input for
stereo audio monitoring in
the 1720. Dual filter opera-
tion in the 1730. Plus proven
1700 Series family advan-
tages. Excellent viewability.
Low power consumption. All
in a compact package suited
for stand alone use or rack -
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RF Engineering

Video Transmission
via Satellite

By Brian McKernan

Because what goes up must
also come down, trans-
mitting video via satellite

requires specific procedures to en-
sure a quality signal. Video for
broadcast, cable, and other uses is
beamed to and received from a
multitude of transponders every
day, and uplinking continues to be
a booming business. But if the pic-
ture isn't good on the way up,
there's not much a downlink can
do about it. Not only that, but the
potential audience for a problem
transmission is enormous.

Redundancy is the major safe-
guard against transmission sna-
fus, the rule being the more the
better. This along with careful
control, monitoring, and measure-
ment of video and RF avoids signal
degradation.

"There's basically three things
that you have to do," states Mike
Martin, senior technician at the
Washington International
Teleport, in McLean, VA. "Check
the quality of the video and audio
coming in to you, make sure that
you're transmitting to the satel-

The tracking, telemetry, and control
center at RCA's Vernon Valley, NJ facili-
ty monitors the RCA Americom fleet of
five C -band and two Ku -band satellites.
It also sends commands to the craft to
keep them in their assigned locations.

Video that's for the birds
is great for broadcasters,
cable system operators,
and corporations,
saving them from the
expense of terrestrial
distribution.

lite properly, and then check the
signal on a downlink to see how it
looks to the rest of the world."

Getting the picture
In the case of National Gateway

Telecom, in Carteret, NJ, video
arrives from the major TV net-
works in nearby Manhattan on
four duplexed microwave signals.
The microwaves are transmitted
from a 125 -foot tower at National
Gateway's technical control cen-
ter (TCC) in New York, which is
linked to ABC and CBS by
fiberoptic cables. Periodic testing
of both fiber and microwave
identifies problems in the path,
should they arise. Don Hoeger, di-
rector of engineering, explains:

"Once a year, the FCC requires
that we check the microwave
beam to see that deviations are set
properly. For this we use a
Hewlett-Packard [HP] 141 spec-
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trum analyzer for the video, the
Marconi 2305 modulation meter
for the audio, and HP and Boonton
power meters."

National Gateway tests both
their fiber and microwave path pe-
riodically for compliance with
RS -250-B. Because the microwave
link can transmit in either direc-
tion, a function generator and
waveform monitor are stationed
at both ends. "It's a lot easier than
lugging them back and forth,"
Hoeger adds. "If the transmission
in this direction is good, it can be
looped back to show the quality of
end -to -end transmission." In this
way, the location of problems can
be identified as being either in-
bound to the teleport or outbound
to Manhattan. Signal generators
and waveform monitors at the net-
works are used for end -to -end test-
ing of fiber to the TCC.

"These tests confirm that 'yes, I
am sending you quality pictures in
both directions,"' Hoeger says.
"Obviously your specifications on
the microwave system have to fall
within a certain number of IREs
for whatever type of pattern or
source generator function is being
applied to the system. If you start
with 100 IRE units, you'll want to
read that at the other end."

The crowded sky
Terrestrial RF interference is a

problem for both microwave links
and earth stations, particularly in
major metropolitan areas. "The
Olympics was perhaps the great-
est challenge I ever worked on, it
took a year of planning," com-
ments Bob Wean, director of tech-
nical services at Wold
Communications, in Los Angeles.
"The LA area is crowded with fre-
quencies that are not only com-
mercial and common carrier, but
also government and military.
It's so hot with RF here that you
could walk up on Mount Wilson,
stick a pencil in the air, and the
graphite of the pencil will literally
draw an arc.

"The frequency coordination on
the Olympics took a year of plan-
ning; a book could be written
about it. Everyone worked very
closely in the Southern California
Frequency Coordinating
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NBC's Skypath/New York master earth station, atop a Manhattan skyscraper.
Each antenna transmits four video channels, in Ku -band.

Committee (SCFCC), a volunteer
organization of all commercial
and common carrier broadcasters
in the area, which serves as a
clearinghouse of information on
what everyone is doing. The
SCFCC holds monthly meetings
and publishes a newsletter.

"If it wasn't for that coordina-
tion, it would have been chaos. But
nobody stepped on anyone else,
and we never missed a
transmission."

Off the air
Uplinking-and other telecom-

munications activities-benefit
from the efforts of frequency
coordination organizations every-
where, especially in areas of heavy
RF. But being in a metropolitan
area where commercial broadcast
receive levels are strong can also
be beneficial to a satellite uplink.
National Gateway uplinks WPIX-
TV 11 from New York for United
Video for distribution to cable sys-
tems across America. The WPIX
superstation is received by Na-
tional Gateway over the air as a
broadcast signal.

"We use a Yagi antenna, which
is a high -gain, high -directional,
high -front -to -back ratio antenna,"
explains Hoeger. "It's a multiele-
ment antenna that's
cut-tuned-specifically for the
station. Fortunately, we don't
have interference from aircraft,
but there is a large power grid in
the area. For this reason, we peri-

odically conduct an RFI test using
a color video monitor and a Tek-
tronix model 1480 waveform mon-
itor, which can display one sweep
of the video-any line in the TV
receive signal-for close
inspection."

On the beam
After the video has been deliv-

ered to the uplink site, the next
step is transmission to a satellite.
In the case of network television,
the transmission of a large volume
of program material and other
feeds demands extensive control
and coordination. Add to this the
SNV transmission traffic of affili-
ates, and the picture gets even
more complicated. The direction
that network TV uplinking is
headed may well be indicated by
NBC's Skypath facility, which be-
gan operation several months ago
at the network's New York
headquarters.

Skypath is NBC's own earth sta-
tion, transponder management fa-
cility, and control center for
regional uplinks, affiliate TVROs,
and SNVs. Skypath's master
earth station-which frees the
network from total dependence on
common carriers-is located near
NBC studios, atop a neighboring
building in Rockefeller Center.
The earth station is equipped with
a pair of 8.1 meter Harris anten-
nas and several accompanying
structures that house a fully re-
dundant complement of transmit-



ters, receivers, and related earth
station hardware. Comsat
General leases the system to NBC;
the Harris Corporation's Satellite
Communications division handles
its maintenance.

NBC's master earth station
transmits to three time zones; a
second Skypath master earth sta-
tion in Burbank, CA, feeds NBC's
Pacific network. NBC's historic
commitment to Ku -band satellite
distribution includes eight region-
al earth stations, a fleet of six
transportables, and a total of 40
affiliates that will own SNVs by
the end of this year. The network
also expects to have 50 Harris por-
table uplink package systems
(PUPS) in service by 1987. Used to
transform an affiliate's TVRO into
an uplink-should the need
arise-a PUPS is contained in two
125 -pound transport cases. These
attach to the TVRO antenna's
kingpost to mimimize waveguide
loss. One case contains an exciter
and a local control module to inter-
face with Skypath's computers.
The other houses the HPA and a
160 -watt powr supply.

NBC has six full-time
transponders on Satcom K-2. The
network's considerable satellite
traffic, which includes program
distribution, sports backhaul,
news feeds, and Skycom-a ser-
vice to affiliates enabling them to
exchange news and sports pro-
gramming among themselves-is
coordinated by Skyrpth.

"Skypath gives the network
more flexibility," comments
Arthur Waardenburg, manager
of Skypath control. "We can make
more efficient use of our trans-
ponder time. Instead of having to
schedule a block of time from a
common carrier we can use as lit-
tle or as much time as we need. We
can, if we choose, get feeds out of a
number of places in the space of 30
minutes. It also allows the net-
work and its affiliates to react to
breaking news at a moment's no-
tice, or to respond to last-minute
requests from affiliates for chang-
es in sports coverage if league
rules permit."

The heart of Skypath is a
NASA -like control center illumi-
nated by a bank of video monitors

's

The Vernon Valley network monitoring center checks all video programming on
RCA spacecraft and can determine if signals are being transmitted on spec.

in its front wall. Two long, wood -
trimmed consoles encase an array
of waveform monitors, vector -
scopes, and computer screens to
monitor the status of all network
satellite video traffic. For MTS
there are VU and peak program
meters for each channel, and
stereo phase is displayed on the
vectorscopes.

"As a part of the NBC opera-
tions and technical services de-
partment, Skypath's control room
design reflects the needs and re-
quirements of the operations
group," comments Steve
Paganuzzi, engineering manager
for the NBC satellite network. The
conceptual designer of the control
center, Paganuzzi located the traf-
fic and broadcast operations
coordination departments on ei-
ther side of the facility's sliding
glass walls to centralize these re-
lated areas. In this way, communi-
cation and reaction time between
departments is expedited.

Spectrum analysis of the status
of the network's six video carriers
on Satcom K-2 is dramatically
displayed on a 46 -inch RCA pro-
jection TV in the lower center of
Skypath's monitor wall. The pic-
ture is relayed from a small CCD
camera aimed at a spectrum ana-
lyzer in one of the structures at the
master earth station.

Essential to Skypath's
coordination of video feeds is its

Satellite Network Management
System (SNMS), which consists of
two separate computer systems,
both of which are fully redundant.
Both communicate with member
stations via an SCPC relay on
Satcom K-2. The first system, run
by a General Automation comput-
er, operates the network's complex
pre-set switching routine. Affili-
ate TVROs and earth stations are
turned on, off, or tuned to different
transponders to receive sectional
feeds, affiliate news exchanges,
closed-circuit feeds, and news
feeds.

The second half of SNMS is the
Skypath maintenance controller,
an Intel computer that trouble-
shoots each regional uplink and
affiliate TVRO. Data is acquired
by means of redundant Intel site
controllers. NBC's TVROs have a
one -watt uplink capability for
transmission of this data. The sta-
tus of each affiliate's earth station
is logged into the main Intel com-
puter at Skypath, and technical
problems are identified. In this
way, member stations are assisted
in identifying earth station
malfunctions, and appropriate
switching to backup components
is accomplished.

Checking the
transmission

Major network or small uplink,
the best test of transmission is the
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downlink. "I look at my uplink
testing more by the downlink side
on a loop back," comments Nation-
al Gateway's Don Hoeger. "On the
uplink you can set your input lev-
els, check your power and devia-
tion, but the ultimate result is to
observe the downlink side from
the bird."

Verification of signal and power
levels in the RF path from the
exciter to the power amplifier is
accomplished with a power meter,
an important test device for satel-
lite transmission. For setting vid-
eo deviation of the carrier a
spectrum analyzer is used,
measuring the signal as it leaves
the exciter. These tests are re-
quired only periodically; measure-
ment of the downlinked signal is
usually ongoing.

Skypath is one of many large fa-
cilities that use the Tektronix
1980 Answer automatic video
measurement set for constant
monitoring of its downlinks. "An-
swer does in under two minutes

what it takes a human two hours
to do, and with no human error,"
observes Dave Gardner, manager
of the network monitoring center
at RCA American Communica-
tions, in Vernon Valley, NJ.

One of the largest commercial
earth stations in the world, and
the flagship earth station for the
entire Satcom system, Vernon
Valley is RCA's central location
for interfacing with Satcom
customers. Because of this, the
facility requires constant and
comprehensive status information
on the system. For video, this in-
formation is provided by Answer
machines at its South Mountain,
CA, earth station, its New York
TOC, and at Vernon Valley. A
Racal-Vadic modem enables the
Answer at Vernon Valley to inter-
rogate its distant counterparts, re-
sulting in fast and totally accurate
monitoring.

"We depend on Answer because
it is the system of preference of
many of our full-time and occa-

sional clients, including Home
Box Office and the major broad-
cast networks. Some of these cus-
tomers we uplink, some uplink
themselves, such as HBO. They
use Answer to document prob-
lems, and our having Answer en-
ables us to get the same numbers,
in effect speak the same language
that they do. It allows us to deter-
mine the location of these prob-
lems, whether they are on our end
or theirs," Gardner says.

Vernon Valley's network moni-
toring center constantly oversees
all video transmitted to RCA
spacecraft, checking signal speci-
fications. The center also acts as a
watchdog, monitoring the trans-
ponders of eight different
spacecraft.

RCA American Communica-
tions at Vernon Valley controls
not only the use of its satellites,
but their movement as well. A
tracking, telemetry, and control
(TT&C) department relays orders
to the spacecraft to perform ma-

TEKTRONIX
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neuvers to keep them in their box,
an assigned location on the orbital
arc. "Satellites move and drift,"
says Gardner, "TT&C performs
normal station keeping on the
birds to minimize earth station
antenna adjustment. We have
learned over the years the best
ways to manage satellite fuel and
batteries to maximize the life of
the spacecraft."

Because satellites move within
their boxes, and because careful
antenna aiming is vital to
uplinking, peaking the dish is of-
ten a necessity. This is especially
true for uplink facilities that per-
form numerous occasional trans-
missions, accessing many
satellites. Antenna control sys-
tems memorize satellite
coordinates for automatic aiming,

Don't settle for
that colors

a shotgun mic
off -axis sound.

The new lightweight Shure SM89 eliminates coloration up to 30°
off -axis. Thanks to its new Accu-Port" design, the off -axis response
of the SM89 is smooth and natural, free of the peaks and dips caused
by the comb -filter characteristic of most shotgun mics. So off -axis
sound is much easier to control and equalize.

The SM89 also features a newly designed condenser cartridge
for improved sensitivity. Plus a built-in rolloff filter that eliminates
low frequency noise problems, and controls proximity effect in
close-up work.

The durable aluminium design is 30-40% lighter than other
models. The low noise amp also can be powered from 11 to 52 VDC
phantom power and separates from the capsule for field repair.

For more information, write or call Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL. 60202-3696 (312) 866-2553.
G.S.A. Approved.

SHURE'
Azaktingeouneeiratietk ova60yeav-

See us at AES Booth #s 107- 108 213 21,
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but even then peaking may be nec-
essary. "For downlinking the
earth station controller's aiming
is usually fine," remarks Jim
Wright, of Koplar Communica-
tions Center, in St. Louis. "But for
uplinking you have to peak the an-
tenna so that it's aimed perfectly
at the satellite."

Receiving a signal known to be
transmitted from the satellite to
be accessed can assist in peaking
an antenna. Carrier to noise me-
ters or power meters verify
optimal tuning.

Prior to a feed, the proper satel-
lite or transponder control center
must be contacted for authoriza-
tion.

The uplinking entity will
then be instructed to commence
transmission at low power. This
avoids interference with other sig-
nals in case the nascent transmis-
sion's frequency or polarization is
incorrect. "Sometimes your trans-
mission is fine, other times it may
take several minutes of tracking
around to get it peaked up," says
Wright, "or your polarity may be
off, requiring rotation of the feed
horn.".

But once the transponder is
fully saturated, uplinking is usu-
ally a trouble -free procedure,
yielding better quality at lower
cost than traditional terrestrial
distribution schemes ever could.

Testing
Generally speaking, the sophis-

tication of earth station hardware
ensures reliability. Constant mon-
itoring and preventive mainte-
nance avoids nasty surprises of
component failure. When a
malfunction is suspected in an
uplink, the loop test translator is
the principal tool for checking the
entire transmission chain.

The translator performs the
same frequency change on an
exciter's output that a satellite
would, without the expense.
The translator's RF connect-

ion can be inserted at several
test points along the transmission
chain, allowing for testing of one
or all of its components: video
exciter, cable between exciter and
high power amplifier (HPA),
HPA, and a portion of the
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waveguide. (A common test proce-
dure is to terminate the signal in a
dummy load along the
waveguide.) Looped back into the
receiver, the signal is evaluated
with standard test equipment.

Reception limits can also be de-
termined with a loop test transla-
tor. Attenuation added to a
translator's return carrier deter-
mines the margin above threshold
of the receiver, especially useful in
simulating rain -fade conditions in
Ku -band.

Rain and other environmental
problems can also impair the per-
formance of waveguides. One
technique for troubleshooting
waveguides is the use of a sweep
generator at the input of the HPA,
with spectrum analysis of the gen-
erated signal at the antenna.

Power insurance
Basic to any facility that

consumes large amounts of elec-
tricity to do its work is the need for
a reliable power source. Although

earth station or teleport design
may include extensive measures
for the optimization of its trans-
mission and reception capabili-
ties, power line disturbances or
outages experienced by a local
utility could disrupt service-and
profitability-at any time.
Uninterruptible power supplies
(UPS), long used in hospitals and
the data processing industry, are
an essential safeguard in satellite
transmission.

"Without a UPS we're at the
mercy of the local power compa-
ny," states National Gateway's
Hoeger. "Line noise is a common
power company problem and if it's
unchecked it will get on to every-
thing else. Our UPS system elimi-
nates such outside noise. We have
a transfer switch that automatic-
ally changes us over to our
Emerson 250 kW UPS power sup-
ply. It will correct for voltage and
frequency fluctuations so that if
the utility has a power switch
problem in the field, we won't be

affected. We call it a hitless sys-
tem, you don't see anything hap-
pen, and you would never know by
looking at the transmission that
switching had occurred."

UPS systems include large
banks of batteries and-for pro-
longed outages-diesel genera-
tors, are an essential option.

Consistent electrical power is
one of many contributing factors
in effective video uplinking. An-
other factor is the power of truth in
the ancient observation that the
shortest distance between two
points is a straight line. That fact
has today created a new industry
serving broadcasters, cable opera-
tors, corporations, and many other
users of video. Transmission of
video via satellite continues to
grow, offering lower cost, greater
flexibility, and the possibility of
new video services. Whatever the
future holds, the satellite video
revolution will continue to be an
important area to the broad-
casting industry. BM/E
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Broadcast Management

NcBGETIXG
FOR POST-

PROBEICTIOX
Integrating almost any form of post -production capability

into a modern television station can provide as many financial and budgetary
hurdles as it does technical obstacles.

By Tim Wetmore

There are two sides to every story. In regard
to providing a facility with editing and ef-
fects equipment, one side involves techni-

cal evaluation of system capabilities while the oth-
er side of the story is concerned with how to pay for
those capabilities. Implicit in such evaluation, of
course, is the determination of true need of the
equipment, the reasons therein, and whether or
not the station can afford it. This boils down to one
word known to all: budgeting. It is important to ex-
amine how different budgeting approaches recon-
cile with the various technical solutions required
of a broadcast, or any video, facility.

What all this means is that engineering and
management need to take a look and see what they
need to stay competitive and what is necessary to
fulfill technical requirements.

Due to market competition and the currently
popular polished look most stations use for their
on -air image, a good deal of a station's equipment
expense must go into the editing and effects de-
partment in order to stay in stride. Indeed, staying
competitive and replacing old equipment are two
of the most important criteria for purchasing such
equipment. Thus it is that the modern broadcast
environment requires a fairly high level of sophis-

tication in the post -production department.
Whether the station has a completely outfitted
post facility in-house or whether they have just a
few dedicated edit rooms, station management
must fit such capital expenditures into its overall
equipment buying plan.

Developing that plan, setting up a purchase
schedule, and fitting these elements into the over-
all financial structure of the station (or stations, in
a group -owned context) are the essential building
blocks of a stable operation. The finishing touches
in the plan come during implementation, and
that's where things get a little complicated.

Financial philosophy
The one element that controls the way in which

station management views equipment is the fi-
nancial procedure, or philosophy, under which the
company operates. This may seem obvious, but
think about all the different ownership manifesta-
tions: network, group, and independently owned/
operated. Obviously in a network situation, the
layers of management through which the budget
must pass are deeper and more numerous.

CBS maintains an ongoing five-year corporate
capital expenditures plan. Charles Upton, director
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of technical operations at WBBM, a CBS -owned
and operated station in Chicago, states, "After the
station personnel arrive at a general purchase
plan for all.capital expenditures comes a budget
proposal, which is presented. This must include all
the reasons for buying the equipment, addressing
both the technical and financial issues involved.
Also a figure is set by the division and subsequent-
ly approved by Broadcast Group, which oversees
all requests from within the group, which all must
be based on need."

Since WBBM does not have a complete post-
production facility nor does it operate a control
center within the station, the requests for equip-
ment are folded into the larger orders for other stu-
dio gear. Two edit studios are maintained at the
station, one for studio functions and one for news;
the equipment costs are allocated separately. This
clearly demonstrates the way in which the hard-
ware and budgeting are so closely interrelated:
since the physical operation calls for doing effects
and other enhancements during production or an-
other phase of the operation, a smaller post -

production capability is required and is reflected
in the budget. Other stations may have fully
outfitted post -production suites requiring budget
adjustments.

Budget structure
Also affecting the financial perspective on

equipment purchases is budget structure as it re-
lates to internal operations. Some stations have
complete post -production facilities but use them
mainly for purposes outside of news and general
station needs. One such approach is demonstrated
in Boise, ID, where KBCI maintains two umbrella
units: direct and indirect revenue generating de-
partments. The "retail production division" is a
revenue generating device that makes commer-
cials for outside clients as well as supporting inter-
nal work. The indirect unit, on the other hand,
encompasses such departments as news, for which
the profit figure cannot be easily identified. The
budgets for capital equipment expenditure are
closely scrutinized by management with the basic
viewpoint that if it is a direct revenue generating
device within the technical/financial structure of
the station, it has a higher priority over other
equipment.

Such a structure makes good business sense, but
it is essential that important functions of the sta-
tion not be neglected simply because profit cannot
be directly attributed. Everyone, including Tim
Bever at KBCI, would acknowledge that a good lo-
cal news show is good for the community, is good
for station ratings, and thus is good for the bottom
line, though proving it with actual dollars might
be difficult.

News at the Boise station does have its own
equipment budget, which is broad and covers not
only its dedicated editing gear but vehicles and all
other hardware used in the department. KBCI

does involve itself with other group stations (own-
er is Eugene Television, Inc.) for exchange of ideas
and to take advantage of whatever group buys
may be possible when equipment needs at sister
stations coincide.

Group budget policy
Often, stations will be restricted in what they

can do by whatver the group policy is. Some group
managements require very detailed, itemized
equipment lists for approval, others do not. Some
budget by department, while other groups simply
want a general capital expeditures figure.

WCMH in Columbus, OH, is an NBC affiliate
owned by Outlet Communications. General mana-
ger Gary Robinson recently rebuilt the Columbus
facility, and group management, he feels, set up
the financial structure for doing so quite well.
"Though the company restricts what types of pur-
chases we can make," he states, "each station calls
its own shots as long as we can justify the ex-
pense." Equipment buys are broken out not by de-
partment within the station, but by general
categories that fit into an overall plan.

"We wanted to rebuild our station because the
additive, patchwork approach didn't work-we
knew we'd always be behind that way. To com-
pletely rebuild and to work out what we could
spend, we talked to the other Outlet stations and
even some others outside of the group for guid-
ance. There is lattitude locally, since headquar-
ters wants us to be competitive and since we are
responsible for our local results."

The strategic approach was to start with master
control since it is the heart of the station. Engi-
neering was involved immediately for help in
identifying problems. Then the viewpoints of
users and planners were mixed to come up with
the decisions. This process was used throughout
the redesign beyond the core consideration ofmas-
ter control. Obviously, equipment choices and en-
gineering input affect how the budget gets
manipulated along the way.

For example, while they were in the process of
rebuilding, they added on to the structure to allow
for a technical center. This was squeezed into the
budget. In hardware, a new Quantel Paintbox was
purchased, but, since its use is not limited to one
department (i.e., post -production or news) it was
difficult to assign the cost specifically.

Meanwhile, back at headquarters, Jerry
Plemmons, vice president of engineering for Out-
let, takes the broad view. Since the group owns
four radio and four television stations, the most
streamlined budgetary plan is to operate on a five-
year cycle. Each station works on their own five-
year plan, which fits into the overall corporate
system. They just started a new cycle.

"As long as station revenues at least match the
projections," claims Plemmons, "then they know
how much money they are going to get. We require
from all of our stations a list of the items they need
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and the purpose for the request: whether its to re-
place old or broken equipment or whether its
something completely new. If it's new, then there
must be justification, such as to increase profit-
ability of the station or stay on the air. There is
also the matter of getting some piece of gear in or-
der to stay competitive in their market. Then, all
details of each equipment item, down to the fea-
tures, need to be explained. Finally, the
purchasing is done by the stations themselves
once the budget figure is approved."

To enhance the value of such detailed and ad-
vance planning, Outlet has group purchasing
deals with several major manufacturers. Of
course, a local station can go outside the group
purchase plan if the equipment doesn't fit into the
local station needs. Cameras and graphics equip-
ment, in addition to the wide variety of editing
equipment available as well as many other high
dollar items, may not be suitable for every station
depending on their competition, the particular
market, and the physical setup of the station
(whether or not they have a complete post facility,
for example).

The stations within the group are tied together
in more ways than name alone. They all, officially
at least, operate under one large capital expendi-
tures budget, and it's possible that they may bor-
row from each other depending on the particular
need. Technical advice is also exchanged. When
Columbus was setting up its post -production facil-
ity, they consulted with some of the sister stations
that had recently purchased editing equipment
and which Robinson felt were similar in their
needs. In this case, they ended up buying a CMX
editor, not because of the price, but "because with
something that important, features have as much
priority as price, and that has to be considered
when budgeting," explains Robinson.

Budgets need to have some room for change
built in. It may seem contradictory since budgets
by nature are a strict numbers game, but absolute
rigidity when implementing the budget can back-
fire. In today's broadcasting world where things
change so quickly, a station needs to be able to re-
act, especially if they are located in a highly com-
petitive market. At the Outlet stations, flexibility
is built into the plan because of possible emergen-
cies, and it is in these cases when the stations may
borrow from one another.

One final consideration that may affect how the
budgets are determined is depreciation. For this,
the operation is separated into studio and other
functions, and studio equipment (under which any
post -production gear falls) is depreciated over sev-
en years.

Committee budgeting
Operating on a five-year plan with yearly capi-

tal expenditures budgets, KARK in Little Rock,
AR, sets its budgets and allots money for individu-
al equipment purchases by committee.
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Tom Bonner, executive vice president of the sta-
tion, maintains that, "the committee approach
was brought in two years ago when United Broad-
casting Corp. (UBC) bought the station, and, in my
30 -some years experience in broadcasting, I had
never seen a system like this before. "

The Little Rock NBC affiliate is the flagship for
UBC, which also owns stations in Meridien and El
Paso, TX. KARK, which has 115 employees, is run
by four committees. Each committee oversees one
aspect of the station: broadcast committee (which
determines much of what goes on the air); capital
assets (which determines when, how, and why
money is spent); marketing (for sales and market-
ing); and personnel.

The members of the committee come from all de-
partments and all levels of employees. In this way,
education about the way the station's purchasing
and budgeting works is disseminated to all depart-
ments. Fairly inexperienced workers at beginning
levels are exposed to the experienced decisions
made in the committee by veterans, creating loy-
alty, and knowledge to be used later if and when
the employee gets promoted. It doesn't serve the
station or the people involved to have someone in
charge of a department if he is not familiar with
the capital assets operation. The money available
is known to those on the committe and being in-

volved with the process helps them learn to make
decisions on their own

The list changes as equipment is bought and/or
reprioritized. On the same list will be, perhaps, an
SNV, ENG cameras, distribution amps, a carpet,
and a variety of other items. As each one is bought
and as new items come on the list, the priorities
may change. For this reason, the varied nature of

"If it is a direct revenue
generating device within the

technical/financial structure of
the station it has a higher

priority over other equipment."
the committe is very useful. Also, each depart-
ment can feel it is close to the decision making pro-
cess knowing it has a representative

Before a decision is made, however, the depart-
ment head requesting the product must come in
and explain to the committee the reasons for the
request. This may range from a simple explana-
tion to a full blown presentation. When someone in
production had a request, he produced a videotape
complete with graphics to demonstrate the need.
After they hear from the petitioner, either a con-
sensus is reached or a full vote is called for. More
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6119 BROADCAST SW

OPTIONS

 SERIAL AND PARALLEL CONTROL
MODULES FOR FULL EDITOR
CONTROL

 RGB CHROMA KEYER/COLOR BAR
GEN. Model 6045

 INTERCOM Model 6404
 STEREO AUDIO FOLLOW Mode16800

FULL SERIAL EDITOR CONTROL
FOR ADDITIONAL $2850.

ITCHER FOR $2690.

STANDARD FEATURES

AUTOMATIC WIPES AND MIXES (BPI TRIGGERABLE)
MASTER FADE TO BLACK, TWO KEYERS, MIX TO KEY OVER WIPE

 12 PATTERNS
 BORDERED WIPES
 VARIABLE SOFT EDGES
 JOYSTICK POSITIONER

 BLANKING PROCESSOR
 TEST MODE (FOR SYSTEM TIMING)
 GENLOCK SYNC GENERATOR
 4 BLACK BURST OUTPUTS

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

 DOWNSTREAM KEYER
 FULL COLORIZER
 AUTOMATIC PREVIEW
 TWO FADER ARMS

95 PROGRESS STREET  UNION, N.J. 07083
Country Code 1  (201) 688-1510  TELEX 132850
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S
PCN 1400
SERIES
THROUGH
35 kW

AT NEC,
WE REALLY KNOW
OUR V's AND U's

A worldwide leader ought to know how
to put state-of-the-art television trans-
mitter technology to work. That's why NEC
transmitters are installed in over 1400
locations all over the globe. NEC's full line
of VHF and UHF transmitters feature
high performance exciters, a remarkable
30% reduction in exciter parts (meaning
a 50% improvement in MTBF - 30,000
hours). 100% solid state to 10 kW (UHF/
VHF); only one tube to 35 kW (VHF),
broad power output ranges and a design
that accepts stereo - without modifica-
tion. For transmitter technology that's sure
to stimulate your imagination, look to a
leader. NEC.

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

CaC COMPUTERS AND COMMUNICATIONS

NEC AMERICA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division
1255 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191

Toll free 1-800-323-6656 In Illinois 312-860-7600

Budgeting Post -Production

often than not, a consensus opinion carries the de-
cision since reasons tend to be obvious in their ad-
vantage for the whole operation. The process is
usually conducted on an annual basis unless a de-
partment head feels its necessary to call an emer-
gency meeting.

Future buys
Emergencies notwithstanding, the purpose of

budgets is to keep control over money being spent,
not only in amount but regarding how and where
and for what it is spent. This is all geared toward
streamlining the whole financial operation so
there are as few surprises as possible as the station
moves into the future. It also provides stability
and flexibility if done properly, allowing the sta-
tion to react to market demands in terms of what
equipment it needs to buy to stay competitive and
what is necessary for maintaining the operation.

A trend that is currently developing in both
broadcasting and in the post -production facility
world is editing package purchases. The road this
trend is leading down seems to be one that will
keep both the buyer and the seller happy. Accord-
ing to Robert Slutske, senior product manager,
editing systems for Ampex, "The focus is now
greater on complete editing packages because it
seems to satisfy the three major considerations in
a video operation: engineering, artistic, and own-
ership. All of these are involved in any money deci-
sions, including budgeting."

The common thinking that a post -production
house is vastly different from editing concerns at a
broadcast facility are fading too, making the eval-
uation of the three basic categorical considerations
more important. "The ownership perspective is:
how do I meet my obligations after buying the
equipment, and how do I get a return on my invest-
ment? The artistic or operational point of view is:
does it work and help do things quickly, like train
new people, or attract other people to the facility?
The engineering perspective is: how do we keep it
working properly."

The thread that runs through all these consider-
ations is one of commonality; thus the integrated
package or system approach to buying post equip-
ment. If you only have to go one place it's easier to
keep the maintenance level high and to keep
things operating efficiently. Also, ease of training
is evident in buying a package from one company.
At Ampex, the customer can buy a complete room
with editing, switchers, effects, etc. and have it all
installed, tested, and explained to personnel in its
Colorado Springs facility. Then the package is
shipped to the customer's station and reinstalled
and retested so there is complete familiarity with
the system by the time actual operation begins.

"This packaging helps to eliminate hidden costs
that tend to appear with systems containing indi-
vidually picked boxes," claims Slutske. "It really
shows up, because the maintenance people have to
look at and study several different manuals and be
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on the phone to several different companies, which
ultimately shows up as increased cost factors.
What you're really looking at is increased time."
And more than anywhere else, in broadcasting
time means money.

In addition, the experience or sophistication to
put together an editing suite may not be in exis-
tence at the station. In these cases especially, the
one -source system is attractive. There are, of
course, considerations for buying different sys-
tems or parts of a system from different manufac-
turers. Points in favor of this strategy could be
confidence in the manufacturer's products, fea-
tures provided may be more desireable for a partic-
ular application, and a good track record.

"Training on an editor without
a switcher or an effects device
hooked up is only half -training
since they will have to relearn
when they add all these other

components."

Obviously, major innovations have been made
and many installations completed by the likes of
CMX, Convergence, EECO, and many others who
do not offer the breadth of product line to supply a
complete room from tape recorders to switchers to
editors. It seems their future is bright.

Nevertheless, another company offering a broad
product line, Sony, shows indications of leaning
more toward the marketing of packages. Tom
Phillips, product manager for editing systems
says, "More stations are interested in complete
system deals than ever before. It's easier to go to
one source, especially for the guys who don't have
the money or the expertise to staff and maintain
the equipment. Aftermarket support is the best
reason for integrated systems purchases, and that
support will save time and money."

Standardization and operating procedures are
two other reasons for going with a package deal,
especially if you are putting together a new facili-
ty or redoing an existing one; the package is effi-
cient. It makes things all work together easier and
makes for future ease of reconfiguration and
updating. Finally, the training is better because
you can train on the complete integrated system.
Training on an editor without a switcher or an ef-
fects device hooked up is only half -training since
they will have to relearn when they add all these
other components.

Whether the integrated system approach is cho-
sen, or whether the specialized companies are cho-
sen as the source for post -production equipment,
the essential budgetary considerations do not real-
ly change. Integrating the technical/operational
questions with the financial picture remains the
biggest challenge in formulating and maintaining
the capital expenditures budget. BM/E
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HARDWARE
HASN'T

TOLD YOU:

It's ready and able to be automated, now...
if it has channels that can write and read
SMPTE/EBU time code, or even if it's only

remote -controllable via GPI commands. You
simply integrate it into a customized LA -KART

Broadcast Automation System.
LA -KART Systems are different... assembled

from broadcast -standard hardware, and
run by field -proven "Al" software developed

for Adaptive Interactive control of on -air
operations. And both software and hardware
are adaptable and expandable to meet your
future operations needs. Add your choice of
new CAV and digital video and audio cassette
tape and disk formats only when you're ready.
The biggest expense to equip your station for
automated operation is already behind you.

Now's the time to finish the job; call on
LA -KART to run it.

So now you know your hardware's secret:

IT'S ALREADY READY
FOR AUTOMATING.

LA -KART
The Adaptive Interactive Automation Solution

The Systems Company

Ift*
55 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02160 (617) 244-6881
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Provide impressive on -air sound for even
the most discriminating listener at an unbelievable
price/performance relationship.
The Best of Both Worlds

The ITC "Component System" combines the
quality of digital source material with all the
operational flexibilities of an all -cart format. Simply
record from a compact disc onto a ScotchCart®11
broadcast cartridge using a 99B master recorder with
ELSA, then play back on a DELTA reproducer!
Separately, These ITC Components are
Impressive, Together They're Awesome!

Cartridge, tape and machines have been designed
by a single manufacturer to compliment each other
like never before and produce uncompromising
audio quality.
1. 99B Master Recorder-Loaded with features
2. ELSA-A patented automatic cartridge

preparation system
3. DELTA Reproducer-Outstanding audio

performance in a reliable, mid -priced
cartridge machine

4. ScotchCartgII Broadcast Cartridge-Capable of
frequency response equalling professional
reel-to-reel performance

Allow ITC's "Component System" to provide your
facility with the operational flexibilities of an all -cart
format while you offer your listeners impressive on -
air sound they are sure to love.

When newer technology emerges, it will come
from International Tapetronics Corporation/3M,
"The Leader in Reliability and Service."

Call today to discuss financial options and the
unbelievable price/performance benefits of the ITC
"Component System." In the U.S., call toll -free
800-447-0414, or collect from Alaska or Illinois
309-828-1381. In Canada, call Maruno Electronics,
Ltd. 416-255-9108. In most countries outside the
U.S. and Canada, information on ITC equipment can
be obtained through local distributors.

International Tapetronics Corporation/3M
2425South Main Street

P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, Illinois 61702-0241
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New H -P TV Test System
The HP 8770S arbitrary waveform synthesizer
system is a new product from Hewlett-Packard
that enables users to create and modify waveform
test signals easily to test and predict television
system performance under worst -case conditions.

Consisting of an HP870A synthesizer, 11776
waveform software, and a Hewlett-Packard Series
200 tech computer, the testing system outputs
waveform samples at a 125 -MHz rate, giving
signal -generation bandwidths up to 50 MHz. A
12 -bit, 128K word waveform sample memory ac-
curately simulates television signals, and packets
of waveform data can be stored in arbitrary order
within the sample memory as well.

Other system features include external clock
time base capability, deep memory and
sequencing, 12 -bit amplitude resolution, 560 MHz
coverage, and an onboard waveform calculator.
Circle 250 on Reader Service Card

Microtime Improves T-220
The T-220 FIT (format interchange time base cor-
rector) from Microtime has been enhanced by the
addition of several features. Now standard on the
unit are input level AGC, for maintaining con-
stant output levels; automatic mute, which
switches the system output to black when there is
no video present on the input; Vari-Trak opera-
tion, providing sync playback from - lx to + 3x
normal playspeed in dub mode; and selectable
component modes, allowing output in Y, I, Q, and
Y, R - Y, B -Y formats.

In addition, the T-220 features freeze with in-
terpolation, dropout compensation, hysteresis
buffer, simultaneous composite, component, and
dub outputs, proc-amp controls, and modular
construction.
Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

Leitch Intros Test Generator
New from Lietch Video, the TTG-2500N NTSC
transmission test generator provides 22 computer -
generated video test -signal types designed specif-
ically for FM transmission link applications such
as satellite and microwave feeds. In addition, each

signal type is available at 10, 50, and 90 percent
APL, for a total of 60 individual signals.

Three VITS packages are also included: FCC,
CCIR (NTC-7), and CCIR plus VIR. EPROM -
stored signals easily conform to changing industry
standards and individual needs; conversion to
analog occurs with 10 -bit precision.

Other features of the test unit include H and V
streaking signals, VITS insertion and deletion, in-
ternal RS170A genlock sync generator, stable
TCXO, power -down memory, and an optional re-
mote control panel.
Circle 252 on Reader Service Card

VTA Creates da Vinci
VTA Technologies' "da Vinci" programmable color
corrector boasts complete and comprehensive
scene -by -scene interface capability with Rank
telecine units.

The da Vinci features negative gain and PEC
controls, Vari speed, repositioning moves, trans-
port control, colorgrade, advanced signal pro-
cessing, motion control, and list management
functions. In addition to interfacing with Rank
machines, the da Vinci can be coupled with Ampex
ADO units, Ultimatte machines, Sony and Ampex
VTRs, as well as VTA's own ADO composite/
component video modification kit.
Circle 253 on Reader Service Card

 ........
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For -A Releases Component
Color Corrector
The newest product in For -A's continuing series of
equipment releases compatible with and based on
its new CVM-500 component video mixer is the
CCS-4400 component color corrector.

The CCS-4400, incorporating the capabilities of
For -A's earlier composite correctors, offers more
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effective correction of black -and -white camera
imbalance since the correction is applied directly
to the component signal with no added signal
distortion.

Other features of the CCS-4400 include Y,
R - Y, B -Y input/output interfaces, RGB black
and white level control, individual gamma correc-
tion for RGB, overall gamma correction, and re-
mote (up to 1000 feet) operation.
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card
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Sierra Unveils CIK-1
Component Video Mixer
Now available from Sierra Video Systems is the
CIK-1 component video mixer/keyer. Available in
either RGB or Y, R - Y, B -Y formats, the unit
features wideband linear closed -loop multipliers
to either mix from one component video source to
another or to key one component video source over
another.

In addition, a GPI interface provides for exter-
nal initiation of transistions, and a 300 -foot range
remote control panel offers flexible control of the
compact one -rack -unit -high CIK-1.

The key source for the machine can be any com-
bination of the foreground video luminance value,
any selected color, any of the color components, or
the luminance value of the external video. Key
gain adjustment is available for use with comput-
er paint systems.
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

Otari's New Time Code
Reader
The EC -201, a new portable time code reader from
Otari, is designed as an accessory for any audio or
video tape recorder in field or studio operation.
The unit features 1/20 to 60x play -speed reading, 40
hours of continuous battery -powered use, and
reshaping circuitry on the loop output.

Other features include full hexidecimal user
bits display, a - 10 to + 10 dBV input range, bal-
anced XLR inputs/outputs, and an AC adaptor.

The 1.5- by 4.2- by 5 -inch package comes with
standard belt clips and batteries.
Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

Ariste Cues up Playlist II
In 1982, Ariste Software began work on a comput-
er program that could maintain the music
libraries and generate playlists for radio stations,
and Playlist II, a new software product from that
company, is the result of that work.

The program can maintain custom libraries and
generate tailored playlists according to user -

selected music types, play patterns, and selection
separations.

Playlist II, which runs on an IBM PC or compati-
ble with two disk drives and 256K memory, also

Two new
Time Code Readers
fromslotel
140*.

All new... from front panels to advanced
reader and error checking electronic circuits.
Enhanced full reader features and performance
... read from 1/40 up to 80X play speed ...small,
smart packaging designed for desk or rack
mount (Y2 rack width).
For all those who told I want is an LTC
reader with a video display for window dubs."
It's the TCR-112 at $1350. (F.O.B. Destination)
 Simultaneous display of Time and User bits.
 4 character heights... highly legible font.
 Positionable over full raster.

For those who say..."/ only need an LED display."
It's the TCR-111 at $1100. (F.O.B. Destination)
 Large green LEDs for visual comfort.
 Reshaped code output (also TCR-112).
 Dual standard SMPTE/EBU (also TCR-112).
Call or write for name of your nearest dealer
and our latest Product Guide.
Skotel ...for 10 years a pioneer of VITC, color
field ID, User bit and video display applications.

Skotel Corporation, 1445 Bou I. Provencher
Brossard, Que., Canada )4W 1Z3
(514) 465-8990 In U.S. 1-800-361-4999
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provides up to 26 categories, 16 day parts, 24 time
patterns, 335 day patterns, six file attributes, play
history for each title, flexible priority assignment,
full control of rotation, and manual override.

List price is $495, and a demo disk is available
from the company for $10.
Circle 257 on Reader Service Card

Orion TV Audio Console
The new AMU series of 8-, 16-, 24-, and 32 -input
audio consoles has been released by Orion Re-
search. Designed for broadcast, production, post,
and remote applicatons, these consoles feature full
input and output stereo processing.

Modeled like a video switcher, with an all -
digital control panel, the AMU provides full con-
trol and traditional styling in a minimum of space.
Also, the console's unique digital control architec-
ture provides a recall memory system and an elec-
tronic legend function as standard features. An
optional plug-in serial interface for video editors is
also offered.
Circle 258 on Reader Service Card

Tektronix Debuts Low -Cost
Portable 2225 Scope
The new dual -channel 2225 Portable Oscilloscope
from Tektronix not only breaks the $1000 price
barrier, it also offers a serious array of standard
features -50 MHz bandwidth, alternate
magnification, 500 µvot sensitivity, peak -to -peak
autotrigger mode, and high -/low -frequency trig-
ger filtering-on a low-cost compact scope unit.

Alternative mag allows users to view both the
normal and "zoomed" sweeps simultaneously.
Selectable at either 5x, 10x, or 50x mag, the
alternate magnification function gives the unit
many of the benefits of a dual time base scope.

Targeted for field service, educational, and pro-
duction testing applications, the 2225's TV trigger
comes with selective triggering as a standard fea-

With our Automatic Remote Control System
your transmitter - and your personnel - will
operate with increased efficiency

Have you ever wondered if your night operator will
remember . . . to switch patterns at sunrise? . . . to
periodically check critical levels? . . . the correct
transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if
Potomac Instruments' RC16 + is on the job. Because it'll
do all these tasks for you. Plus a lot more. Automatically.

With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic
RC16 + provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic
out -of -tolerance alarms and remote raise/lower controls;
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plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions - pat-
tern shift, transmitter restart, power control - are pre-
programmed in accordance with station license re-
quirements and controlled with an accurate master clock.

The RC16 + is also expandable. In 16 channel incre-
ments, up to a total of 64 channels. With the remote video
display option your chief engineer can get a detailed
readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30
seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The op-
tional plug-in automatic logger provides a permanent
record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence,
and alarm flags are user -selectable.

And, best of all, the RC16 + is cost effective. No other
unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at
this low price.

Basic System $4,995.00
Additional 16 Channels 1,865.00
Plug -1n Automatic Logger 2,499.00
Remote Video Display Unit 650.00

OTOMACINSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910

(301) 589.2662

Circle 176 on Reader Service Card
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ture, making the unit well suited for a variety of
television and video uses.

List price for the portable oscilloscope is $995.
Circle 259 on Reader Service Card

New Videotek Monitor
A new 13 -inch color monitor, the AVM -13, has
been announced by Videotek, Inc. Featuring an in-
ternal audio speaker and designed for a variety of
applications, from line input monitoring to
editing, the monitor sports a comprehensive array

of standard features.
The monitor includes A/B/VTR inputs, blue

gun, pulse cross, underscan, internal/external
sync, external demod input, keyed back porch
clamping, and 8 -pin VTR cabling.
Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

Denecke Time Code Slates
Denecke, Inc.'s Dcode TS -1 time code slates fea-
ture high -intensity LED readouts for displaying
time code, user bits, and drop frame status.

In addition, the slate utilizes a unique "clap"
function: when the slate arm is in the open poition,
time code is displayed. When the slate is clapped
shut, the time code display freezes for three frames.
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

Pro Bat Carries ProPouch
The ProPouch, a new lightweight battery system
from Pro Battery Co., is designed specifically for
ENG camera systems as an alternative to cumber-
some battery belt setups used for remote lighting.

The weather -treated leather pouch holds one
BP -90 -type battery and is worn as a shoulder -
slung unit. Optional clips allow for waist belt or
camera deck mounting as well.
Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

PACO Ni-Cad BATTERY PACK
PACO HIGH POWER CELL GIVES YOU:

Sealing plate

Insulation
gasket

Insulation
plate

Case(-)
(Negative)

Insulation
plate

Positive terminal (+
Self-sealing vent
Positive lead

Separator
(POLYAMIDE
FIBER)

Negative
plate
(PASTED)

Separator

Positive
plate

(SINTERED)

I

 HIGH POWER OF 4.4Ah(1C RATE)
 NO INTERNAL SHORT CIRCUIT PROBLEMS
 DEPENDABLE CONSISTENCY AND LONG LIFE

PACO PRODUCTS
BATTERY PACK OUICK CHARGER  BATTERY DEMEMORIZEI

DP-1240(12V4.4Ah) KD-220
(DIRECT REPLACEMENT
FOR SONY BP -90)

KD-120

AVAILABLE SOON DP-11(13.2V1.7Ah)DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR
SONY NP -1

PACO ELECTRONICS U.S.A., INC.
714 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD., SUITE 706, LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
TEL-213-747-6540/TLX-756923/FAX-213-747-3731
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Business Briefs

Fiscal 1986 earnings reports are
beginning to come in: Harris
Corp. reports 1986 net income
(year end, June 30) at $59.6 mil-
lion; $1.48 per share. This com-
pares with last year's net of
$80.3 million; $2.00 per share.
President John T. Hartley
pointed to reduced sales and
price pressures in the computer
terminal and PBX markets for
the substantial loss reported in
Harris' Information Systems Sec-
tor. On the upside, Harris has
just been awarded a $2 million
contract to provide NBC with
voice and data satellite commu-
nications between its New York
control center and affiliates'
SNG field vehicles....A 21 per-
cent increase in consolidated
sales was reported by Chyron
Corp. Up about $6 million from
fiscal 1985's $29.4 million, the
sales figures benefitted from "a
strong uptrend in orders and ship-
ments," according to chairman
Alfred P. Leubert. However,
Chyron's reported net income for
fiscal 1986 was about $2.3 mil-
lion; down from last year's $3.5
million.... Scientific-Atlanta,
Inc., posted a net loss of $9.2 mil-
lion for the year, due to the ef-
fects of a $18.9 million one-time
charge against earnings. Operat-
ing earnings were down 30 cents
per share (from 71 to 41 cents),
but sales were up 7 percent over
last year, totaling $469 million.
More recently, Scientific-Atlanta
inked a $2.2 million deal with
Los Angeles-based radio
networker Westwood One for
the production of digital sat
equipment for use by Mutual Ra-
dio affiliates.

Music Business Institute, an
Atlanta -based music technology
school, has purchased two
Harrison MR -4 24 -track record-
ing consoles. The units will be
installed in the institute's new
studio complex and will be the
focal point of audio production
and recording courses. Nashville,
TN-based Harrison adds this sale
to recent deliveries of its AIR -7
console to facilities in the Peoples
Republic of China, KPWR in Los
Angeles, and three stations in St.

Ampex Corp. recently logged the installation of its 900th ADO
Digital Effects System. Two AD2000 units, as well as two AVC-33 switch-
ers, purchased by San Francisco-based CBS affiliate KPIX-TV will be
used both for news and post -production. (Left to right) Russ Ide,
Ampex sales engineer, and Neil Selvin, AD product manager, present a
commemorative plaque to Steve Moreen, KPIX engineering manager,
and Roy E. Moore, engineer -in -charge.

Louis, MO....A three -station group
purchase of the Thomson-CSF
Broadcast, Inc. Vidifont V
graphics and animation system
has been made by the Harte
Hanks Television Group, San
Antonio, TX. According to Harte
Hanks VP Ray McMillan, famili-
arity with an older Vidifont at
the group's Springfield, MO, affili-
ate led to the purchase decision.

Intercontinental Televideo,
Inc., has become the first produc-
tion facility in the U.S. to install
the new Quantel Satin all -digital
standards converter.

Two new Chyron Scribe text
generators have been added to
Troy, MI's Finishing House post -
production facility....A huge ex-
pansion project has been under-
taken by The Dub Center,
Owings Mills, MD. The facility
now boasts four on-line one -inch
Ampex and Sony units, nine RCA
two-inch quad machines, as well
as 70 Sony 3/4 -inch VTRs and
about 200 Panasonic half -inch
machines....Post house Cal Im-
age, Rancho Cordova, CA, has re-
cently added Abekas A-52 digital
effects and A-42 still store units
to its full -service Edit -2 studio. A
new Dubner 20k character gen-
erator will add 3D animation
playback to the facility.

As we all know, Wally and

Theodore Cleaver are back with
the new "Leave It to Beaver"
show on Ted Turner's WTBS
network, and EditeUNY is lend-
ing a hand. Editors Richie Jack
and Bob Shott recently mixed,
sweetened, and edited a
71/2 -minute promo for show pro-
ducers MCA.

The Studer/Philips joint CD
venture first announced at the
1986 NAB convention has been
formally established with the re-
cent signing of a research and
development agreement between
the two companies. The new
firm formed by the contract,
Studer and Philips CD Sys-
tems AG, will be based in
Regensdorf, Switzerland, and the
two parent companies will each
assume a 50 percent share of the
ownership and management of
the new venture. Elsewhere at
Studer, the company's New York
offices have .been relocated to
161 Avenue of the Americas,
Suite 901....CQI SportsTicker
and WSI Corp., two satellite in-
formation networks, have joined
forces to provide broadcasters
with sports and weather data
over the same sat system. Now,
the Broadcast Sports Wire from
SportsTicker and Astro-WX from
WSI can be recieved on the same
satellite system.
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Multiple Choice:
What do you need in an audio console?
Every application is different; what are your
requirements? Should the input section be ste-
reo or mono, mic or line? What kind of outputs
and subgrouping do you need? Is a matrix mix
important? Do you require mix -minus capabili-
ties? What about metering, timers, tape
remotes, mainframes, future expansion?

A-500 Radio
On -Air

hj i I C1,
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WHEATSTONE consoles give you all the choices. Our sales
engineers listen to your requirements, then work with you
and plan your console from the first module to the last VU
meter. The result is custom -configured equipment built
specifically to your needs.
The truth is, there's only one choice when specifying broad-
cast equipment: QUALITY. There's simply no room in
broadcast for cutting corners; when you're on -the -air the
phrase "Time is Money" takes on real meaning.

SP -5 Stereo
Production

TV -80 Television Master

So whatever your application, stereo or multi-
track production, television master control,
on -air, video edit, or mobile installation, con-
sult WHEATSTONE.

QUALITY
There's No Better

Choice.
3224 Multi- Track

NWheotrtone Corporation
6720 VIP Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13211 (315-455-7740)

Circle 1180 on Reader Service Card
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Nobody 
does it better! 

Ward -Beck's all -new D8212 Audio Distribution 
System is totally transparent! Absolutely nothing 

else on the market today can compare for 
precision, performance, packaging or price! 

Check these features: 

Twelve high-performance modular DAs 
each with 8 outputs. 

Dual switch -mode power supplies. 
31/2" rack mounting frame. 

Unique hinged/quick-release front panel. 
Gold-plated terminals throughout. 

Integral typewriter designation strip. 
Unmatched overall performance specifications. 
Renowned Ward -Beck Reliability and Quality. 

Priced right. 

First by Design. 

The Ward -Beck D8212 System - An Investment in Quality! 

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough. Ontario. Canada M1H 2X4. Tel: (416)438-6550 Tlx: 065-25399. 


